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English Summary
In recent years, social life has become increasingly digital, challenging sociologists to develop
new ways of approaching their discipline’s subject matter based on the digital traces left behind
by digital transactions. Discussions in the literature on the programmatic aspects of a digital
sociology built on digital traces are common, but few studies have ventured into how these
largely untested traces are presently being developed into social measures. This lack of empirical
engagement has left sociologists insensitive toward some of the current major changes in data
and knowledge practices, thereby leaving the sociological discipline on the side lines in the
metrological work of carving out new digital measures of socially relevant phenomena.
This dissertation explores such metrological work by simultaneously conducting, and
inquiring into the proliferating practice of data experiments, investigating how this practice plays
a key role in designing and stabilising new social measures based on digital traces. Through the
empirical conduct of more than 10 autonomous data experiments, the dissertation demonstrates
how the effectiveness of this practice for developing new measures is closely linked to its dual
focus of experimenting both with data, seeking to produce thematic analytical results, and on
data, seeking to understand and stabilise traces by linking them with theoretical meanings and
methodological conventions. Further, the dissertation shows how calibration processes of diverse
types constitute crucial ingredients in such stabilisation. Grounded in this empirical work, the
dissertation suggests data experiments both as a theoretical concept, describing the emergent
knowledge practice and how it is currently unfolding, and as a pragmatic methodological
concept, as a path for fellow sociologists to follow when seeking to develop new social measures
based on some of the many emerging digital data sources. This dissertation contributes an array
of thematic results produced through the data experiments, while simultaneously offering a rare
metrological ‘inside’ view into the making of social measures.
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Dansk resume
Vores sociale liv er de seneste år blevet stadig mere digitalt. Dette har tvunget sociologer til at
udvikle nye måder at tilgå deres felt på, baseret på de digitale spor som vores handlinger i det
digitale efterlader sig. Mens en omfattende forskning har diskuteret de programmatiske
dimensioner af en sådan digital sociologi, er der kun få studier, der har undersøgt, hvordan disse
uprøvede spor i praksis bliver omformet til ’sociale mål’. Dette manglende empiriske grundlag
har både undergravet sociologernes sensitivitet for nogle af de store aktuelle forandringer i dataog videnspraksisser samt efterladt sociologien på sidelinjen i det metrologiske arbejde med at
skabe nye digitale mål.
Denne afhandling undersøger den voksende praksis for ’dataeksperimenter’, samt denne
praksis nøglerolle i det metrologiske arbejde med at designe og stabiliserer nye videnskabelige
mål. Igennem udførelsen af mere end 10 individuelle data eksperimenter, viser afhandlingen,
hvordan disse dataeksperimenters, igennem et dobbelt fokus på at eksperimentere både med data,
for at skabe nye tematiske analytiske resultater, samt på data, for at forstå og stabilisere disse
digitale spor, er i stand til at udvikle og stabiliserer nye mål. Desuden viser afhandlingen
hvordan kalibreringsprocesser i forskellige former udgør en afgørende komponent i disse
stabiliserings processer.
På baggrund af dette empiriske arbejde, foreslår afhandlingen konceptet om
’dataeksperimenter’ som et teoretisk begreb, til at beskrive den voksende videnspraksis, men
også som en pragmatisk metode som sociologer kan benytte i deres arbejde med at udvikle nye
digitale mål. Samlet, bidrager afhandlingen således med en række tematiske resultater produceret
gennem data eksperimenter, samtidig med at den tilbyder et sjældent metrologisk indblik i
’tilblivelsen af sociale mål’.
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The journey from Kamakura to Kyoto takes twelve days.
If you travel for eleven but stop with only one day remaining, how then can you
admire the moon over the capital?

Nichiren Daishonin, 1280 A.D.
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Introducing transactional data experiments
“Elementary, my dear Watson….”. So goes the renowned phrase, initiating the unveiling of how
the great Sherlock Holmes had solved yet another mysterious crime. Like anyone who has ever
read or watched episodes of the Sherlock Holmes legend knows, most of his solutions was far
from ‘elementary’. Rather than a witness standing up and disclosing the criminal’s identity or the
identification of a known fingerprint on the murder weapon, in Sherlock’s world it is the unusual
traces — the dirt on shoes or the ill-chosen word — and their transformation into facts and
evidence that uncover the mystery, and which keep ensnaring new generations of readers into the
Sherlock universe, making Sherlock the most portrayed literary human character in film and TV
in history.1
In a recent highly celebrated BBC mini-series, featuring world-famous actor Benedict
Cumberbatch, the stories of Holmes returned to the scene again, this time reimagined in
contemporary life. Despite moving the story 150 years into the future, the setting remained
largely the same: The arrogant genius Sherlock Holmes still plays the violin in his home at 221b
Baker Street, while pursuing a hobby of solving crime mysteries with assistant Dr Watson at his
side. However, while the setting remains the same, the repository of unusual traces (clues) giving
purchase to Sherlock’s investigations has in this contemporary version been extended to include
a new type of trace. In addition to dirt clinging to shoes or the ill-chosen word, text messages,
social media activity and video analytics now contribute to Sherlock’s investigations. And where
the old Sherlock nearly exclusively relied upon logic, in the modern version Sherlock has been
blessed with the (effectively) supernatural skills of retrieving and finding patterns in millions of
such digital and analogue traces stored in his mind — all within microseconds.
In contemporary society social life has become digital and so has Sherlock. Our social
interactions, ranging from political discussions to our search for a soulmate, have in recent
decades moved into the digital realm to a degree where even Arthur Conan Doyle’s 140-year-old
celebrated figure is forced to adapt. The digitalization has however not only made it compulsory
for Sherlock to master a new dimension of social life by complementing analogue traces of boot
dirt with digital traces of text messages and web cookies. Digital traces also lend themselves as

1

according to Guinness World Records.
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an entirely new arena within which Sherlock finds his unusual traces, greatly illustrated by his
humorous reply to Dr Watson when struck by Sherlock’s knowledge on yet another insanely
obscure topic: ‘Elementarily, I looked it up on Wikipedia’.
The transformation of Sherlock’s reasoning and the repository of traces both works to
illustrate the breadth and depth of current changes in knowledge practices set in motion by the
emergence of novel digital traces and intensive computation. The adaptation in the Sherlock
universe is but one result of the current data revolution, changing data itself and the knowledge
practices surrounding it. As social interaction has moved into the digital realm, it has likewise
become gradually more important for sociologists to follow along and approach social life
through a lens of the traces that our digital presence leaves behind (c.f. Latour, 2007). Not only
have digital traces been identified as key for allowing us to study the rising amount of social life
unfolding in a digital sphere (likewise Sherlock’s innovative use of them), they have also been
shown to produce entirely “new interfaces between social life and social research” (Marres,
2017: 1), providing sociologists with the capability of analysing well-known sociological
problems in entirely new perspectives.
Where the Sherlock universe have been quick to embrace the growing digital realm,
sociologists have largely studied digital data as something outside the field of sociology.
Especially overlooked have been the question of how these novel data sources should be
integrated with our practice. While the truly intriguing moment in the contemporary version of
Sherlock have remained the moment when Sherlock explains how he ‘elementarily’ transformed
discrete traces into measures or evidence, sociologists have largely remained unconcerned with
how Facebook likes and smartphone sensor data become measures of social life. Few studies
have analysed the processes that turn traces of e.g. ‘likes’ into social measures of political
support, and even fewer have sought to develop methodological conventions for processing such
traces (c.f. Freelon, 2014).
Linking digital traces with theoretical meanings and methodological conventions is,
however, crucial if digital traces should ever become a reliable data source. Survey data on
income and education, for instance, have not always been accepted as a measure of social class.
Only after decades of usage and experiments, has this solid linkage among data, theory and
method emerged and stabilised to a degree where today we hardly consider its origin. If we want
digital traces to evolve from their current status as a highly experimental data source into reliable
measures of social life, we thus need to engage in more foundational work to understand the
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emergence of specific traces and to link them to relevant theoretical concepts — for instance,
learning what it means to ‘swipe’ a hopeful suitor on a dating site, while establishing
conventions for how to properly collect and process such swipes (Duncan, 1984).
Many processes and practices contribute to stabilising these types of linkages. However,
this dissertation argues that especially one practice, which I call ‘data experiments’, has come to
play an essential role in these stabilisation processes. Characterised by a dual focus on
experimenting both with and on digital traces, data experiments have been, and continues to be,
central in the metrological work of converting novel digital traces into novel social measures,
linked to theoretical meanings and methodological conventions.
The practice of data experiments has especially proliferated within the emerging field of
‘computational social science’ (CSS; Lazer et al., 2009), with increasing rates of adoption by
individual social science disciplines. Sociologists on the other hand have however generally
ignored the practice of data experiments, largely leaving the stabilization of digital social
measures to CSS practitioners. Not only have sociologists been slow to engage in developing
this next generation of social measures, the otherwise strong sociological tradition for studying
knowledge and data practices, has also with few exceptions, ignored the question of how digital
traces within their own discipline should transform into reliable measures (see Marres and
Gerlitz, 2016; and Marres, 2017 for a notable exception).
This dissertation responds to these two shortcomings by developing and exploring the
workings of data experiments from ‘the inside’. Through collaborative conduct and subsequent
reflection upon more than 10 experiments on new digital traces, this work attempts to develop
the theoretical conceptualization of data experiments describing the widely adopted negotiable
practice through which the next generation of digital social measures is carved out and stabilised.
The intent here is to shed light on both the inner and outer workings of data experiments and
their significance role in the current digital reconfiguration. In parallel, the concept of data
experiments is however also developed as a pragmatic approach for sociologists to engage with
the many emerging digital traces. In summary, this work contributes with a rare metrological
view into the ‘making of social measures’ by exploiting the unique historical situation in which a
vast number of new data sources are simultaneously emerging. Based on this view I question the
sceptical position toward digital traces currently taken by many sociologists (Levallois et al.,
2012; Marres, 2017), warning that our reservation toward the practice of data experiments is also
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excluding us from negotiating meanings ascribed to these novel data sources subsequently
undermining our disciplinary jurisdiction (c.f. Savage and Burrows, 2007).

Context of the dissertation

When we present experiments, we often remove the experimental situation from its context:
Letting the experiment unfold outside a specific time and place enhances generalizability,
although reducing the context in this way also hampers our capacity to understand certain causal
factors shaping determining decisions throughout the project. The research projects comprising
this dissertation were formulated within the context of a greater project, the Copenhagen
Networks Study (CNS; Stopczynski et al., 2014)2, a cross-institutional, cross-disciplinary,
‘computational social science’ (Lazer et al., 2009) research project in which computer scientists,
physicists, psychologists, economists, philosophers, sociologists and anthropologists collaborate
to study social interactions among a cohort of freshman students (N = 800) at the Danish
Technical University (DTU). Within this study, smartphones were distributed to students as
measurement devices, recording digital traces on social transactions from call and SMS logs,
Bluetooth, GPS, Wi-Fi and other channels. While earlier research projects had been based on
somewhat similar infrastructures (e.g., Eagle and Pentland, 2006), to date the CNS is by far the
most extensive project of its kind, running over several years, with many hundreds of
participants, collecting data through numerous data channels. Emerging within this institutional
setting both logically and formally informed my choices of data to experiment on, the topics to
experiment within and the collaborations to enter into. With a unique dataset full of overly
untested traces at hand, it seemed unwise not to centre many of my experiments upon
smartphone traces. This being said, it has also been important for me to explore the concept of
data experiments outside this very specific setting with the articles 1, 5, 7 and 8 all based on data
partly or fully outside the CNS.

2

The CNS is also known as the ‘Sensible DTU’-project as well as the ‘Social Fabric’ project, a result of
the study’s cross-institutional origin.
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Dual focused data experiments

Sociologists have been generally sceptical about the introduction into their discipline of digital
traces or transactional data as they are often called. As Levallois et al. (2012) elaborate, this
resistance has tended to follow two paths: denial of authority or assimilation. In the former,
sociologists have questioned digital traces as an authoritative source of knowledge by referring
to their usage in the less prestigious commercial sociology, inability to adhere to current
methodological standards and ‘thinly’ decontextualized nature (e.g., Blank, 2008; Boyd and
Crawford, 2012; Lewis, 2015; McFarland and McFarland, 2015). In the latter, sociologists have
downplayed the novelty of digital traces, subsequently rejecting the claim that these new data
sources should be in need of “special treatment” (Levallois et al., 2012: 173), and thus inserting
these novel data sources into their research designs in the same way as any other data source.
Both stances are, however, increasingly contested by the proliferation of digital traces
employed within social science research. While ‘denial of authority’ is an effective strategy for
undermining competing research approaches, the strategy tends to only work for as long as one
remains in an authoritative upper-hand position. As digital traces are increasingly making their
way into other disciplinary paradigms, the authoritative upper hand risks dissolving, as Levallois
et al. prophetically points out: “[I]t remains to be seen whether this criticism [‘denial of
authority’] will be able to counter the argument that the traditional standards are no longer valid
owing to the very large scale of the new types of transactional data” (Levallois et al., 2012: 173).
The assimilation strategy, that digital traces can and should be used in highly
conventional manners, is also increasingly contested. Most important are the many studies
showing the structural differences between digital traces and more conventional data sources,
with most digital datasets being not only voluminous but also highly relational, granular and
temporally continuous (Kitchin, 2014b; Kitchin and McArdle, 2016; Ruppert et al., 2013).
Exploiting these qualities, however, requires adapting to special types of approaches, such as
network approaches to exploit the relationality (Ackland and Zhu, 2015; Barabási and Pósfai,
2016; Ruppert et al., 2013), navigational quali-quantitative approaches to exploit the granularity
(Latour et al., 2012; Venturini and Latour, 2010) and visual and temporal approaches to exploit
the temporal continuity (Bender‐deMoll and McFarland, 2005; Marres and Weltevrede, 2013).
Further, as the argument of this dissertation goes, traces are rarely directly applicable, but require
prior experimentation to develop into strong social measures. Although it is more or less always
possible to assimilate transactional data directly into one’s research design, to harvest the true
16
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long-term potential of digital traces, sociologists are encouraged to familiarize themselves with
essential changes in how we design our research along with engaging in stabilisation work.
While both of these reservations toward digital traces have been contested, digital traces
largely remain an experimental data source in the sociological discipline. This point is
highlighted by Nortje Marres, who five years after Levallois et al.’s diagnosis, reached a nearly
identical conclusion, stating how “many sociologists remain unconvinced that the sources of data
and methods made available by today’s digital infrastructures present something new, or that
they are even usable for social enquiry” (2017: 15).
What sociologists seem to forget amidst their reservations, however, is that any data
source now considered ultra-reliable such as the sample survey and in-depth interview (c.f.
Savage and Burrows, 2007), were once questioned approaches in fundamental need of special
treatment before they could stabilize into trustworthy social measures.
In this dissertation, I set out to develop a pragmatic alternative for how sociologists can
engage with digital traces. Rather than questioning their authority or dismissing their novelty, I
suggest and pursue a third strategy of engaging in the processes through which the meanings of
diverse digital traces is negotiated and stabilized. The engagement that I suggest is the practice
of data experiments, a practice that has already become key to multiple emerging fields of study.
At their core, data experiments consist of experiments both with digital traces, in which thematic
analytical points are constructed using digital traces, and on digital traces, in which knowledge
of the particular type of trace is crafted and the trace turned into a measure of a given social
phenomenon. In this sense, the practice of data experiments exploit how “use drives measures
[…] and therefore whether they are standardized” (Li et al., 2011: 2). Through the production of
thematic analytical results, data experiments resemble the ‘use’ of a particular trace, while in
parallel linking it to the phenomenon studied. This dual focus is in this sense not especially
exotic, but is in most ways similar to most other empirical studies that inevitably and
unintendedly will have a stabilizing effect on the data involved in the studies. What distinguishes
data experiments from most other thematic studies is, however, that knowledge on data, and not
only empirical findings built with data, constitutes a crucial contribution and often even the main
reason for initiating a specific experiment.
It is this centrality of data that makes me denote this practice as data experiments.
Whereas the first part of the concept in this way references the object being studied, the second
part, ‘experiments’, references the approach through which knowledge with and on data is
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produced. Defining such dual-focused data studies as ‘experiments’ thus expresses two distinct
characteristics within the process of data experiments, both inscribed in the multiple
etymological meaning of ‘experiments’.
First, referencing the meaning of ‘experimental’ used to describe speculative and normbreaking action, data experiments consist of situations that explore the unknown and unfold
outside common norms. Data experiments are in this sense explorative situations that cut across
disciplinary norms and routines driven by the search for surprising correlations rather than
theoretical hypotheses (e.g., Munk et al., 2017; Perng et al., 2016; Venturini et al., 2017). Rather
than being knowledge driven, or directed by a research question derived from the theoretical
literature, the data experiment is often considered data driven with most studies emerging out of
the simple availability of a novel data source (Kitchin, 2014a). As I will return to in detail later,
the fact that data experiments are also driven by data also means that data experiments generally
exhibit a limited adherence to discipline conventions and therefore demonstrate a good fit for
interdisciplinary work.
Second, data experiments are also experimental in the way they denote the scientific
practice of experiments that constitutes a cornerstone of the natural sciences and a common tool
in the social sciences. While many data studies have taken on the explorative experimental
approach towards digital traces, the end goal of data experiments — to stabilize new data sources
into social measures — demands a more rigorous approach. Rather than being solely an
explorative and norm-breaking situation, data experiments, in parallel, adopt an experimental
scientific approach seeking to stabilize the correlations they encounter. In this work data
experiments seek to stabilise (1) conventions for how best to process a given set of traces for it to
measure the phenomenon or (2) the efficiency of the measure one should expect (a key aspect for
securing reliability).
Whereas the explorative experimental approach is generally easily grasped, the
ambiguity of scientific experimentation demands that we reflect upon what it means to conduct a
scientific experiment. A task that will be the aim of the upcoming section.

Scientific experimentation in the social sciences

What we today think of as scientific experimental practice first appeared in the seventeenth
century, commonly linked to famous thinkers such as Francis Bacon and his new Atlantis
(Bacon, 1626), Galileo and his falling bodies (Galilei, 1634) and Boyle’s famous air-pump
18
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experiment (known today as a vacuum pump) (Boyle, 1660; c.f. Shapin and Schaffer, 2011). At
their core, such experiments consisted of a highly controlled setting in which a single
manipulation at a time was carried out and its effect observed by the invited crowd. For instance
would one of Boyle’s experiments consist of inserting a live bird into the air pump, depriving it
of air, and observing the result, while another experiment would introduce a mouse into the air
pump, with each experiment contributing to unveiling the “secrets” of the air pump.
The act of experimenting has naturally evolved over the centuries. Most notably the
introduction of scientific experiments into the social sciences has meant increasing disintegration
of the experimental practice into an ever-growing number of subpractices. From its introduction
in the nineteenth century, experimental practice was thus confronted with the difficulty of
controlling extraneous influences in a social context (Shadish et al., 2001). The lack of control
was deemed so problematic that many scholars at the time viewed the experimental setup as
incompatible with the studies of social life (Druckman et al., 2006). Ronald A. Fisher and fellow
researchers developed today’s well-known control mechanisms (e.g., ‘control groups’ and
‘random assignment of treatment’), paving the way for what became known as field experiments.
With this shift, the experimental approach in social science became primarily a field approach
characterised by a setting for which the primary purpose, as experienced by participants, is not
the conduct of research (Cook et al., 1979).
However, the focus on randomization meant that the rigor of natural science practice of
experiments was maintained if not directly matched. As the practice of randomized experiments,
the name given to Fisher’s approach, proliferated within economic science in particular, scholars
began to question the reasoning underlying the strong emphasis on randomness. This led to the
appearance of a new group of social science experiments, known as quasi-experiments, that
evolved in the field of psychology during the late 1960s. Labelled by psychologists Donald
Campbell and Julian Stanley in 1963, this branch of experiment argued for relaxing the degree of
randomization required, with treatment assignment either self-assigned by participants or an
administrative body not part of project (Shadish, 2002). This relaxation not only gained
prominence in disciplines already dedicated to the experimental practice (e.g., psychology and
economics), it also gained acceptance in sociology by offering the rapidly growing field of social
practice evaluation a much-needed authoritative voice (Oakley, 1998). Sceptics, however, began
to raise the question of whether quasi-experiments did in fact constitute experiments in the
original meaning, just as the practice never really entered into the natural sciences.
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This departure from the original natural science approach increased with the emergence
of natural experiments, a subgenre of the quasi-experiment, where the deliberate treatment was
replaced by naturally occurring events (Cook et al., 1979; Shadish et al., 2001)3. Instead of
purposely introduced manipulation, this new group of field experiments takes its point of
departure in a ‘natural event’, such as an earthquake or a change in public policy, and then
searches for changes in specific phenomena that could be seen as an outcome of the event. What
the natural experiments introduce in place of active manipulation are comparisons of states, an
approach that historically has been much more closely linked to the practice of medicine (Krause
2016).
The absence of active manipulation not only represents a break with both the quasiexperiment and broader group of field experiments, it also represents a formal break with how
the experimental tradition had been staged since the time of Boyle. By omitting the requirement
of an active intervention natural experiments thus dissolve the boundary that historically have
separated experimentation from observation. In a 150-year-old but still applicable definition by
Herschel, the act of observation, “noticing facts as they occur,” thus stand in stark contrast to the
act of experimentation in which one put “in action causes and agents” (Herschel 1830, in
Winston and Blais, 1996: 600). The same separation is seen in John Stuart Mill’s work, in which
he highlights how we, without the active intervention, are unable to determine the underlying
causes of a phenomenon (ibid.). It is therefore not entirely unreasonable that the absence of
interventions in natural experiments has led scholars to question its status as an experiment.
Each of these, today dominant, experimental approaches has helped scholars bring forth
important new knowledge on social life. However, as the previous historical accounts also
suggests, each has also contributed to a ‘dilution’ of what constitutes an experiment, perhaps best
illustrated with the omnipresence of experimental approaches in everyday life, appearing in
everything from TV commercials, to news magazines and public television, in effect turning
experiments into a layperson’s synonym for the act of ‘doing science’. This increasing ambiguity
of what constitutes an experiment gives the impression that experimental practice is today
transforming into a rather vague concept covering more or less any knowledge practice, in effect

3

I here follow the definitions put forward in Campbell and Cook’s works. With a combined citation count
of more than 30,000, their work seems to represent the mainstream understanding of natural experiments.
It should, however, be noted that entirely different definitions do exist; in particular economists seem to
follow different definitions (e.g., Meyer, 1995).
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rendering data experiments as more or less any knowledge practice involving data (c.f. Laclau,
1996).

Experiments as settings – the STS perspective

Experiment practitioners and scholars within the philosophy of science are not the only
researchers who have tried to make sense of the growing jungle of experimental practice. In the
interdisciplinary field of science and technology studies (STS), scholars have attempted to
bypass the Sisyphean work of defining experiments through a definitive list of principles, by
studying the everyday practice and setting in which experiments are conducted. Throughout the
last 40 years, STS scholars have thus visited the infrastructures, laboratories and fields in which
experiments unfold (e.g., Collins, 1975; Galison, 1987; Gooding et al., 1989; Knorr-Cetina,
1999; Latour and Woolgar, 1979). At the centre of this tradition are the experimental practice of
“interrogating the conduct of scientific demonstration” with the goal of understanding both “the
social site of demonstration and the kinds of persons and devices” (Barry, 2001: 176). Through
this work an alternative perspective on experiments has emerged, not as a practice following
some definable shared conventions, but as a highly-controlled situation in which claims become
authoritative by following a multitude of scientific norms and practices (e.g., Collins, 1988;
Lezaun et al., 2017; Marres, 2012; Shapin, 1984). Rather than a delimited set of principles, this
pragmatic view renders experiments as a setting, the experimental setting, in which “we are
forced to accept certain results and consequences, which come to us from the outside world with
which we are interacting, even when these results and consequences go against our own interests
and predispositions” (Shaviro, 2004; see also Stengers, 2000). Central to this idea of an
experimental setting lies the premise that new knowledge can come about through these
designed settings in which everyone confronted with the experiment, regardless of knowledge
base or position (i.e., from highly experienced researcher to layperson in a TV audience), is
forced to reckon with results of the experimental setup. Incorporating this pragmatic
understanding of experiments, data experiments come to constitute specific settings in which
authoritative knowledge with and on data are constructed.
Thinking about experiments as settings does not, however, mean that any setting serves
as an experiment. For a setting to attain the status as an experiment, both researchers and
spectators agree that the practice follows norms of experimentation. The point of the STS
perspective is, however, that these standards are not universal nor eternal, but rather negotiable
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and linked to the particular context. In a particular situation, ascribing to the doctrine of noninterference (Knorr-Cetina, 1999) might be the important ingredient in creating an experimental
setting, while the ‘principle of demonstration’ (c.f. Shapin, 1984) and white lab-coat garb might
be what constitutes another. This particularity also shifts the task of defining what constitutes an
experiment from a theoretical question to a pragmatic one, prompting us to engage empirically in
how different experimental settings come into being and which elements are selected to establish
this becoming.
When I define the practice of data experiments as likened to the etymologic meaning of
scientific experiment, I therefore suggest viewing them as settings in which authoritative
knowledge is produced and negotiated, with and on data through a highly selective design
consisting predominantly of scientific objects that can be mastered or controlled. It is negotiated,
since the design and the stability of the social measure are largely decided by the outcome of the
experiment. While most experiments set out to strengthen or develop measures, experiment can
also fail instead undermining the stability of the measure which partly are the case in e.g. article
2 and 4. Although selection of objects is very specific and vary from one data experiment to
another, in my work with data experiments a particular process, calibration, has shown a
remarkable tendency to make an appearance across most experiments, confirming its role as “the
most important and widely used strategy” within experimental science (Franklin, 2008: 104).

Calibration: Transforming data traces into measures

According to Allan Franklin (1997, 2008), physicists apply at least nine distinct strategies in
their experiments to ensure that their outcomes are valid. While relatively neglected due to the
misconception of calibration as a “preliminary unproblematic procedure that precedes the ‘main
show’”, the process of calibration has shown itself as the core process in securing validity (Soler
et al., 2013: 264). Calibration processes differ greatly by scientific practice; however, in its most
minimalist format, calibrations constitute the process of using “a surrogate signal to standardize
an instrument” (Franklin, 1997: 31; Soler, 2015). While calibration of material instruments has
dominated most discussions, studies have also shown how non-material instruments, such as
methods, measures and models, are routinely calibrated (Soler et al., 2013). The core process of
calibration then consists of alternately comparing and adjusting empirical results produced by the
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instrument being calibrated in order to align the result with a ‘primary standard’4 (Duncan, 1984:
158); the standard comprises results from an already stabilised measuring instrument or in
relatively few cases, theoretical propositions.
Through the calibrative processes of alternately adjusting and refining the instrument,
diverse aspects of the data process are stabilized. Calibration is thus effective in stabilising
everything from the theoretical meaning of a given data source to methodological conventions
for how best to process the data. In this dissertation, the calibration processes have, however,
primarily worked toward three types of stabilizations: (1) stabilization of traces into a social
measure, by validating that specific traces do measure a specific social phenomenon, (2)
stabilization of conventions for proper use, by establishing a practice for how traces should be
collected, processed and aggregated; and (3) stabilization of measurement accuracy, through
evaluating precision of the particular trace. Since data processes are never entirely decoupled,
most data experiments (e.g., articles 2 and 3) simultaneously work across multiple parts of the
process. However, under specific circumstances data experiments can be narrowly focused, say,
on a single aspect (see e.g., articles 1 and 7). Further, for any of these standardizations to arise, it
is crucial that the experimental setting is maintained by minimizing external interference
between the surrogate signal and the primary standard; otherwise, the alignment quickly
becomes undermined.
Development of measures through data experiments

Summarising previous discussion, I define data experiments as dual-focused studies with and on
data, that are both explorative and stabilising. Data experiments thus consist both of an
explorative pursuit of the surprising data correlation and the stabilisation of these correlations
into social measures inscribed with theoretical meanings, methodological conventions and
certainties. Drawing upon the etymological meaning of experiments as a scientific practice, data
experiments seek such stabilizations through the development of highly controlled settings into
which researchers selectively invite scientific objects. Approaching digital traces through data
experiments hereby suggests an alternative third strategy for sociologists to engage with the
increasing number of digital data sources. Rather than merely rejecting digital data as non-

4
The term ‘ground truth’, used to describe data that are ‘known’ to be correct, constitutes a similar and
more commonly used term by physicists, among others. In subsequent discussions, I use the lesser-known
concept of primary standards since ‘ground truth’ only covers empirical data, thereby excluding
calibrations against theoretical predicted values.
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authoritative or rejecting their novelty, in the strategy of data experiments sociologists
participate in negotiating the meaning and methodological conventions being built into the trace.
Although this strategy of data experiments has rarely been adopted by sociologists, this
has not affected other disciplines from letting data drive them deeply into the social domain. The
conduct of data experiments on transactional traces thus constitute an essential practice to
several novel interdisciplinary fields outside sociology, most prominently the CSS field (Lazer et
al., 2009). In this still emerging field, dominated by physicists and computer scientists5, data
experiments have become a key approach with reporting on data experiments being a primary
activity at conferences. This broad engagement has also quickly obtained remarkable results,
with data experiments uncovering surprisingly strong correlations between personality and
Facebook likes (Kosinski et al., 2013; Youyou et al., 2015), emotional closeness and phone
interaction (Onnela et al., 2007; Saramaki et al., 2014), election results and tweets (Ceron et al.,
2015, 2016), and social networks and Bluetooth logs (Eagle et al., 2009; Sekara et al., 2016).
Rather than engaging with this novel line of work, sociologists have often dismissed
these studies due to their lack of true sociological dimension, in this vein repeating history by
denying the authority of these studies to speak to social life (e.g., Golder and Macy, 2014;
McFarland et al., 2016; Scott, 2011; Urry, 2004). This distance between the CSS paradigm and
conventional sociology is also greatly illustrated by Borgatti et al. (2009) noting how their social
science counterparts commonly meet their research with “considerable bemusement” (2009:
895). The critique of CSS is not entirely unreasonable: many data experiments in the field do
lack proper social theories just as their search for universal social laws appears rather immature
in the eyes of most sociologists, raising associations with the early positivistic sociology of
Auguste Comte. It is therefore not surprising when prominent sociologists polemically conclude
that physicists and computer scientists are “better at building powerful telescopes than at
knowing where to point them” (Golder and Macy, 2014: 146).
Linton Freeman — a pioneer in the field of social network analysis in which discussions
of newcomers have been the harshest — however, questions who should be blamed for the lack
of subtle social considerations within CSS. Through a citation analysis of the overlap between
the subfields of social network analysis and its computational counterpart, network science,

5

The disciplinary distribution of participants in the NetSCI-x conference in 2016 (a major annual
conference in the field of CSS), thus consisted of approximately 250 computer scientists, 140 physicists
and less than 10 social scientists.
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Freeman (2008, 2011) shows how the social science branch by far has been the reserved part,
only rarely citing the work of their computational colleagues. By comparing the situation to the
historic entrance of physicists and computer scientists into the discipline of biology, Freeman
asserts that “[t]here is every reason to believe that a cooperative relationship between these two
fields would yield benefits for both” and that instead of viewing these newcomers as interlopers
and invaders, we should “welcome the contributions of the physicists and build on them”
(Freeman, 2008: 11). Just as the biologists experienced great innovative benefits from
collaboration with their new, highly tech-savvy colleagues, sociologists should, according to
Freeman, also expect an alliance with some of the primary disciplines dealing with big digital
data sources to quickly advance their own discipline (c.f. Golder and Macy, 2014).
While one should maintain certain reservations about Freeman’s expectation of
symbiosis in the commingling of biology (Strasser, 2012), I concur with Freeman’s critique that
many sociologists are overlooking great potentials in adopting a more participatory strategy
toward the practice of data experiments that, whether we like it or not, is evolving just outside
our disciplinary borders. As history has thus far shown, digital traces and the practice of data
experiments have come to stay, and ignoring such development will not stop it but only keep us
out of it. As Levallois et al. concludes: “It is a familiar pattern in the history of science that
innovation is fostered by outsiders and by the use of novel instrumentation” (Levallois et al.,
2012: 173). If the practice of data experiments represents a significant scientific space in which
the stabilization of social measures is negotiated, as I have suggested above, then renouncing this
practice also means withdrawing from the negotiations. As Ruppert similarly suggests, rather
than retreating from the emerging big data, our engagement should focus on “‘socialising’ what
could otherwise become a positivist science of individuals and societies” (2013: 4). Hence, by
not participating in these negotiations we do not get to decide how the social measure is
designed, what theories the measure should be calibrated against or if the methodology
associated with such data sources should remain a Comtean positivism.
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The ontology of transactional data

In previous sections I discussed how data experiments mobilises the two rather contradicting
etymological meanings of experimenting, as data experiments are simultaneously explorative and
stabilising. I also presented the process of calibration and hinted at its centrality for establishing
an experimental setting. With this experimental dimension in place, a few notes should be
directed toward the conceptualization of ‘data’, or more specifically digital traces, the type of data
that plays the lead role in this dissertation.
The concept of digital traces has quickly taken over as the most common term for
describing the broad range of new digital data sources emerging as traces of our digital activities.
The concept thus both encapsulate how digital traces originate as footprints (or traces) of our
activity, but also how digital traces, like any footprint is not a complete imprint of the social
activity that left it there6. This incompleteness is also the main reason for my use of this concept
throughout most of the dissertation, seeking to clearly distinguish the many untested and messy
footprints from stabilised measures produced by data experiments. While this embedded double
meaning makes the concept of digital traces well founded when we wish to quickly group the
many new digital data sources together, the ambiguity of the term also comes at a price. Most
importantly, the concept tells us nothing about this group of data, which can easily lead to the
misconception that there are no shared traits between this group of data sources other than their
origin.
An alternative concept, also often used to describe these new data but with a bit more
detail about the actual data, is the concept of ‘big data’. While this concept tells us more about
the actual data — that they constitute a particular type of data and are voluminous — the concept
is also highly problematic, with the most obvious problem being that many big datasets are
actually not particularly big (Kitchin and McArdle, 2016). More generally, one can question
whether the adjective “big” is really the most interesting and important aspect to highlight about
these groups of new data. As Emma Uprichard (2013: 1) polemically sums it up:

6

A third notable strength of using the concept of traces that however are of less important to this
dissertation is that the term hints at the intrinsic traceability of digital data (see e.g. Latour 2007)
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The world of data has gone from being analogue and digital, qualitative and quantitative,
transactional and a by‐product, to, simply, BIG. It is as if we couldn’t quite deal with its
omnipotence and just ran out of adjectives. BIG. With all the data power it is supposedly
meant to entail, one might have thought that a slightly better descriptive term might have
been latched onto. But, no. BIG. Just BIG.
As a result of these concerns, I have refrained from frequently applying this concept throughout
the dissertation. Exceptions are situations where I specifically wanted to highlight the size of data
or when I have been extending previous academic work in which this concept has been used (e.g.,
article 7).
A third much more interesting concept also commonly used as a synonym for digital traces
is ‘transactional data’ (c.f. Ruppert and Savage, 2011). By referencing how these data sources are
almost exclusively leftovers from digital transactions, the concept draws attention to three
distinctive characteristics of the new digital data sources. First, by defining these data as a type in
the same manner as the concept for big data, the concept of transactional data points to how
these new digital data are not solely linked together through their shared origin, but rather
constitute a particular type of data. Next, the concept points to how the contents of digital traces
are accounts of transactions, digital device records of parties interacting (Ruppert et al., 2013). In
particular, this stands in sharp contrast to interview‐ and survey‐based social science approaches
that elicit individual accounts and makes these the centrepiece of social research. Hence, in
transactional data there are few individuals, but many “doers”.
Finally, the concept draws forth how digital traces not only originate from transactions,
they also to a great degree resemble them. Three important characteristics of transactions are
thus that they are (1) relational, consisting of an activity unfolding between two or more actors,
(2) continuous, happening sporadically and in real time, and (3) granular, with most transactions
consisting of multiple subtransactions. A point that I have often brought forward during the
writing of this dissertation is, however, how this characteristic of transactions also closely
resembles the general characteristics of many big datasets (Kitchin, 2014b; Kitchin and McArdle,
2016). Further, these findings are also in line with the recent rapid development in analytical
approaches focused on networks, time and explorative approaches that respectively, exploit
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increased relationality, temporal dynamic and granularity. Transactional data are thus not only
transactional because they originate from transactions, but they also seem to inherit a number of
qualities of the transactions from which they derived.
While much literature leaves one with an understanding that every type of digital trace is
unique and specific, less attention is commonly devoted to equally important similarities across
datasets that allow for data to be treated and processed in similar manners. Although not all
digital traces are transactional data, and not all transactional data exhibit these three
characteristics, exceptions are surprisingly few. Not only are the similarities consistent across
different datasets, they are also quite material and visible with each of the above highlighted traits
being directly observable in the structure and taxonomy of the dataset. The relationality most
clearly expresses itself in the appearance of alter/ego and from/to columns along with relatable
indexes and IDs, the temporal dynamics are expressed in the ubiquitous timestamps defining the
exact microsecond an activity took place (c.f. Uprichard, 2012) and the granularity (or resolution)
is brought forward by every interaction being fleshed out across multiple rows in the spreadsheet.
Rather than abstract and highly theoretical similarities, transactional data are thus commonly
defined by a number of traits that any data scientist can recognise at the moment of encountering
a data setup.
This argument about a great amount of similarity among transactional datasets (or digital
traces) also extends itself to the transactional data experiments carried out in this dissertation.
Although there are notable and important difference between conducting a data experiment on
Facebook data or smartphone traces, there are also many similarities in how to process and
experiment with these data stemming almost directly from their structural likenesses. It has
therefore been an independent point of this dissertation to extend the concept of data
experiments beyond a single type of trace by experimenting on various types of traces including
transactional Facebook likes (articles 1 and 6), Bluetooth and received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) traces (articles 2, 3, 4, and 6), call and text logs (articles 2 and 4) and video and web‐
analytics (article 7).
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Three methodological tenets

The double perspective of this dissertation — conducting data experiments while subsequently
reflecting upon these data experiments as a type of knowledge practice — requires a
methodology that works on two distinct levels. On the level of conducting data experiments, the
principal aim of the methodological reflections is to discuss how specific data experiment were
carried out in greater or lesser accordance with various scientific norms. Since the vast majority
of these considerations will be individual to the specific data experiments, and thus are already
available in the individual articles, I will refrain from discussing these aspects here. On the level
of reflecting upon data experiments as a practice, the principal objective of the methodological
considerations is to describe the epistemological position from which these reflections were
conducted as well as to present the principles that guided the design and selection of which data
experiments to participate in. These latter descriptions and reflections are the focus of the
following section. To underline the pragmatic dimension of these considerations — as guiding
principles rather than solid step-by-step instructions — I will attempt to summarize my
considerations into three tenets: a tenet for seeking critical proximity to data and its practice,
another for seeking data-driven experiments, and a third for resisting disciplinary delimitations
when experimenting.

Seek critical proximity

The first waves of sociological studies on digital traces have been dominated by abstract and
programmatic discussions on the potentialities, risks and consequences that these new digital
data sources pose to sociology (e.g., Blok and Pedersen, 2014; Boyd and Crawford, 2012;
Clough et al., 2015; Golder and Macy, 2014; Latour et al., 2012; Marres, 2017; Ruppert et al.,
2013; Savage and Burrows, 2007; Venturini and Latour, 2010). As Savage (2015: 307–308)
likewise concludes, “[S]ociologists find it easier to treat the digital as an object of study, rather
than construing the digital as itself central to their research” — a development that he however
does not view as a “problem or deficiency”. While I concur with Savage on the relevance of
these abstract studies of digital data, I do find that this programmatic focus has become dominant
at the expense of more empirical studies of the emerging data practices. This position have also
been pointed to by Evelyn Ruppert, a central voice in sociological work on data, who, from a
similar perspective, has called for “a critique from within”, arguing that “social scientists need to
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engage with Big Data rather than retreat into internal debates about its meaning and
implications” (Ruppert, 2013: 268, 273; c.f. Ruppert et al., 2013). Relatedly, Flyverbom and
Koed Madsen (2015: 140) argued that future studies of digital data should apply “a more finegrained, analytical approach that takes us closer to the operational and practical workings of big
data”.
These calls can be seen to echo the long tradition for scholars in the field of STS to seek
critical proximity rather than critical distance to their objects of inquiry (Birkbak et al., 2015;
Latour, 2005). Moving closer to data and data practices is not only important for gaining a more
fine-grained understanding of the emerging digital data practices, in relation to this dissertation’s
study of developing measures, critical proximity to data and its practices is also crucial in
archiving a sensibility toward the social and political forces central in shaping the measure but
hidden from view at a distance (Li et al., 2011; c.f. Andersen, 1999).
Despite the ideal of critical proximity historic centrality in STS, empirical grounding in
data studies has often been scarce, as in comprised of a single case or a few somewhat selective
vignettes. Struggling to reach beyond prior research without changing my perspective, I decided
to move inside the data experiments as an equal contributor and participant. Using my rather
uncommon background as a trained sociologist with a parallel professional career as a
programmer, I decided to build a view from the “inside” by participating in the practice of data
experiments while simultaneously studying the same knowledge practices as a sociologist. I
would, in other words, follow a process resembling the dual focus of data experiments conducted
both with and on digital traces.
As a result of this decision, I had to determine how best to integrate the double
perspective of my work as a ‘native’ data scientist, driven by the goal of creating thematic
knowledge based on digital traces, and as an STS-inspired sociologist, seeking to understand
how digital traces became reliable social measures. Having been educated in the tradition of
STS, my first impulse was to apply the two in parallel, that is, enter into the experiment as a fullblown ‘data scientist auto-ethnographer’. As Trevor Pinch convincingly have pointed out
(criticising Karen Barad’s somewhat similar attempt to bridge research in quantum physics with
STS research on quantum physics) is such mixing of vastly different epistemologies however
more or less an impossible task (Pinch, 2011). This were also the conclusion of my own first
experimenting with such parallel setup, in which it became apparent that several years in the role
as a ‘data scientist auto-ethnographer’ might quickly become the last straw in tipping me toward
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a diagnosis of schizophrenia: Producing thematic knowledge through highly complex and
voluminous data traces was doable, but simultaneous theorizing about how this information
became knowledge in the first place was simply beyond my mental capacity. Although sharing
roles over the course of a day, working with data scientists in the morning and as a reflective
ethnographer in the evening somewhat reduced the burden, shifting between the different roles
remained challenging both to me individually as well as to my collaborators. Parallel approaches
were most successful when embedded in short and intense data experiments (i.e., a little longer
than a week). However, shortening the duration of the data experiment had the unintended effect
of adding a somewhat artificial glow to the experiment, a point that I discuss below.
Giving up on the parallel approach, I decided on a sequential one in which dissertation
development would occur in two phases: a two-year period during which my primary role was
that of social data scientist followed by a one-year period as an STS-inspired sociologist
reflecting on the data experiments that I had participated in. The division was never intended to
be a strict one and both roles sensibly appeared throughout the phases. However, the sequential
approach did help organize my work flow and to identify specific reflections to pursue. Seeking
critical proximity through this sequential strategy has not been problem free. Especially
morphing from the role of data scientist and into that of an STS-inspired sociologist with highly
different epistemologies and objectives took several months to fully complete. Likewise, I also
feared that my absence from documenting the data science process as it proceeded would
become a serious problem when later shifting modes. However, the final articles that formally
report on the data experiments and the many earlier versions of these articles turned out to be a
useful archive for reviving the previous process, proving my initial concerns to be unfounded.
As noted above, the one place where the parallel approach did seem to work at least in
part was in cases of shorter-duration data experiments. Limiting the length of the data
experiment seemed to take the top off the mental load, and thus made possible the oscillation
between data science and knowledge creation reflections. This experience is also in line with
how ‘data sprints’, a similar approach to data experiments proliferating in the practice of digital
methods, are suggested to engage with new data sources in short intensive ‘sprints’ (Berry et al.,
2015; Munk et al., 2017; Venturini et al., 2017). While the parallel approach thus seemed to
work during such shorter data experiments (e.g., attempted in article 6), the short timeframes
made maintaining a dual focus in the data experiment rather harrowing.
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These experiments thereby came to illustrate why most experiments built upon digital
traces are applying a dual focus of experimenting with and on. In experiments with data only,
thematic findings developed, but relative absence of considerations about its foundation
consisting of a largely untested digital data source would often destabilise the findings.
Likewise, in experiments on data only, the absence of a thematic analytical objective would
unintentionally enhance the artificialness of the setup, thereby undermining knowledge
production on data. Given this background, I imposed my approach with a requirement that
every data experiment initiated henceforth be designed with the objective of becoming an
autonomous and peer-reviewed research article, and thus aimed at producing both knowledge
with and on data. While some data experiments failed and therefore never reached the research
article stage, all experiments (except that of article 6, in progress at the time the requirement was
introduced) were designed with a time duration and resource allocation that would allow both
thematic and data knowledge to emerge.

Seek collaboration

The principle of critical distance has historically dominated both positivistic and constructivist
traditions, commonly staged as a necessary precaution aimed at researchers unintentionally
“polluting” the object of study (Haraway, 1988; Latour, 2004). However, critical proximity
questions this staging by highlighting how staying away from the object of inquiry, among other
challenges, runs the much more probable risk of reaching entirely wrong conclusions. Ascribing
to the principle of critical proximity, however, does not mean that one should not consider how
one’s proximity might affect the object of interest.
In relation to my double role, first participating in and subsequently reflecting on data
experiments, it became a major concern for me to ensure that the empirical basis would not
solely consist of my own isolated and somewhat dull self-reflections. To broaden the scope of
reflections and decentralize the practice of interest from myself, I therefore introduced another
requirement that every data experiment seek collaboration with multiple co-authors. The seven
data experiments reaching the final status as research articles and included in this dissertation
were therefore all constructed upon collaborative work, with a total of 22 co-authors. By inviting
multiple researchers into my experimental setting, my hope was primarily to reduce my
centrality to the design and practice of the individual experiments and to establish the process
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‘outside’ myself as the collaboration forced me to elaborate processes throughout the project
with my co-authors.

Resist discipline delimitations

The requirement intentionally did not delimit collaborations to fellow sociologists. This tenet for
resisting discipline delimitations arose from two distinct realities. First, the very small number of
fellow sociologists engaged with digital data meant that practical experience would be more
common and stronger outside my own discipline. Because strong practices tend to be easier to
observe, it seemed proper not to restrict myself from participating in such work.
Second, data experiments are generally ‘data-driven’. Growing out of change in data
availability in which datasets are becoming broader, covering more applications and has been
redistributed to new actors, many of whom are beyond the direct influence of scholars in
multiple disciplines and/or in the academy, studies based on digital traces have been forced to
allow a more directing role to ‘data’ itself. While many different consequences with this turn
toward data-driven research are beyond the focus of this dissertation, it is important to note how
the shift toward data-driven research has also been linked to increasing “interdisciplinary
research that conjoins domain expertise” (Kitchin, 2014a: 6). A data journalist in article 8
summarises the point: “Data science is the simple act of combining data points that have never
before been combined”. While this definition might be somewhat unfair and reductionist to the
practice of data science, the quote greatly illustrates why data science is often criticised for being
insensitive to disciplinary considerations: Letting data drive often means following the
interesting correlations, and if that means crossing conventional disciplinary boundaries, so be it.
What I am arguing here is that the intense focus on multidisciplinary approaches and
collaborations in the debates on digital traces is not simply a general trait of our times, but rather
the expected outcome of notable changes in the possibilities for researchers to control the data
collection process. Attempting to initiate data experiments without the desire for allowing data to
drive the agenda thus risk yielding to an artificial and unproductive process. In this regard, it
seemed proper not to delimit experiments to conventional disciplinary boundaries.
The tendency for data experiments to cut across disciplinary boundaries and my openness
toward other disciplines led to a multidisciplinary foundation in seven of the data experiments.
In the end the co-authors derived from more than nine disciplines, including sociology, political
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science, economy, anthropology and techno-anthropology, psychology, public health, physics,
linguistics and media studies.

Contributions

In the following section, I discuss the individual research contributions of the eight articles
comprising this dissertation. The dual focus built into my concept of data experiments requires
that my discussion in most cases touches both upon the thematic contributions issuing from
experiments with data, and the metrological contribution issuing from experiments on data. In
addition to these field-specific contributions, I will also highlight how each of the data
experiments extends upon our understanding of the practice of data experiments. Based on these
considerations, the upcoming section has been structured to describe how each of the individual
articles contributed with knowledge via data (thematic knowledge), knowledge on data and
knowledge on the practice of data experiments, summarised in the following three questions:
1. What thematic contributions did the experiment with data produce?
2. What stabilization did the experiment on data contribute?
3. How did the experiment extend our understanding of data experiments?

Overview of articles

The articles have been grouped to reflect their different formats and how they ultimately
contribute to the previous three questions.
‐

Articles 1–4 are prototypical data experiments: They set out with a thematic analytical goal
of producing new social knowledge, however always with a parallel meta goal of stabilizing
one or more novel digital traces into a measure linked to a given social phenomenon.

‐

Article 5 is a meta-article on data experiments, in which I reflect on the first three data
experiments’ capacity and techniques for stabilizing digital traces into social measures.
Originally the article reflected on all four prototypical data experiments; however,
restrictions on article length, forced me to remove article 4, which instead will be briefly
discussed below.
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‐

Articles 6 and 7 are method papers, sharing the aim of developing conventions and a
vocabulary toward complementing data experiments on ‘thinly’ digital traces with thick
descriptions, in particular ethnographic descriptions. Article 6 was, as discussed here, the
data experiment that convinced me of the usefulness of enforcing a dual focus in my
subsequent data experiments. Hence, it does not carry with it a conventional thematic
contribution, but focuses narrowly on the production of knowledge on data, outlining the
effects of complementing big and thick data. Article 7 does in fact built on dual-focused
data experiments that we visit in short vignettes. However, since its thematic contributions
are not presented in the articles, I refrain from discussing them below.

‐

Article 8 takes an entirely different and broader perspective by studying investments in data
experiment practice by people outside of academia. By visiting sites primarily obligated to
producing analytical results, the article explores how data experiments are developed by
such practitioners and how the data and their experiment actively affect the participating
organisations and people.

A direct implication of data experiments’ dual focus is that the articles in the dissertation at the
thematic level activate many different topics. In contrast to most dissertations, the reader should
therefore expect to read about many different fields. The coherent trait is instead the data
experiment concept that brings the different articles together through their shared focus of
experimenting with and on digital traces and their objective to stabilise their particular traces into
measures.
This further means, as should also be evident from above list, that the order of articles
does not exhibit a cumulative view in which article 8 should be seen as the natural extension of
the previous articles. Rather, the arrangement of article groups relates to my “distance” to the
data experiment, moving from direct accounts of participation in particular data experiments to
meta reflections on the broader practice of data experiments. Not only did my distance to the
data experiments vary across the individual data experiments, my role in the experiment also
varied greatly. In article 4, for instance, I entered the data experiment quite late in the process
and with the delimited task of taking care of the sociological dimension of the experiments, such
as construction and interpretation of social interaction measures. In contrast to this very
analytical role, in both articles 1 and 7, my main contribution built on my growing expertise as a
data expert, that is, securing the dual focus of the experiment and securing that the work was in
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fact at the cutting edge of the research frontier. Table 1 provides an overview of the articles and
their data experiment aspects.
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Subtitle
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together the
heterogeneous
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Big–thick
blending

How a single Facebook like
predicts voting behaviour in
multiparty systems
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Article 1 — Parsimonious data

This first article consists of a data experiment that explores the association among liking posts by
political actors, ‘political likes’, and voting intentions toward these actors. Combining the online
and offline, the article applies machine-learning classifiers to predict present-day voter intention,
collected through a survey, by political likes for the same subsample of people. On this basis, the
data experiment shows how liking political actors tends to be a highly selective process. The data
experiment thereby contributes with empirical evidence against the common framing of
Facebook liking as a cost-free interaction that we carelessly direct toward any post that catches
our attention. While possibly not the case when liking posts by celebrities, the article argues that
likes toward political content is clearly aligned across one or even multiple axes of our political
preferences.
As a data experiment on data, the experiment develops and even name the social measure
of ‘political likes’ as a measure in which the complex mixture of individual motives and
inscription into politics are condensates into a single, highly efficient measure for predicting
political outcomes. As also highlighted in article 5, the narrow focus of this experiment is on
stabilizing the efficiency of the measure. This stabilization works both through statistical
estimators of efficiency — that is, the predictive accuracy of a single political like e.g. being
44% — and through comparisons against competing instruments — that is, showing how one
political like is equal to the collection of hundreds of general likes and to 30 survey questions on
sociodemographic, political values and opinions about current issues. Through such arguments,
the experiment contributes with a serious and highly competitive measure for political attitudes
that, given its public availability also in the future, would likely evolve into a central social
measure in studies of voting behaviour and electoral predictions.
The experiment contributes to the data experiment praxis by exemplifying one particular
type of calibration, developed as ‘competitive calibration’ in article 5. This type of calibration
aims at showing a given measure’s competitive advantages (or disadvantages) vis-a-vis other
established approaches. By comparing against the gold standard in the field (present-day voter
intentions collected through survey), the competitive calibration produced by far most efficient
stabilization of a social measure in this dissertation. However, relying upon an existing gold
standard also means that the strategy of competitive calibration is feasible only in so far such
gold standards exist, and a connection between the digital trace and the social phenomenon has
already been established. Competitive calibration then appears to be most relevant for stabilising
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the efficiency of already proposed social measures, commonly one of the last steps toward
including a measure into disciplinary paradigms.
In addition to its implicit contribution to our understanding of data experiments by
exemplifying a particular calibration strategy, the article also explicitly takes up and discusses
the practice of data experiments. Utilizing the high efficiency of the parsimonious measure of
political likes as its point of departure, the article suggests that we choose a more parsimonious
approach to data source selection in data experiment practice, arguing that such strategy
ultimately results in developing more generalizable and hence reusable measures. Through this
argument the paper challenges the ideal of non-filtered datasets being more raw and therefore
also more valuable terrain in which to conduct experiments (c.f Gitelman, 2013).

Article 2 — Distance matters

Article 2 consists of a data experiment built on data from the Copenhagen Network Study (CNS)
exploring the ability of four proposed measures of face-to-face encounters to encapsulate the
existence and quality of underlying personal social relations. Utilizing the smartphone-embedded
Bluetooth sensors, set to scan respective surroundings every 5 minutes and report any devices
(i.e., other participants’ phones) within a 10-meter range, four social measures of physical
encounters were proposed: (1) number of encounters, (2) number of meetings, (3) average
duration of meeting and (4) average proximity in meeting. In previous studies, these measures
had been used somewhat interchangeably as proxies of personal relations, suggesting strong
similarities among them. This similarity had, however, never been demonstrated. Utilizing social
network regression upon Bluetooth traces from 510 participants of the CNS, the data experiment
compared these measures’ ability to explain patterns of call interaction, an established proxy for
qualities of personal social relations.
While our thesis was that the four measures would perform somewhat equally, study
results showed that average meeting proximity explained nearly four times as much of the phone
variation compared to the average amount of time spent together, and twice as much as the total
number of meetings and encounters. The experiment hereby contributes strong empirical
evidence to argue against the previous interchangeable use of face-to-face measures. In parallel,
the result also contributed strong new evidence for the important relationship between physical
proximity and emotional closeness (an association also central to article 3). Finally, while
proximity appeared to be the strongest explanatory variable, our best model combining all
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measures, still only explained 36% of call variation. In this way, the article raises a serious
critique of the common practice in network science for using frequency or duration in
communication as an indicator of tie strength between two individuals. While face-to-face
meetings and phone calls, and hence emotional closeness, are highly associated for the
participating students, the amount of communication between a dyad appears to be a rather
imprecise and noisy measure of tie strength.
As an experiment on data, the primary contribution of the article was to stabilize
conventions for how to select between different emerging Bluetooth measures, a process that I
denoted in article 5 as ‘internal calibration’. This type of calibration shows its value when
attempting to unify the engagement of parallel data experiments around a shared measure to
ensure that all stabilising elements contribute to the same measures. While a measure was carved
out this way, it remains experimental due to the weak primary standard and the many different
measures simultaneously in play in the data experiment. In contrast to the competitive calibration
focus during the last steps of stabilization, internal calibration is primarily relevant in the early
metrological work of progressing from the first explorative experiments on a trace while
attempting to turn proposed indicators into somewhat reliable measures.
Besides this focus of bringing “order” into the research practices emerging around
Bluetooth traces, the experiment also contributed to stabilizing conventions for how to properly
process (i.e., filter, aggregate and combine) face-to-face data traces into measures. Further, the
calibration also attempted to stabilize the efficiency of the measures rendering the Bluetooth
measures reliable. Even though the measure did turn out somewhat inefficient, the broadly aimed
calibration that also focused on stabilizing conventions and efficiency around the measure still
managed to enhance reliability of the data trace.

Article 3 — Big data’s intimate details

The data experiment in article 3 explores physical proximity in everyday meetings and its
relationship to intimacy. By linking historic proxemics studies of physical distance to the
unknown and untested RSSI variable produced by the Bluetooth sensor, the experiment analyses
physical proximity in a vast set of physical encounters (n = 128,490) among a cohort of first-year
students at DTU.
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By applying linear regression, the experiment contributes to existing literature on
proxemics by comparing average physical proximity in the meetings against characteristics both
of the meeting and the students participating in the meeting. The experiment found that female
participants are more proximate to one another than males and that friendship indicators such as
a Facebook friendship are associated with increased proximity. These findings are in accordance
with previous results; however, the scaling in the population of encounters — from hundreds to
more than a hundred thousand — adds an entirely new validity to these previous, often
somewhat unstable, results. Besides extending validity, the article also contributes entirely new
results extending the existing literature with a temporal context of physical encounters, a barely
accessible dimension in conventional techniques for observing physical distance. The article
shows how proximity is greater in longer meetings. Participants in longer meetings are both
closer at their initiation and their proximity increases throughout the duration of the meeting,
which we interpret as the students ‘settling in’ with each other’s presence. Finally, the study
shows how physical proximity is dependent on temporal cycle of days and weeks, and similar to
individual meetings, there is a general increase in proximity between all students in meetings as
the semester progresses and relations are built.
Because this was the first experiment in the world to apply the RSSI indicator as a
measure in a real-world setting (i.e., no alternate previous quantitative approaches studying
physical distance), the data experiment lacked a primary standard to calibrate against. Only the
tradition of proxemics studies had systematically studied physical distance between people,
although differences in population scale and lack of precision in the RSSI variable made it
impossible to calibrate against these results. Instead the experiment turned toward what I denoted
as ‘theoretical calibration’ in article 5. Central to this type of calibration was the redefinition of
general variables (i.e., gender, age, friendship) into measures of proximity based on theoretical
findings. For example, if studies had found women to be closer in physical encounters, reaching
the same conclusion through the data experiment would inevitably come to validate RSSI as a
measure of physical proximity.
Our understanding of data experiments was enhanced by exemplifying the workings of
this third distinct type of calibration, suitable for the initial stabilization of the RSSI indicator as
a social measure of physical intimacy. While this theoretical calibration produced the weakest
calibration by far (due to the intrinsic vagueness of any theory), theoretical calibration is a
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suitable, and often the only, choice when in the initial phase of exploring a new measure without
parallel approaches to calibrate against.
Finally, this experiment also contributed to our understanding of the workings of data
experiments through its strong reliance upon well-established and controllable scientific objects.
By installing the RSSI traces in such a highly controlled setting consisting solely of stabilized
objects, I argue that the experiment mimics the experimental practice of laboratories in which
authoritative claims are built through strict controls of what objects are allowed to enter the
experimental setting (see article 5). On closer examination, such controlled settings were
imposed across most of the data experiments (with regression analysis being a cornerstone in
almost all setups). However, the absence of strong primary standards to calibrate against led to
even greater strictness in setup for the experiment developed in article 3.

Article 4 — Does high perceived stress influence social interactions?

This fourth, and also the last, of the prototypical data experiments, sought to investigate the
correlation between patterns of social interaction and high perceived stress between young
adults. Drawing upon data from 535 participants in the Copenhagen Network Study, the main
component of the study compared patterns of both physical and phone interaction against selfreported perceived stress level. Applying logistic regression to assess associations between
perceived stress and social interactions, while adjusting for gender, age and personality
indicators, the study found that participants with a high level of perceived stress were more
likely to engage in both call and text interactions. The study also found a tendency, though not
significant (p > 0.05) that withdrawing from face-to-face interactions with fellow students was
related to perceived stress. The study thus contributed to discussion on the correlation of digital
communication channels and increases in stress level.
An interesting detail in the setup is how the same call data used as a primary standard
against which to calibrate novel Bluetooth traces in article 2, in this experiment become the data
trace being calibrated. In this way, the data experiments show how every trace can be made into
distinct social measures in the same way as income and education today are made to measure
multiple social phenomena. It appears as if these different measures can co-exist as long as their
respective theoretical interpretations are not contradictory.
Although the previous three data experiments were well-functioning experimental
processes both with and on data, this fourth experiment differs from the three by failing to
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stabilise the traces in the experiment. In this way the data experiment shows that though the dual
focus of data experiments offer strong synergy effects, it is entirely possible to obtain thematic
findings even when the data experiment is largely unsuccessful in stabilising the involved data
traces. In the same manner article 6 demonstrates that it is possible to stabilise data even without
reaching significant thematic results. A dual focus of stabilising data and obtaining new thematic
knowledge is thus not the only proper way to engage with digital traces; however, both
stabilisation and thematic knowledge outputs tend to become strengthened by the other’s
presence.
While conventional approaches might regard failed experiments as a problematic basis
for gaining insights into knowledge practices, in much STS literature situations where processes
and practices failed have often been brought forward as some of the most interesting moments in
which inner workings become apparent (e.g., Bowker and Star, 1999; Latour, 1996; Star and
Bowker, 2006). Through its partial failure, I argue that the experiment contributed two important
points to our understanding of how to practice data experiments. First, the experiment illustrates
the problematic ambiguity that arises when no strong primary standard exists. The experiment
had no empirical measures to calibrate against and the theoretical literature (which could have
facilitated as a theoretical calibration) was internally contradictory. Second, as a data experiment
the project also failed due to the near total absence of conventions for how to process Bluetooth
and call data. When processed one way we would get a particular result, while another
processing strategy would bring about a different — often even opposing — result. Equivalent to
the absence of primary standards, the absence of conventions thus gives rise to ambiguity in the
experiment that cannot but weaken all subsequent results. When designing data experiments, one
should thus take note of the not infrequent situation in which the dataset at hand lacks a primary
standard or few, if any, conventions exist. Since an important objective of data experiments is to
explore unknown dataset territories, one will often be in situations where one or the other is
missing. Recalling the discussion of article 3, one should, however, generally strive toward
limiting the number of entirely untested elements in the same setup by breaking the stabilisation
task into smaller pieces.
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Article 5 — Transactional data experiments

Article 5 could be described as a meta-article in that it serves as a condensed version of the entire
dissertation. In this article, my theoretical concept of data experiments is developed following
the argumentation contained in the introduction section above. The main contribution of the
article consists of an analysis of the data experiments presented in articles 1 through 3, in which
the reader is walked through some of the steps involved in carrying out data experiments7. This
article contributes by developing the three types of calibrations discussed above — internal,
competitive and theoretical, and providing a detailed view of the central mechanisms in the
growing practice of data experiments. Moreover, by situating the practice of data experiments
within the greater tradition of experiments and metrology, the article develops the concept of
data experiments as a pragmatic approach for sociologists to follow when seeking to develop
novel measures.

Article 6 — Stitching together the heterogeneous party

With articles 6 and 7, we are leaving the prototypical data experiment with stabilization of
conventions and the discussions on process instead becoming the central aim. Article 6
chronicles the collaboration between a team of anthropologists and sociologists investigating
how the ebb and flow of social intensities at a specific social event, a campus party, emerge
when ‘stitched’ together from heterogeneous big and thick data worlds. Through this account,
the article explores how elements of physical encounters inferred from Bluetooth traces can be
used to measure the ‘social atmosphere’ or ‘eventfulness’ of the party. Based on this
background, selected epistemological and political effects originating from the parallel
deployment of ethnography and big data analytics are discussed.
The main contribution of the paper is to bring about a detailed empirical account of the
effect and challenges that rise from of mixing big and thick data sources. While many have
called for such integration, only a few have engaged in empirical work. The article shows how
digital data allow for great plasticity in the way they may be assembled and reassembled and

7

Article 4 was previously also discussed as a data experiment in article 5, but due to considerations to
length of the article forced me to remove it. The main points have however instead been included in
above presentation of article 4.
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how this plasticity can turn seemingly simple and even banal tasks into highly demanding
analytical projects involving multiple questions of inference and interpretation. In parallel the
article also shows how the same plasticity offers the possibility of constantly challenging results
and interpretations and affords new insights at multiple levels of the analysis. By bringing in
such empirical engagement, the paper challenges the common presentation of such quali–
quantitative integration as highly unproblematic, while in parallel also drawing forth the positive
complementary effects, such as the possibility ongoing new insights that are to be gained when
pursued in the right manner.

Article 7 — Big–thick blending

Article 7 continues methodological considerations on mixing big and thick data sources,
developing a vocabulary for integrating big and thick analytical insights. Based on the argument
of complementarity put forward in article 6 that big data requires thick data, article 7 suggests an
approach, big–thick blending, for how to properly mix results built from big and thick data
sources. Where the prototypical data experiments sought to stabilize a particular data source, this
article along with its predecessor (article 6), thus shares a broader scope of developing more
genuine approaches for mixing different types of ‘thin’ digital traces with thicker data. The
method suggested built on several collaborative data experiments between groups of data
scientists and linguistic ethnographers, with the core experiment being a study of behaviour in a
retail setting observed through ‘thick’ ethnographic and ‘big’ video analytics. The
methodological objective, however, means that the article does not report on the thematic
findings of experimenting with data, but instead contributes solely to the stabilization of
conventions for how we bring these different data worlds together.
Drawing upon the constructivist–linguistic terminology of blending, the article
contributes by developing a terminology for thinking about big and thick engagement. This
terminology is subsequently explored in three vignettes, with each exploring challenges and
potentialities when blending big and thick data. Similar to the contribution of article 6, a
principal contribution of this paper is to bring about detailed empirical accounts of mixing big
and thick data sources — a process that many have had an opinion about but few in practice have
attempted. The article also adds a new dimension to the discussion of big and thick
complementarity by analytically showing how the vast granularity of digital traces play a key
role in securing compatibility between big and thick results. Finally, the article contributes to
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discussions on collaborative work processes in data experiments, such as those carried forward
under the concept of data sprints, using its vignettes to illustrate why one should seek blending
processes that are rapid, iterative and collaborative efforts while maintaining respect for
individual expertise.
As a final point, it should be noted that the article also brings forward a fourth type of
calibration called ‘simple’. While not explicitly touched upon in any of the articles, what I
denote as ‘simple calibration’, wherein a single empirical signal is alternately compared and
adjusted against another empirical signal, is identical to the core mechanism of the three more
advanced calibration processes discussed previously. Internal calibration is aimed at evaluating
the efficiency of multiple proposed measures; the above process of developing these social
measures to their utmost to secure a fair evaluation rests upon the conduct of a number of
individual ‘simple calibrations’.

Article 8 — Ongoing infrastructuring

In studies on digital traces, scholars have highlighted how they are leading to a redistribution of
knowledge practice, both inside and outside academia. The current article follows up on this
thesis by visiting three distinct sites — newsroom, research centre and consultancy. All three
sites are highly defined by the digital data they use that have turned data experiments into a
central practice in their daily work. Through this work, the article contributes by illustrating how
the practice of data experiments by no means are exclusive to the academia.
The eighth and last article in the dissertation then attempts to study data experiments
focused on emerging data sources outside of the academy. Through this work the article shows
how actors at these sites are not only mobilising data, but are also increasingly being mobilised
by data. The article thereby contributes with a more active view on new data sources, in which
data are actively reshaping processes, collaborations and organisational structures.
While the dual focus of data experiments (with and on data) is somewhat equally
distributed within academia, the article shows how thematic results, unsurprisingly, represent the
main output in all three sites. However, even within these highly product-orientated contexts, the
article draws forth how the inhabitants of these sites remain highly attentive toward also
experimenting on data, that is, by ‘infrastructuring’ traces into reusable measures while in the
process developing capacities linked to the traces within the organisation.
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Research Implications

In this dissertation, I have developed and explored the concept of ‘data experiments’. The
concept has been explored as theoretical one, describing a rising knowledge practice unfolding
within the natural sciences, select social sciences and a number of emerging interdisciplinary
fields, most importantly CSS. In parallel, I have also developed the concept as a pragmatic
methodological one, describing an approach that sociologists can follow to develop novel social
measures based on the many new digital traces. As such the concept relates directly to the
practice of ‘metrology’, the research on and engagement of establishing scientific measures.
Although the aim of developing measures is by no means unknown to sociologists, only a
few sociological projects set out with the declared goal of crafting new measures. Consequently,
new measures commonly arise as a by-product of following other agendas. This ad-hoc approach
stands in stark contrast to natural sciences where the practice of metrology for centuries has
served as a cornerstone for an autonomous research agenda and where entire research projects
are set up with the goal of pursuing the development of new and better measures.
This near absence of a metrological program within sociology is often ascribed to “the
fuzziness of sociological data” (Li et al., 2011: 8), which scholars argue makes it difficult to
develop highly rigorous measures. While I fully appreciate how this fuzziness might make
measures less stable, I find it hard to see how this should make metrological engagement less
relevant. On the contrary, one could argue that the difficulty of developing strong sociological
measures increases the need for metrological programs engaged directly with crafting new social
measures. That sociology should constitute some kind of metrological special case becomes even
more unconvincing when held against a number of STS studies that, under the heading of the
‘social life of methods’, have shown how the strength of measures plays a key role also within
the social sciences (e.g., Law, 2009). Rather than being the result of an obscure ontological trait
in sociology, it seems more likely that the reasons for the absence of metrological engagement
could be found in historic and highly contingent circumstance.
Much empirical sociology rests on the application of stabilized social measures. Mike
Savage, therefore, warns how the emergence of “new kinds of research infrastructure” based on
digital data poses a danger for sociologists to “look poorly equipped to compete” (Savage, 2015:
308). While the discipline of sociology historically might have sufficed with the measures that
regularly emerged as a by-product of our work, the reconfiguration toward digital data sources
appears to happen with a speed where such a passive approach to developing new measures
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might not be sufficient. By continuing this strategy, neglecting the shared obligation of building
new social measures and methods, we run the risk of undermining our historic position as a
methodological frontrunner, reducing our disciplinary jurisdiction to the gloomy perspectives
sounded already a decade ago (Savage and Burrows, 2007; see also Savage, 2010).
While Savage has taken a pessimistic stance toward the digital future of sociology, he has
also continuously advocated how this future is not yet given. Rather he has argued that the
decision of how digital sociology will mature and the shape it will take lies in the hands of
current and subsequent generations of sociologists (e.g., Savage, 2015). In this dissertation, I
have developed and explored a suggestion as to how future research might actively attempt to
engage in this shaping by developing data experiments on and with digital traces. Only time will
show whether the Mr. Holmes’s principal hobby in the next generation will remain chemistry
experiments, or if time once again will have forced Mr. Holmes to adapt, taking upon himself the
challenge of highly productive data experiment practices.
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Abstract

This study shows how liking politicians’ public Facebook posts can be used as an accurate
measure for predicting present-day voter intention in a multiparty system. We highlight that a
few, but selective digital traces produce prediction accuracies that are on par or even greater than
most current approaches based upon bigger and broader datasets. Combining the online and
offline, we connect a subsample of surveyed respondents to their public Facebook activity and
apply machine learning classifiers to explore the link between their political liking behaviour and
actual voting intention. Through this work, we show that even a single selective Facebook like
can reveal as much about political voter intention as hundreds of heterogeneous likes. Further, by
including the entire political like history of the respondents, our model reaches prediction
accuracies above previous multiparty studies (60-70%).
The main contribution of this paper is to show how public like-activity on Facebook allows
political profiling of individual users in a multiparty system with accuracies above previous
studies. Beside increased accuracies, the paper shows how such parsimonious measures allows
us to generalize our findings to the entire population of a country and even across national
borders, to other political multiparty systems. The approach in this study relies on data that are
publicly available, and the simple setup we propose can with some limitations, be generalized to
millions of users in other multiparty systems.
Keywords: Voting behavior, Big data, Computational social science, Social media.

Significance Statement
This study shows how liking politicians’ public Facebook posts can be used as an accurate
measure for predicting voter intention in a multiparty system. We highlight that a few, selective
digital traces produce prediction accuracy that is on par or even higher than most current
approaches based on bigger and broader datasets. The approach in this study relies on data that
are publicly available, and we propose that the simple setup can, with some limitations, be
generalized to millions of users in other multiparty systems.
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Introduction

The representative opinion survey has long been the pinnacle of empirical research in political
science [3,4]. The recent immense growth in digital platforms has provided researchers with the
possibility of studying human behaviour on a whole new scale from traces left behind by our
digital interactions [5]. From being limited to surveys with a couple of thousand respondents,
political studies covering millions of people have emerged within the field of computational
social science, generating important new knowledge about our digital and analogue lives.
Within the subfield of election forecasting, scholars have shown the potential for
predicting election outcomes based on digital data from a diverse range of platforms including
YouTube [6], Google [7], Twitter [8,9], Facebook [10,11], and even Wikipedia [12]. Studies
based on the big social media platforms, that is, Facebook and Twitter, have largely been the
most successful with prediction rates that in accuracy and scale often have outperformed
traditional pooling [6; see 13 for a general review]. While this emerging field has mainly focused
on predicting aggregated electoral results [14], a smaller group of studies has focused on the
challenge of predicting individual political orientation [1,2,11,15–19]. Notably, Ceron et al. [13]
were able to reach very high accuracies in their political profiling using only Twitter data, just as
David et al. [18] displayed how political orientation can be determined by comparing
individuals’ writing style with the writings on politicians’ public Facebook profiles. While many
of these studies attain high prediction accuracies, this accuracy is often reached by limiting the
study to the most active users [17]. Further, few studies validate their results against offline data
such as surveys. These limitations have, however, been tackled in the work of Kosinski and
colleagues who, in two papers ranked among the top 10 most influential papers in the history of
PNAS8, have shown how our personality and political attitudes can be predicted with great
accuracy based solely on Facebook likes [1,2]. Applying machine learning algorithms to search
for patterns in hundreds of diverse Facebook likes, these already famous experiments have thus
disclosed how people’s preferences for Hallo Kitty and Harley Davidson can reveal details about
their personality and political attitudes — often with better precision than their friends or family.

8

As calculated by Altmetric: https://pnas.altmetric.com/details/3058702 and
https://pnas.altmetric.com/details/1294474.
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Thus far, the majority of studies predicting individual voting behaviour based on digital
traces have focused on two-party systems or applied a left/right-wing scale, thereby avoiding the
more challenging task of making all-inclusive predictions in multiparty settings, the principal
political system of our time [18]. In this paper, we fill this gap by studying how individual party
choice in a multiparty system is linked to liking posts made by political actors on Facebook. We
base our prediction on likes for posts on public pages of Danish parties and politicians collected
between January 2015 and 2017 through the Facebook Graph API. Through machine learning–
based prediction models, we test how ‘political likes’, consisting of likes on posts created by
politicians and parties, are able to predict present-day voter intention in a multiparty system for a
subsample of surveyed respondents. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.1; the models and
results can be found in Table 1.2 (see details in Materials and Methods section).
The main contribution of this paper is to show how public Facebook activity, even within
a challenging multiparty system, can be effectively used to predict an individual’s present-day
voter intention. Based on the simple measure of political likes, our models reach a prediction
accuracy of between 60% and 70%, which are above any previous multiparty studies. Also, we
show how even a single selective Facebook post-like can reveal as much about our present-day
voter intention as hundreds of diverse likes drawn from our profile. In doing this we wish to
challenge the current trend toward broader and bigger data running through the majority of
studies within computational social science. By exploring the parsimonious measure of political
likes, we make the point that though likes pertaining to everything from reality stars to soil types
can accurately predict personal traits, more accurate and generalizable results in the case of
present-day voter intention will tend to follow from a more parsimonious data strategy.
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Figure 1.1: The study was developed in three parts. (1) A representative survey was completed by 3050
randomly selected people living in Denmark, providing information on standard sociodemographic
qualities, political values, and present-day voter intention toward parties eligible in the general election.
As shown in Table S1, the sample is roughly demographically representative of the country’s entire
population. Respondents were subsequently asked to log in with their Facebook account, and if willing to
accept the same, respondents’ public Facebook ID was stored. (2) Post-likes were independently collected
from all public profiles of Danish parties and politicians on Facebook. (3) After completion of steps 1 and
2, we linked each respondent to the collected Facebook data and applied a LASSO-based multinomial
logistic regression model to predict voter intention based on Facebook data.

Results

The results depict how different uses of “political likes” are able to predict which of the nine
parties in the Danish parliament a given person would vote for. The significance of the results is
held against a null hypothesis that denotes no relationship between present-day voter intention
and explanatory variables (H0: P = 1/9).
Establishing a baseline from sociodemographics, political values, and opinions

We initiate our analysis establishing a baseline model based on sociodemographic variables,
political values, and opinions toward current issues collected through survey questions. The
questions were selected to mirror the most typical variables for explaining voter alignment
within the discipline of political science [20]. The baseline model (model 0) includes 19 different
features. Note however, that several coefficients are neutralized by L1 regularization, which is
implemented in LASSO regression to prevent model overfitting. The optimal model makes
predictions with 35.8% accuracy (confidence interval [CI] of 2.9%) including 101 out of 668
coefficients. This echoes the accuracies of similar survey studies within political science, on
average reaching an accuracy of approximately 35% [e.g., 20–22]. For comparison reasons, we
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calculate the same model’s accuracy for predicting present-day voting intention on a right versus
left scale. Not surprisingly the accuracy is much higher when using this binary classification
(80.3% accuracy).
The power of a single political like

With an established baseline model, we turn toward our collected Facebook data. As an initial
experiment, we create a model that uses just a single feature, the latest like that the respondent
has entered to a post by a party or politician. This very simple setup (model 1) is more accurate
and, on average, marginally better than our baseline model. With an accuracy of 43.9% (CI
±4.4%) and a right/left accuracy of 81.3%, model 1 indicates that a person’s single latest
political post-like tends to say more about party choice than a prediction model trained on a
sample with 19 different features on each person, including questions on core political values.
Raising accuracy by including individuals’ entire political-like history

We now include all political likes for each person collected during the two-year period (model
2). The features in this model consist of the number of posts that a person has liked for each of
the nine parties in parliament. For example, if a respondent has liked a post made by a party or a
politician from that party on their public Facebook page, then that counts as one like to that party
for that respondent. To compare respondents who are extremely active on public pages with
those who are less active, all values are normalized across each respondent’s likes toward each
of the nine parties. Applying these features, we predict which party a person would vote for with
an accuracy of 60.9% (CI ± 3.1%). This result is notably better than both the baseline model and
model 1. Interestingly, the best L1 penalty in model 2 was 0.0, meaning that excluding
coefficients would not increase the cross-validated accuracy. With a right/left average accuracy
climbing to 90.1%, the model suggests political likes as an efficient predictor for voter intention.
Combining survey and political likes only minutely increases prediction rate

We now consider the possibility of a positive complementary effect by combining the best from
two worlds. We add in the features of the baseline model to model 2 in order to explore whether
the survey questions drawn from political science literature encapsulate other dimensions than
the political likes: Do the two approaches overlap or complement each other? The new model,
model 3, hereby includes all the sociodemographic background information, core political values
from the baseline model, and the entire political-like history from model 2. The prediction
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accuracy is now 62.0% with (CI ± 3.9%). This is higher than model 2, but still within the margin
of error. The increase in area under the (receiver operating characteristic, or ROC) curve (AUC)
and in right/left accuracy, however, suggests that the model is still only slightly better than
model 2.
The sample size in model 3 is lower than the number of coefficients, which is one probable
explanation for why the added data does not deliver a significant increase in accuracy. Even
though L1 regularization filters out most of the unnecessary noise, it is conceivable that the
regression algorithm would perform much better with this selection of features if the sample size
could correspondingly be raised.
Optimizing political-likes prediction rates with minimum-like criteria

The previous models propose political post-likes as the single strongest variable for predicting
individual party choice. It is therefore reasonable to consider whether we can further optimize
the use of this variable. Since we normalize the values for number of posts liked across each of
the nine parties for each respondent, our models might make overconfident predictions based on
respondents who have only liked a single political post. Similarly, a person for whom 90% of her
likes go to the same party should yield better predictions than a person whose likes have been
evenly distributed across four parties. In Figure 1.2, we explore the relationship between these
two criteria, namely (1) minimum likes, excluding respondents with less total likes than the
threshold, and (2) party like cap, excluding respondents with a lower percentage of likes directed
toward a single party than the threshold. Figure 1.2 shows how the accuracy increases with both
min likes and party like cap indicating that respondents with many likes distributed to one or few
parties yield the most accurate predictions. With, for example, min likes = 7 and party like cap =
0.8, prediction accuracy goes above 90%; however, sample size is down to 153, which also
considerably increases the error rate (see Table 1.1).
Table 1.1: Prediction rates and sample sizes at different party-like caps with min likes = 7 (p < 0.001)

Party‐like cap

0.0

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.9

Sample size

468

328

197

153

97

95% Confidence interval (CI)

0.046

0.05

0.058

0.059

0.062

Accuracy

0.64

0.777

0.861

0.912

0.93
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Thresholding total likes greatly increases accuracy

Most importantly, Figure 1.2 shows that overall prediction rates, when thresholding individuals
on their total likes, begin to converge significantly with a total minimum of 7 political likes.
Setting the minimum likes criterion higher than 7 results in only a little gain in total accuracy,
but considerably reduces sample size. We therefore interpret a threshold of political likes at 7 as
the best choice for a near optimal prediction rate.

Figure 1.2: The x-axis shows party-like cap (PLC), which denotes how many likes in percentages that at
the least go toward only a single party, meaning that at PLC = 0.8, only users who have at least 80% likes
toward a single party are included. The y-axis shows the percentage of users who are accurately labeled.
Each colored line shows accuracy for samples where all respondents have a minimum of total likes.
Because the two criteria, party-like cap and minimum likes, involve filtering out respondents and thus
effectively cutting down the sample size, it is unfeasible to rely on the training of machine learning
algorithms for classification. Consequently, we made a simple algorithm that derives predictions based on
the party a respondent has liked the most at different intersections of the two criteria.
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Based on the optimization exploration, we deploy a fourth and final model that has the same
features as model 2, but only includes respondents with a total of 7 or more likes for posts from
parties or politicians. The effective sample size is now 468 while prediction accuracy has
increased to 70.8% (CI = ±5.1%). It is indicative of better prediction rates by imposing a
criterion for how many total political likes a user should have. Accuracy for right/left is now
96%.
Discussion

The main implication of our results is the potential for studying political behavior in multiparty
systems on social media on a large scale and in near real time. The profiling of individual users
through their political-like history thus lends itself as a tool to study political participation on
social media. Through collecting political likes, we become able to profile approximately 1.3
million Danes — 23% of the entire population — with a least one political like, and 1 million
with at least seven. By filtering posts based on political segments defined by millions of likes,
the approach offers scholars, practitioners, and politicians a view into democratic voters’
political dreams and the issues they engage in — all at a scale hitherto unknown to the discipline
of political science. The approach could potentially add political significance to studies of trends
and cluster formation in news consumption on Facebook as recently brought forth by Schmidt et
al. [23]. Figure 1.3 constitutes a preeliminary experiment of studying a specific segment’s
interest for particular political topics over time.
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Figure 1.3: Example showing trending topics for a group of users aligned with a specific party through
their likes.

The technique is limited to the 23% of Danes who have liked political actors within the 2-year
timeframe of the study. Our own future studies, that is, predicting the aggregate electoral
outcome based solely on political likes, however, are comparable to most opinion polls
suggesting that our results can potentially be generalized to the entire Danish population (details
in S6 Election prediction). Further, tentative explorations of neighboring multiparty countries
(Sweden, Germany, and Norway) show no indications that neither the amount, nor the usage of
political likes should vary radically across national borders. Generalizing our findings outside
the group of political likers, one should, however, be attentive of the bias inherent to Facebook,
most prominently toward the younger generations, but also with a slight bias toward women.9
Further, one should also expect political likers to be slightly more political active than the rest of
the population [24]. With these limitations in mind, and in accordance with studies of other
social media platforms [13], we estimate that the general mechanism of political likes would be

9

Table S4 held up against Facebook audience insights; https://www.facebook.com/ads/audienceinsights/people?act=41292822&age=18-&country=DK.
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reproducible in most open Western multiparty democracies where Facebook has become a
central political arena.
Toward parsimonious data

Searching for patterns within big datasets of diverse traces is not limited to Kosinski and
colleagues’ work. Rather, the trend toward bigger and broader datasets seems to have become
the standard for data experiments in the field of computational social science [e.g., 25].
Increasingly, this ideal has also appeared in commercial data analysis as illustrated by
Cambridge Analytica, a data analytics firm drawing on Kosinsky et al.’s [1] work, when it
proclaimed to have secured Donald Trump’s victory through the collection of “4–5,000 data
points on every American” [26].
We share our colleagues’ fascination with the many stories about human behavior that
these broad datasets can tell us. However, we argue that the field of computational social science
by now has reached a level of maturity that makes it timely to replace the ideal of broad data
with a parsimonious ideal of selective data. While the studies by Kosinski and colleagues should
not be compared 1:1 (due to differences in goals and context), it seems fair to note how using
only the respondents’ single latest political like delivers performance comparable to their best
prediction of political attitude built on hundreds of likes [1,2]10. Future studies will reveal other
areas to which parsimonious data strategy can be applied. Still, if our preference for “Hello
Kitty” and “Harley Davidson” can accurately reveal our personal traits, then what greater
expectations should we have of future predictions built on selective data linked to specific traits
of interest?
Why liking predicts voting: Contours of a theory

Accuracy with generalizability is the main advantage of our parsimonious data strategy. Based
solely on this limited data scope, consisting of the single latest like per respondent, we were able
to predict multiparty choice with an accuracy of 0.439. The accuracy was lifted above 0.6 by
including all likes, and then above 0.7 by imposing a minimum like criteria of 7 likes. Our
results thus indicate that even a single political like is comparable in accuracy to most multiparty

10

AUC 0.8 vs. 0.85. Theodoridis et al. [27] also reach a result of AUC = 0.8 using the same dataset as [1].
Here we are reporting the left-right AUC of our study in order to make our results comparable.
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studies in political science, commonly reaching accuracy of around 35%, by combining survey
questions on sociodemographics, political values, and opinions toward current issues [e.g., 20–
22]. While this line of research is not entirely comparable, with political scientists typically
searching for explanation rather than prediction, the predictive power of political likes becomes
striking when contemplating the approximately 30 survey questions involved in reaching 35%
accuracy.
Given this background, it seems reasonable to consider why likes predict voting behavior
dramatically better than survey questions: what makes a like predictive of our political behavior
in the first place? Referencing major theories in studies of voting behavior, one could suggest
that a like is predictive because it reveals alignment with the ideology of the liked party [3], the
issue taken up [28,29], or the personal traits of the party candidate [30,31]. Our response to this
question is to re-articulate an often-used designation: that likes comprise a generic mechanism
for users to show their support. Political likes should be seen as a measure that captures a
multitude of the abovementioned — and probably also other — theories for why we vote (i.e.,
ideology, shared issue, or personal identification). This response is in line with both the overall
high accuracies reached, which makes it difficult to imagine a single theoretical driver, and with
the lack of complementary effects seen in model 3, which suggest that we should view likes as
encapsulating a number of different motives and preferences.
The high accuracies and lack of complementary effects also indicate that most people are
highly selective with their political likes. We should thus not think of political likes as a cost-free
interaction that we carelessly direct toward any post that catches our attention, but rather as an
interaction form that we apply when we are clearly aligned across one or even multiple axes of
preferences. As such, political likes should be seen as a parsimonious measure that condenses a
heterogeneous mixture of different motives and individuals’ inscription into politics.
Materials and methods
Data: We base our prediction on likes entered in page posts by Danish parties and politicians collected
from January 2015 to 2017 through the public Facebook Graph API. Likes are a generic mechanism used
by Facebook users to express their support of content that has already shown to be a good proxy for
predicting both electoral results and personal traits [1,2,10], making it an immediate choice for exploring
the possibility for predicting political orientation. For use in the final analysis, we only include
respondents who were able, and willing, to share their public Facebook ID (N = 1216). We also limit our
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analysis to respondents who had liked political actors during the period and would vote for any of the
nine parties currently in parliament (N = 659). The final sample is slightly smaller (~23%) than what we
theoretically would expect given our database of political likes containing data from 1.3 million Danes.
We ascribe most of this dropout to privacy concerns (see also Table S3). As a result of this dropout,
representativeness of the data sample becomes slightly distorted (see non-response analysis in S3).
However, for the most part, the distortion simply reproduces Facebook’s already skewed user groups with
the only large bias being an underrepresentation of older users; a skew that was recently shown to have
limited effect on how often a person would like political actors [24].
Method: We test post-likes against a baseline model developed from survey data of sociodemographics,
political values, and opinions on political issues developed based on current “best practice” within
political science (see Table S5). Moving on from the baseline model, we gradually compare a selection of
multinomial logistic regression models, all predicting which party a person would vote for but modelled
on different selections of Facebook data as well as combinations of Facebook and survey data. Using L1
regularization LASSO [32], only features that contribute significantly to the overall prediction are
included in the models. In each model an L1 penalty was selected using 10-fold cross validation to avoid
overfitting and account for variance in the prediction accuracy. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.1;
models and results can be found in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Multinominal logistic regression models predicting present-day voting intention

Description

Baseline

Model

Model

Model

model***

I***

II***

III***

Sociodemographic

Single

All

Model II +

All political

political values

latest

political

Baseline

likes with min

political

likes

model

likes 7

like

Model IV***

‡‡‡

Sample size

659

659

659

659

468

L1‐penalty

10.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

0.0

101/668

90/90

90/90

300/680

90/90

0.029

0.044

0.031

0.039

0.051

Precision

0.461

0.420

0.652

0.567

0.755

Recall

0.302

0.449

0.577

0.591

0.612

Accuracy

0.358

0.439

0.609

0.620

0.708

Left/right

0.803

0.813

0.908

0.933

0.96

AUC

0.760

0.762

0.832

0.878

0.917

Left/right

0.819

0.801

0.912

0.939

0.990

Incl./excl.
coefficients
±95%
Confidence
interval§§§

accuracy

AUC
*** = p < 0,001

‡‡‡

Latest political like refers to the like that a given person entered at the point in time closest to where
she filled out the questionnaire.
§§§
The confidence interval is calculated for the cross-validation error.
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Supporting information
S1. Data collection
Survey data

We collected data from a random sample of 3050 individuals via a European survey company.
At the beginning of the survey, respondents were given the option to connect their answers to
their public Facebook profile. Interviewees were instructed that by agreeing to the terms we
would get access to their public Facebook ID, but not any of their private content. As illustrated
in Table S1 below, the main sample of 3050 individuals varies from the national population on
key variables by a maximum of 4 percentage points.
Table S1: Distributions of users in our survey compared to population. East–West indicates region where
respondent resides
Cohort

Survey %

Population %

Dif.

Male: age 18–34 years, East

5

7

–2%

7

2%

Male: age 18–34 years, West
Male: age 35–53 years, East
Male: age 35–53 years, West
Male: age 54–74 years, East
Male: age 54–74 years, West
Female: age 18–34 years, East
Female: age 18–34 years, West
Female: age 35–53 years, East
Female: age 35–53 years, West
Female: age 54–74 years, East
Female: age 54–74 years, West

6

8

11

8

9
6

9

11

7

9

10

11
8

–2%
3%

–3%
–2%
4%

2%

7

7

0%

6

9

–3%

100%

100%

10
10

8
11

2%

–2%

All data collected from interviewees used in this study were carried out with their full consent. In
addition, each respondent retained the right to have her or his data deleted at any time.
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Facebook data

All data were collected using the public Facebook Graph API 2.713. The data cover the period
from January 2015 and January 2017 and were harvested from a combination of media pages
and political pages. The data were collected from 378 political pages covering politicians in
parliament (or persons who have previously run for parliament) along with pages for political
parties. The media pages total 116 and consist of the most popular print and online papers in the
country along with a selection of other popular media-like blogs and magazines. The exact
number of data points in the database to this date is shown in the Table S2.

Table S2: Full Facebook dataset
Political pages (n = 378)
Posts
Post-likes14

Media pages (n = 116)

345,967

637,349

78,117,089

141,351,908

S2. Combining Facebook and survey data

In order to use our two datasets (survey and Facebook), we had to create a sample cross-cutting
both collections. To explore different filters and samples, we used a progressive filtering
procedure, meaning that we kept adding filters gradually. The exploration is illustrated in Table
S3. The filter represented in each row includes both the filter described and all previous filters.

See https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/reference/v2.7/.
The introduction of emojis as an alternative to the generic likes overlaps with our data collection
period. We include all emojis under the same ‘likes’ category.
13

14
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Table S3: Data filtering and sample sizes
Filter

Sample size

No filter, all respondents in survey

3050

Only respondents who reported their public Facebook ID in survey

1216

Only respondents who had liked at least one post on political pages corresponding to
a party in parliament (used in baseline and models II – III)
Only respondents who had liked at least 7 posts on political pages (used in model IV)

659

468

We intend to compare all of our prediction models with the baseline model. Thus, we use the
filtered sample (N = 659) in the case that the particular sample is overall easier to predict than
the full survey for the baseline model. For models 1 – 4 we use the sample that includes all
respondents with a political like. For model 5 we use only respondents with at least 7 likes (N =
468). Potential skews and biases as a product of the filtering process are covered in the nonresponse analysis.
S3. Non-response analysis

In order to address the significant decrease in sample size from the full survey to the samples
being used in our models, we have conducted a non-response analysis. The primary reduction in
respondent numbers consists of individuals who did not have a Facebook profile or would not
allow access to their public ID (N = 3050 – 1834 = 1216). Accounting for most of the dropouts
are the 40% of the Danish population who do not have a Facebook account. We also expected
privacy concerns to reduce participant numbers. The second dropout category is comprised of
respondents who would not vote for one of the nine parties or did not enter at least one political
like during the period (N = 1216 – 557 = 659). Accounting for the majority of these dropouts are
people who did not plan to vote or who were not among the 28% (1.3 million) of Danes who
liked political actors.
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In order to determine the extent of skewedness for survey features, we did a 10,000-fold
permutation test of chi-square (Χ2) scores for each of the samples (see Table S4). The first test
compares the distribution of answers from two random samples both from the full survey (total
survey N = 3050). The next compares random samples where one is from the full survey and the
other from a sample of only respondents with attached Facebook profiles (on Facebook N =
1216). The last compares random samples where one is from the full survey and the other from a
sample of only respondents with at least one political like on any of the parties in parliament
(with political like N = 659). The distribution of answers corresponding to a single feature, such
as age, is only considered to be skewed if the mean of the Χ2 value, resulting from the
permutation test, lies outside of the 95% confidence interval of the first permutation test that
compared two random samples from the full survey. For example, in the N = 1216 sample,
gender has an Χ2 mean of 0.96, but the 95% confidence interval of N = 3050 has Χ2 values
between 0 and 3.5, so the skew is not significant. However, the N = 659 has a gender Χ2 mean of
4.49, and is therefore considered to have a small skew. Whether a skew is small or large is
determined by the relative skew from the largest to the smallest. It is important to remember that
the degree of skew for a single feature is determined by its relation to statistical significance and
not how skewed it is in the real world. For example, the most skewed feature, age, has a 10percentage point difference between young and old.
Based on this exploration we see that the only large skew is age, as older users are
underrepresented. A recent study in the neighboring country of Norway, however, found that age
had very limited effect on how often a person would like political actors [24]. The same study
also found that women and people with less education were more prominent in liking political
actors. These results are in line with our dataset’s smaller skews for these characteristics (see
non-response analysis in Section S3). While the representativeness is thus within the expected
bounds of a study on Facebook data, groups of people who do not act publicly, or are not on
Facebook at all, are absent from the study [33]
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We should prevent crime through counseling rather than
punishment
Environment vs. Corporate growth

Homosexuals should have exactly the same rights as everyone
else
Higher taxes on gasoline are desirable

Category

We should do more to protect national heritage

Party choice
More border control is desirable

Religious extremists have the right to freedom of public
assembly
Gender

Age

Geography
2.85

2.82

2.79

2.93

2.91

2.71

2.82

0.65

1.33

2.72

5.53

79
0.38

0.33

0.38

0.44

0.37

0.32

0.38

0

0.03

0.30

1.46
7.80

7.81

7.79

8.04

7.82

7.70

7.58

3.52

4.59

7.42

12.54
6.97

5.81

6.06

4.57

9.44

7.95

8.49

0.97

3.29

27.09

16.98
0.22

2.21

1.71

1.61
5.17

0.03
9.20
1.46

7.51

3.38

0.67

7.61

6.08
1.86
12.94

3.76
0.62
8.76

5.90
1.53
12.61

3.29

27.09

0.97

8.49

9.44

7.95

4.57

6.06

5.81

13.38

13.25

13.87
12.54

7.42

4.59

3.52

7.58

7.82

7.70

8.04

7.79

0.63

16.69

0

3.02

3.80

2.84

1.17

1.71

1.61

2.21

0.22

Χ2 mean
0.025
quantile
0.975
quantile
N = 1216
N

27.67
19.91
9.92
29.24
Small
S

14.89
6.83
24.62

6.62

0.975
quantile

16.98

With Facebook ID (N= 1216)

5.05

8.33

79

5.53

0.72
0.30

0.38

0.23

2.72

0.85
0

2.80

2.08

0

3.78

4.49

0.71

10.46

Not
significant

16.69

39.90

14.59

6.75

25.87

Large

M

0.63

7.46

4.05

0.84

9.18

Not
significant

N
s

6.62

28.92

24.74

14.84

36.18

Small

S

11.62

6.63
2.12
13.67

12.27
6.84
2.02
13.55

1.17

9.89

8.34

2.83

15.48

2.84

14.19

8.32

2.94

15.62

Small

S

3.80

17.21

7.38

2.46

14.30

Small

N
s

3.02

16.02

7.65

2.44

15.36

Small

S

S

Education

1.89
2.03

1.33

3.62
9.81

Geography

7.37
4.21
0.38

15.42

1.95

0.65

7.36
0.32

2.70

6.84
0.025
quantile

Age

7.33
17.42

2.82

0.37
6.69

0.37

7.92

7.85
Χ2 mean

Religious extremists have the right to freedom of public
assembly
Gender

0.32
15.23

2.91

0.34
0.975
quantile

2.71

13.17

8.03

0.44

2.35

0.31
7.55

2.93
7.11

7.81

6.97

3.11

0.38

7.92

0.34

0.33

0.30

7.80

1.89
0.025
quantile

2.79

2.80

7.37

0.72

0.85

0.23

2.08

0.67

2.35

2.03

Total survey (N = 3050)

Homosexuals should have exactly the same rights as everyone
else
Higher taxes on gasoline are desirable

2.79
0.32

2.82

2.69
0.38

2.87

2.85

2.81
0.32

3.62

4.21
8.08

We should do more to protect national heritage

Income inequality is too high

2.79

2.83

7.33

Losing entitlement vs. Right to choose job

7.36

1.95

6.84

3.38

7.11

6.69

9.81

0.025
quantile

Χ2 mean

More border control is desirable

7.85

8.03

7.51

7.92

7.55

17.42

2.78

Violent criminals should face more severe punishment

Competition is healthy vs. Unhealthy
15.23

Χ2 mean

Individual responsibility vs. Public responsibility

0.37

0.34

0.31

0.34

0.38

0.30

0.32

3.11

Social security reforms have become excessive vs. Just enough

0.975
quantile

Category

2.69

2.81

2.87

2.83

2.80

2.80

2.78

8.08

People with high incomes do not pay enough taxes

0.025
quantile

Party choice

Income inequality is too high

Violent criminals should face more severe punishment

Χ2 mean

6.63
6.84
8.34
8.32
7.38
7.65
4.49
14.59
4.05
24.74

11.62

9.89
14.19
17.21
16.02
3.78
39.90
7.46
28.92

7.83

2.63

4.08

7.00

5.90

3.76

6.08

7.92

14.89

19.91

Χ2 mean

13.67
13.55
15.48
15.62
14.30
15.36
10.46
25.87
9.18
36.18

2.12
2.02
2.83
2.94
2.46
2.44
0.71
6.75
0.84
14.84

15.09

2.50

12.61

1.53

7.23

8.76

0.62

0.38

12.94

1.86

14.19

15.42

2.70

9.12

24.62

6.83

2.06

29.24

9.92

0.96

0.975
quantile

Small

Not
significant
Small

Medium
Not
significant

Small
Large

Small
Not
significant

Not
significant

Small

Small

Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant

Medium

Small

N = 659

Small

Small

Small

Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant

Small

N = 1216

Degree of skew
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0.025
quantile

With political likes (N = 659)

12.27

13.87

5.17

8.33

9.20

5.05

13.25

7.61

13.17

13.38

27.67

0.975
quantile

With Facebook ID (N= 1216)

Table S4: Results of chi-square permutation tests

We should prevent crime through counseling rather than
punishment
Environment vs. Corporate growth

Education

People with high incomes do not pay enough taxes

More freedom for corporations vs. Less freedom

Competition is healthy vs. Unhealthy

Social security reforms have become excessive vs. Just enough

Losing entitlement vs. Right to choose job

Individual responsibility vs. Public responsibility

More freedom for corporations vs. Less freedom

Total survey (N = 3050)

Table S4: Results of chi-square permutation tests
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With political likes (N = 659)

7.00
2.06
14.19

4.08
0.96
9.12

2.63

0.38
7.23

7.83
2.50
15.09

Degree of skew

Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
Not
significant
M

N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s
N
s

S
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S4. Post-likes normalization

Post-likes are the simplest and most useful feature of all our Facebook features for predicting
party choice. A vector represents each user with each field in the vector corresponding to the
number of times that person has liked a post from a given party or politician from that party. As
shown in Figure S1, number of post-likes per user has a big-head, long-tail distribution.
Figure S1: Log of post-likes per user in main sample used in models (N = 659)

For this reason, the number of times that each user has liked posts from a party is divided by the
total number of posts the user has liked. This effectively normalizes the sum of the vector for all
users, which makes it possible to compare very active users with less active ones. An illustration
of the creation of the normalized post-likes vector is shown in Figure S2.
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Figure S2: Users’ post-likes normalization process

Number of likes, total

Number of likes, normalized
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OE 0.05

AA 0
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S5. Regression models

All data analysis was carried out via Python. The code used for the regression models can be
attributed mainly to Turi’s GraphLab Create15; all other data analysis is original code. All data
models are based on GraphLab Create’s Logistic Regression module and implement only L1
regularization (L2 is set to 0). L1 regularization is used for selecting the coefficients
corresponding to the features that deliver the best bias–variance tradeoff for generalizing the
model. L1 regularization performs this selection by setting least important coefficients to exactly
zero while decreasing other coefficients by a value relative to the chosen λ-value. The least
important coefficients can roughly be defined as those least related to (least correlated with) the
maximum log likelihood (MLE) of the model under a certain λ-value. The relation between the
MLE and a given coefficient is determined by soft thresholding [34,35].

15

See https://turi.com/products/create/docs/.
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We report the following evaluative measures, all in the form of cross-validated averages:
AUC (area under [receiver operating characteristic, or ROC] curve): Effectively
states overall ability of the regression model for separating classes based on input
variables with 0.5 denoting no relationship between explanatory variables and prediction
rate. The thresholds for the ROC curve are incremented by 0.0001.
Precision: Number of true positives out of all positives, or TP/(TP + FP). In multiclass
cases, precision is calculated as the mean of all classes.
Recall: Number of true positives out of all positives and false negatives, TP/(TP + FN).
In multiclass cases, recall is calculated as the mean of all classes.
Accuracy: Global amount of correctly predicted classes divided by total sample size of
the test data. In multiclass cases, this is not the mean of all class accuracies.

Table S5: Baseline model: Predictive strength of individual features
Category

AUC

Sample size

Gender**

0.617

659

Age**

0.610

659

Geography

0.525

659

Education**

0.624

659

Individual responsibility vs. Public responsibility***

0.712

659

Losing entitlement vs. Right to choose job***

0.653

659

Social security reforms have become excessive vs. Just enough**

0.639

659

Competition is healthy vs. Unhealthy***

0.655

659

More freedom for corporations vs. Less freedom***

0.687

659
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People with high incomes do not pay enough taxes***

0.700

659

Income inequality is too high***

0.686

659

Violent criminals should face more severe punishment

0.585

659

More border control is desirable***

0.687

659

We should do more to protect national heritage***

0.686

659

We should prevent crime through counseling rather than punishment**

0.609

659

Environment vs. Corporate growth***

0.687

659

Homosexuals should have exactly the same rights as everyone else

0.497

659

More taxes on gasoline are desirable**

0.639

659

Religious extremists have the right to freedom of public assembly**

0.603

659

** = p < 0.05; *** = p < 0.001.S
S6. Election prediction

To test the generalizability of our findings, we explored the ability for raw likes to predict the
Danish general election in 2015 presented in Figure S3. Our initial attempt worked by counting
each person as one vote toward the party that she liked the most. Through this approach, we
obtained a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.0271, not greatly different from the MAE of polls
from the same period that averaged 0.010. Upon closer examination, however, it became
apparent that the main cause of error was linked to overrepresentation of the Red-Green Alliance
and underrepresentation of the Social Democrats. This is in line with the age skew in our data
toward younger participants, as the Red-Greens are known for their large shares of younger
voters where the Social Democrats are overrepresented among older voters.
Based on this premise, we developed an approximate weighting scheme that takes two random
opinion polls produced at least a year before the election and uses them to create weights for the
Facebook counts. The weight optimization process is a simple machine learning process that
minimizes the residual sum of squares (RSS) between the Facebook count and the opinion polls
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chosen as the input. The Facebook count is made for the week leading up to the date of the
opinion poll. Through this procedure, the MAE decreased to 0.011.
Figure S3: Three predictions and actual election results for 2015 national election in Denmark
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Article 2:

Distance matters: Proximity in face-to-face interaction is
associated with mobile phone communication
Tobias Bornakke Jørgensen1*, Talayeh Aledavood2, Jari Saramäki2, Sam G. B. Roberts3
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Department of Sociology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
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Department of Computer Science, Aalto University, Finland
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Department of Psychology, University of Chester, U.K.
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Abstract

A key challenge in big data analysis is interpreting how digital records of communication relate to
the nature of social relationships that people maintain with others. The frequency or duration of
mobile communication is often used as an indicator of tie strength between two individuals.
However, how mobile communication relates to other forms of ‘behaving close’ in social
relationships is still poorly understood. This study uses smartphone data from 510 participants,
collected over a 10-month period, to examine the relationship between mobile communication and
diverse aspects of face-to-face interaction, as measured through Bluetooth scans. There was a
significant relationship between the number of phone calls between a dyad and the number of faceto-face interactions. Physical proximity during these face-to-face interactions was the single
strongest predictor of the number of phone calls, and overall 36% of variance in phone calls could
be explained by face-to-face interactions and the control variables. However, whilst phone calls are
significantly related to face-to-face interaction, the amount of mobile communication between a
dyad appears to be a rather imprecise and noisy measure of tie strength. Thus caution should be
used in relying solely on mobile communication patterns to infer tie strength in social networks.
Keywords: Mobile phone datasets; Bluetooth; face-to-face interaction, proximity, social networks;
Copenhagen Network study

Introduction

Human beings are above all social animals (Dunbar, 1998), and having strong and supportive
relationships is essential both for psychological health and physical well-being (Baumeister &
Leary, 1995; Holt-Lunstad, Smith, & Layton, 2010). The social relationships that people maintain
with others vary widely, from very close, emotionally intense to more casual acquaintances (Binder,
Roberts, & Sutcliffe, 2012; Granovetter, 1973; Wellman & Wortley, 1990). Despite the widespread
agreement that there are different types of social relationships, there is still no consensus on the
most reliable way of measuring the nature of these relationships over time or in large samples. In
social psychological research, two distinct components of interpersonal closeness in relationships
have been identified — feeling close and behaving close (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992). Feeling
close refers to the emotional intimacy or intensity of the relationship, whilst behaving close refers to
the actual behaviour that occurs between the two people in the social relationship. Both types of
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closeness have traditionally been studied by collecting information directly from the participants
through questionnaires (Milardo, 1992; Roberts & Dunbar, 2010), interviews (Wellman & Wortley,
1990) or specialised tools to elicit information about the participants’ personal networks (Hogan,
Carrasco, & Wellman, 2007). However, eliciting detailed information directly from participants
about their levels of interpersonal closeness to numerous members of the social network is very
time consuming. Thus the data collected have been limited in both the level of detail about specific
interactions and scale in terms of number of participants and number of relationships each
participant is asked about. Further, it has long been recognised that participants are not very
accurate in recalling the detail of communication patterns towards other people in their social
network (Bernard, Killworth, Kronenfeld, & Sailer, 1984; Boase & Ling, 2013).
More recently, the measurement of behaving close has received great attention, due to the
possibility for measuring this type of closeness at a previously unknown level of detail, scale and
accuracy using the digital traces that our daily digital activities produce. This form of
‘computational social science’ (Lazer et al., 2009) based on big data sources such as email (GodoyLorite, Guimerà, & Sales-Pardo, 2016), Facebook (Burke, Kraut, & Marlow, 2011) Twitter
(Grabowicz, Ramasco, Moro, Pujol, & Eguiluz, 2012), or mobile phone interactions (Blondel,
Decuyper, & Krings, 2015; Saramäki & Moro, 2015), has provided us with novel insights into the
nature of our daily social interactions with others. In these studies, Facebook interactions, tweets, or
mobile phone interactions have been often been used as proxies for the underlying closeness of the
social relationship, based on the assumption that more interaction indicates higher levels of
closeness (Bond et al., 2012; Gilbert & Karakalios, 2009; Roberts & Dunbar, 2010). In studies
based on mobile phones, due to the fact that mobile phone numbers are not typically publicly
available, researchers have assumed that the presence of calls between two mobile users reflects a
degree of personal relationship (Miritello et al., 2013; Onnela, 2007). Further, the number or
duration of calls is often taken as a direct indicator of ‘tie strength’ between two mobile users (Jo,
Saramäki, Dunbar, & Kaski, 2014; Miritello et al., 2013; Onnela, 2007; Palchykov, Kaski, Kertesz,
Barabasi, & Dunbar, 2012; Palchykov, Kertész, Dunbar, & Kaski, 2013; Palla, Barabasi, & Vicsek,
2007); for reviews, see Blondel et al. (2015) and Saramäki & Moro (2015). In these cases, a
presumably linear increase in mobile phone interaction is assumed to be associated with a linear
increase in the strength of the social relationship. Thus a dyad who exchange 50 calls in a given
time period are assumed to have a social tie that is 10 times as strong as compared to a dyad who
exchange 5 calls in same time period. Further, these measures of tie strength based on mobile
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interactions are then subsequently used to analyse other properties of the communication network
such as community structure, network robustness and information flow (Blondel et al., 2015;
Onnela et al., 2007). Thus the accuracy of the conclusions being drawn from studies of large-scale
mobile datasets depends crucially on the number of calls being a reliable measure of the nature of
the social relationship between two people. If the association between number of calls and tie
strength is weak or unreliable, then much more caution should be used when modelling social
relationships and social structure based on mobile datasets (Wiese, Min, Hong, & Zimmerman,
2015). As Wiese et al. (2015) caution: “The idea you can measure tie strength with relatively
sparse data is tantalizing but dangerous”. However, in many studies exactly what is meant by 'tie
strength' is left unspecified and empirical data showing a link between mobile communication and
the strength of social relationships are sparse, as in many studies only the mobile data are available.
These limitations have resulted in calls for these large-scale studies based on data from a single
channel (big data) to be supplemented with studies based on ‘rich’ or ‘deep’ data, which combine
data across several different modes of communication and/or supplement this data collected from
the participants about the nature of their social relationships (Saramäki & Moro, 2015; Stopczynski
et al., 2014; Wuchty, 2009). A small number of studies based on these rich data has allowed for the
assumption of a link between the volume of mobile communication and tie strength to be
empirically tested. For example, based on an 18-month study combining questionnaire and mobile
data, Saramäki et al. (2014) showed that the number of phone calls was significantly related to the
emotional closeness of the relationship. The number of calls explained 30% of the variation in
feeling emotionally close to another person on a 1–10 scale and a similar amount of variation in the
frequency of self-reported face-to-face contact. Further, Wiese et al. (2015) found that relying
solely on call or SMS data to classify ties into ‘strong’ or ‘weak’ produced many errors, and
concluded that communication frequency is a very noisy and imprecise indicator of tie strength.
Thus mobile interaction appears to be significantly related to tie strength, but not in a very precise
or reliable way. Further, there is little understanding of how mobile interaction relates to other
forms of behaving close in social relationships.
In the current paper, we explore this issue using one of the largest and most comprehensive
smartphone datasets thus far collected through the Copenhagen network study (CNS), in which
nearly 1000 students were followed over the course of a year at the Technical University of
Denmark (DTU). The central research question we address in this paper is the relationship between
two key channels of behaving close — face-to-face interaction and mobile phone interaction.
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Patterns of mobile use have been explored extensively over the last two decades, whereas patterns
of face-to-face interaction have not been extensively explored using big data approaches, despite
the centrality of face-to-face interaction in social relationships (Kock, 2005; Vlahovic, Roberts, &
Dunbar, 2012). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically explore the
relationship between patterns of mobile communication and patterns of face-to-face interaction.
In contrast to electronic communication, which leaves a digital trace (Lazer et al., 2009), face-toface interaction typically leaves no digital trace and is time consuming to observe directly (Norscia
& Palagi, 2011) or ask participants to record (Fu, 2007). Bluetooth sensors on mobile phones can
record patterns of face-to-face interaction on a scale and level of detail not possible with either
direct observation or by asking participants (Eagle & Pentland, 2006). For example, using a
combination of Bluetooth and mobile data, Eagle, Pentland, and Lazer (2009) were able to
accurately infer 95% of self-reported friendships in a university population. However, this study did
not directly examine the relationship between face-to-face communication (as measured by
Bluetooth interactions) and mobile phone interaction. . Further, how different aspects of face-toface interaction, such as the number of interactions, duration of interactions and physical proximity
during the interaction, relate to patterns of mobile phone communication has not been
systematically examined. The key goal of this paper is thus to explore how behaving close face-toface across different dimensions (number of meetings, duration of meetings, proximity during
meetings) are associated with behaving close over mobile phones.
We focused on two key aspects of the larger CNS dataset (Stopczynski et al., 2014) to explore this
issue. First, complete data on calls and SMS were recorded over the course of the study. Second,
data on physical proximity were collected using Bluetooth sensors on the mobile phones. To
investigate how different types of face-to-face interaction relate to behaving close through mobile
phones we developed three measures: meetings, duration and proximity. In the first aspect,
meetings, we focus on longer meetings rather than the raw scans. A single scan can imply a very
short interaction between users A and B, but by combining these scans into cohesive meetings
where the users are not separated for more than 15 min (sequential scans), we can identify more
lengthy interactions between A and B, which may have greater meaning in the context of social
relationships. Different types of social relationships are based on diverse patterns of face-to-face
interaction, with closer friends having both more frequent and longer meetings (Milardo, Johnson,
& Huston, 1983; Roberts & Dunbar, 2010; Wellman & Wortley, 1990). Second, we focus on the
duration of these meetings. Both self-report studies and those based on mobile logs have revealed
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that the duration of interaction is reliably associated with the strength of the relationship
(Aledavood et al., 2015; Milardo et al., 1983) and longer face-to-face interactions are associated
with a greater degree of happiness (Vlahovic et al., 2012). Finally, a long tradition of research has
shown that physical proximity during social interaction is another important aspect of behaving
close, and to some degree of feeling close (Aiello & De Carlo Aiello, 1974; Goffman, 1963; Hall,
1966; Kennedy, Glascher, Tyszka, & Adolphs, 2009; Smith & Faig, 2014), so we use the strength
of the Bluetooth signal to examine proximity during the interaction.
This study advances previous literature in three key ways. First, whilst previous studies have
explored the relationship between mobile phone communication and self-reported friendship (Eagle
et al., 2009; Saramäki et al., 2014; Wiese et al., 2015), they did not investigate how behaving close
face-to-face is linked to other ways of behaving close, that is, mobile phone calls and texts. A
significant relationship between these two variables would provide confidence in using mobile
communication as a measure of tie strength. Second, existing studies measuring face-to-face
interaction using proximity sensors have tended to simply use the number of scans as a measure of
face-to-face interaction, rather than explore how further processing of the data in relation to
duration and proximity of interactions may be related to different types of social interactions.
Finally, the study exemplifies the value of multi-channel data in understanding how we can use the
digital trace of electronic communication to better understand social relationships. This underlines
the importance of increasing not just the amount of data collected, in terms of number of
participants, but also the number of channels over which data are collected.
Methods
Dataset and participants

We base our analysis on data collected as part of the larger CNS study (For a detailed account of the
study, see Stopczynski et al. 2014). In brief we made use of log files covering call- and textmessage interaction between participants in the study over the course of 10 months. The dataset
included information on who (the ‘ego’) called who (the ‘alter’) and the time, date and duration of
the call. For texts, the dataset included the sender, the receiver and the time and date the text was
sent. Because previous research based on mobile datasets has tended to use the number of calls as
an indicator of tie strength (Onnela et al., 2007; Saramäki et al., 2014), we focused our main
analysis on the number of calls between ego and alter. We report on parallel analysis using the
duration of calls and number of text messages in the Supplementary Information (SI). These phone
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interactions were then compared to the face-to-face meetings of the mobile users, as inferred from
mobile-embedded Bluetooth sensors. The sensors were set to scan the surroundings (with an
approximate range of 10 m) every 5 min, recording any Bluetooth devices within range belonging
to other CNS participants. The Bluetooth data included information on identity of the two users’
mobile phones (ego and alter) and the time and date of the Bluetooth scan. We also extracted the
signal strength of the Bluetooth signal (received-signal strength indicator, RSSI). The RSSI
measures the amount of power used to connect to other Bluetooth devices and has traditionally been
used by technicians to troubleshoot technical flaws in the Bluetooth sensors. As all participants in
the CNS were issued with the same make and model of mobile phone, the properties of the
Bluetooth sensors and antennas were consistent across all participants. When using the RSSI across
the same mobile phones, it is very closely related to the physical distance between the two phones
(Sekara & Lehmann, 2014). Thus in this study we used RSSI to measure the physical proximity of
ego and alter during face-to-face interactions, that is, closeness of two people at the time of the
Bluetooth scan.
The CNS dataset also contained information on participant characteristics and we included these as
control variables in all analyses. We constructed social network matrices based on the gender of the
dyad (male-male, female-female, male-female) and whether the two members of the dyad were
studying the same subject at DTU (study programme). Previous research has indicated the
importance of both considering the location and circadian rhythms of mobile phone use in relating
mobile interaction to social relations (Aledavood et al., 2015; Eagle et al., 2009). Thus we explored
whether the timing or location of face-to-face interaction was related to variance in phone calls
between ego and alter. Based on the study timetable for DTU students, we defined work hours as
Monday–Friday, 09:00–16:00, and non-work hours at any time outside this period (early mornings,
evenings and weekends). Further, we used a combination of GPS recordings and WiFi transmitters
around the DTU campus to establish whether each Bluetooth interaction took place on or off
campus (Sapiezynski, Stopczynski, Gatej, & Lehmann, 2015).
Throughout the study, students dropped out of the university, the study or simply stopped using
their phones. To remove such cases from the dataset, only participants contributing with both phone
and Bluetooth data until the end of the tenth month were included in the dataset. Further, to avoid
calls to voice mails and students using their text messages inbox as reminders, phone interaction
with participants’ own numbers were removed. Finally, in order to maintain privacy, all participants
were anonymized by giving them a unique identification number. Following this processing of the
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data, the final dataset contained 510 unique participants, with an age range from 19 to 46 (mean =
21.4 years, standard deviation = 2.6). In line with the student population at DTU, a large majority
— 389 (78%) — of the participants were male.
Data processing and statistical analysis

We used social network analysis to examine the relationship between mobile phone interactions and
face-to-face interaction. For the social network matrix based on phone interaction, each cell
represented the amount of phone interaction (number of calls) between ego and alter over the 10month study period. Due to the novelty of this data type, there is little systematic knowledge
available on how to organize and filter Bluetooth data in a manner that removes the ‘noise’ that
necessarily emerges from 510 participants’ phones scanning their surroundings every 5 min over a
period of 10 months. Table 1 below shows the number of dyads that had some phone or Bluetooth
interaction over the study period. In total, there were 1046 dyads that had some phone interaction
and some Bluetooth interaction during the study period. There was a much larger number of dyads
that did not have any phone interaction, but did have some Bluetooth interaction. Our key focus in
this study is examining the extent to which variance in mobile phone interaction can be explained
by variance in Bluetooth interaction, as in many mobile datasets the only information available is
the mobile phone interaction between users (Blondel et al., 2015; Saramäki & Moro, 2015). We
thus filtered out all dyads that had some Bluetooth interaction but no phone interaction over the
study period. As these dyads had no phone interaction, there was no variance in calls that could be
explained based on Bluetooth interaction (see Table 1).
Table 1. Number of dyads with phone interaction and/or Bluetooth interaction over study period

Bluetooth interaction
Yes

No

Phone

Yes

1046

488

interaction

No

1544132

N/A

Based on this filtered data, we then explored how different Bluetooth matrices were related to
mobile communication. The first network is simply the number of raw scans detected between two
participants’ phones over the 10-month period. We then aggregated the number of raw scans into
meetings, consisting of consecutives scans where the phones are never separated for more than 15
min. If the two phones are separated for more than 15 min, it is then counted as a new meeting.
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Additionally, by counting the number of scans in each meeting we are able to measure the meeting
duration in seconds. Based on this, we calculated the mean meeting duration per dyad. Finally, we
also developed a measure of the mean proximity per dyad, based on the mean of the RSSI value
between two users’ phone during all scans between those phones. In line with previous research
(Saramäki et al., 2014), the number of calls, duration of calls and number of texts were log
transformed, to reduce the effect of outliers on the results. Similarly, the number of scans and
number of meetings was also log transformed. The mean meeting duration and mean proximity
were not log transformed, as these were based on means rather than raw data and thus had fewer
outliers. Illustrative examples of the network (Figure 1) and data structure (Table 2) are provided
below.

Figure 1. Illustration of dataset. A, B, C and D represent individual participants, and line width is
proportional to number of calls between participants over 10 months of study. Values in figure are for
illustrative purposes only.
Table 2. Types of data available for each dyad in dataset (values for illustrative purposes only)

In order to examine the relationship between social networks based on phone interaction and
networks based on face-to-face interaction, we used network regression techniques. The multiple
regression quadratic assignment procedure (MRQAP) is a form of network regression that allows
for a dependent matrix (phone calls) to be regressed against multiple independent explanatory
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matrices (face-to-face interaction and control variables). First, a standard ordinary least squares
regression is run on the data and an R2 and coefficients for the independent variables are calculated.
Then, the rows and columns of the dependent matrix are randomly permutated a large number of
times (100 times) whilst retaining the topology of the network and recalculating the regression. This
creates a matrix-specific distribution against which observed R2 and coefficients for the actual data
can be compared to determine significance. This permutation approach takes into account the
autocorrelation inherent to social network data, in that each dyadic data point is not independent,
meaning standard statistical tests cannot be used. We used Dekker’s double semi-partialling
procedure, which is more robust against multicollinearity in the data than standard MRQAP
regression (Dekker, Krackhardt, & Snijders, 2003; Dekker, Krackhardt, & Snijders, 2007). Since
our key independent matrices are all based on Bluetooth data, we also checked for multicollinearity
by running a standard least squares regression and calculating the variance inflation factors (VIFs).
VIF values of above 10 indicate potential collinearity issues (Field, 2013). We used the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) to assess relative model fit. AIC penalises adding additional parameters
to the model, and thus gives an indication of the most parsimonious model that best fits that data.
All analysis was carried out using the netlm function in the R package statnet/sna (Butts, 2008,
2014).
Results
Descriptive statistics

The descriptive statistics for phone and face-to-face interactions are provided in Table 3.
Table 3. Descriptive data for phone and Bluetooth interactions. SD, standard deviation.
Mean

SD

17

43

3238

5539

114

117

Duration of meetings (minutes)

82

59

Proximity of meetings (rssi)

18

6

Number of calls
Number of scans
Number of meetings

The average dyad called each other 17 times in the 10-month period. In the same period, for the
average dyad over 3000 Bluetooth scans were detected, which translates into approximately 135 hr
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of interaction time. Each dyad had on average 114 meetings, with a mean meeting duration of over
an hour. The mean RSSI for each dyad was 18, which translates to around 2 m. For all of these
values, there is a large standard deviation, a common finding in behavioural data based on digital
traces (Miritello et al., 2013; Saramäki et al., 2014).
Little is known about the nature of the dyads represented by different patterns of Bluetooth data
(Sekara & Lehmann, 2014). Thus we explored the ‘relational types’ amongst our dyads, based on
patterns of face-to-face interaction, study programme and location of scans. Of our 1046 dyads,
67% are registered in the same study programme, showing that many of the relations were not
solely based on studying the same subject. As may be expected, relations formed across study
programmes tend to meet outside of work hours, whilst relations formed within study programmes
are more likely to meet during work hours (Figure 3). However, the majority of same-study
relations meet both during and outside of working hours.
40%
35%

35%
30%
25%

23%
19%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

6%
4%

2%
Different study
Primarily non‐work hours

Same study
Primarilly work hours

Equal share of work and non‐work hours

Figure 3. Percentage of dyads by time of meetings and different versus same study programme. Nonwork hours principally show more than 65% of meetings happen during early mornings, evenings and
weekends. Work hours primarily consist of relations with more than 65% of meetings happening during
work hours. Equal shares have at least 35% of meetings during both work and non-work hours.

Further, the largest single group of dyads (28%) have over 100 meetings and meet both during work
and non-work hours (Figure 4). Overall, despite everyone studying at the same university, the
majority of dyads have over 30 meetings over the 10-month period and do not primarily meet
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during working hours. This gives us some confidence that the Bluetooth scans do not simply reflect
dyads who happen to be studying the same programme and sitting in close proximity during
lectures or seminars, or transient relations who only meet a small number of times over the study
period.
Figure 4. Types of relations grouped by number of meetings and primary meeting time.

Type of relations grouped by number of
meetings and primary meeting time
(work/nonwork)
28%

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

12%

10%

0%

13%
9%

7%

6%

3%

11%

<30 meetings

30‐100 meetings
Primarilly work

Primarily nonWork

100+ meetings
Equal share

Statistical analysis

Table 4 shows the simple Pearson correlations between key variables. There are significant
correlations between the number of calls and all measures of face-to-face activity. None of the
correlations between the independent variables are over 0.7, indicating that these variables can be
entered into a single regression model without problems related to multicollinearity (Field, 2013).
Table 4. Bivariate Pearson’s correlations between mobile phone and Bluetooth interactions

Calls (log)
Scans

Scans

Meetings

Avg. duration

Avg. proximity

0.409

0.328

0.421

0.518

0.902

0.604

0.474

0.256

0.204

Meetings
Avg. duration

0.591

Notes: P values calculated using vector permutation test (rep: 10.000). All p values < 0.001.
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Table 5 presents results from the MRQAP network regression, with the number of calls as the
dependent network. Our baseline model contains only the control variables — none of these
variables are significant and these variables explain less than 1% of the variance in the number of
phone calls. In Model 1, the number of scans between a dyad over the study period is significantly
related to the number of calls between that dyad, with the regression model accounting for 21% of
variation in number of calls. When these scans are aggregated into meetings (Model 2), both the
number and duration of meetings significantly predict calls. Thus simply aggregating the scans into
longer meetings increases the amount of variance to 24% and reduces the AIC, indicating relatively
better model fit. In Model 3, the mean proximity of the dyad during meetings was entered
separately and this model explains more variance in calls (27%) than Model 2, which included the
number and mean duration of meeting. Finally, Model 4 includes all the variables relating to
meetings — number of meetings, mean duration and mean proximity. This final model explains
36% of variance in the number of calls between dyads and has the lowest AIC despite including the
largest number of parameters, indicating the best relative model fit. The standardised coefficients
indicate that proximity during meetings is the single most important variable in explaining variance
in phone calls. The non-standardised coefficients indicate that the proportional increase of 25
meetings translates into 1 extra phone call, and every increase of the average proximity by 1016,
measured as RSSI relates to 1 extra phone call. While the duration is significant, the effect is not
large with an increase in the average meeting duration of 500 min translating into just 1 extra phone
call. In Models 1–4, study programme was negatively related to calls, indicating that dyads who
were in different study programmes made more calls. For all models, the VIF values did not
indicate any collinearity issues, with the largest VIF between the primary variables at less than 1.7.

16
Since proximity is measured on an exponential scale (RSSI), the meaning of 10 changes according to
point of departure. However, for the average relation with a mean of around 85 (~2 m) an increase of 10
would translate into roughly 1 m.
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Table 5. MRQAP network regression, predicting logged number of mobile phone calls between egos and
alters, based on face-to-face interaction and control variables (gender, study programme)
Baseline

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Adjusted R

0.006

0.211

0.243

0.271

0.357

AIC

3664

3465

3348

3307

3183

2

Number of scans

0.439 (0.449)

(log)

***

Number of
meetings (log)
Duration of
meetings

0.377

0.373

(0.283)***

(0.287)***

0.008

0.002

(0.352)***

(0.099)**

Proximity of
meetings
Study

0.111 (0.040)

0.135

0.110

(0.531)***

(0.432)***

–0.387

–0.243 (–

–0.187 (–

–0.455

(–0.123)***

0.086)**

0.066)*

(–0.160)***

0.058 (0.020)

0.302 (0.007)

0.487 (0.174)

0.071 (0.025)

0.337 (0.121)

–0.064 (–

0.336 (0.006)

0.524 (0.113)

–0.099 (–

0.271 (0.061)

0.013)

0.149 (–

0.338 (0.111)

0.020)

0.292 (0.096)

–0.205 (–

0.058)

programme
Gender
M-M
F-F
M-F

–0.009

0.068)
Model

*

(0.003)
***

***

***

***

significance

Notes: Shown are regression coefficients, with standardised coefficients in parentheses. *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, ***p < 0.001.

In additional analyses, we explored how our results would change if our dependent network
(number of calls) was instead based on duration of calls or number of text messages. Full results are
presented in SI (Tables S1 and S2). Briefly, the results were similar regardless of which measure of
mobile interaction was used, with physical proximity during meetings the single strongest predictor
and the combined model containing number, duration and proximity of meetings explaining the
greatest percentage of variance. We also examined whether information about the timing or location
of face-to-face interactions helped explain variance in the number of calls between dyads. Splitting
meetings into those that took place during working and non-working hours reduced the fit of the
model, explaining less variance in calls (Table S3). Further, meetings that took place during
working hours were a stronger predictor of calls than meetings that took place during non-working
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hours. Similarly, including information as to whether the meeting took place on campus or off
campus also reduced model fit (Table S4).
Discussion

In this study, we used one of the largest and most comprehensive multi-channel datasets yet
collected to examine the relationship between mobile communication and face-to-face
communication. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically examine the
relationship between these two important aspects of behaving close in social relations. There were
two key findings. First, we found a significant relationship between the number of phone calls
between dyad persons A and B and the number of face-to-face meetings between them. In the final
regression model, we were able to explain 36% of the variance in the number of phone calls
between dyads using variables relating to the face-to-face meetings. Second, physical proximity
between persons A and B during the face-to-face interaction was the single most important
predictor of the number of phone calls between A and B. This pattern of results was similar for
number of phone calls, duration of phone calls and text messages. Overall, face-to-face
communication is significantly related to mobile communication, and the physical proximity in the
face-to-face interaction is a more important predictor of the number of calls than the simple number
of meetings.
Closeness in social relationships can be characterised by two components — feeling close and
behaving close (Aron et al. 1992). Our interpretation of the results is that people in social
relationships ‘behave close’ across a number of different modes of communication, including both
mobile phone calls and face-to-face interaction. Thus on average, dyads that had a greater number
of calls also had more face-to-face meetings across the 10-month study period. This
conceptualization of relationships mirrors theories around media multiplexity of communication,
where rates of communication across different channels (face-to-face, mobile, email) are closely
related to each other (Haythornwaite, 2005).
A key finding in this study was the significant relationship between mobile communication and
physical proximity. Previous work has simply used Bluetooth scans as an indicator that two people
were within 10 m of each other (Aharony, Pan, Ip, Khayal, & Pentland, 2011; Eagle et al., 2009).
However, the nature of face-to-face interaction may vary greatly depending on whether the
interaction happens across 10 m, 5 m or 1 m (Aiello & De Carlo Aiello, 1974; Goffman, 1963; Hall,
1966; Kennedy et al., 2009; Smith & Faig, 2014). Because all participants were using the same
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mobile handsets (Sekara & Lehmann, 2014) in this study, for the first time we were able to relate
proximity to mobile communication. Study results suggest that physical proximity is the single
most important measure when linking face-to-face interaction to mobile phone interaction — more
important than the number or duration of meetings those people have had over a 10-month period.
Although we pass by and interact with many people every day, we are only in phone
communication with a small number of these people. Consciously or subconsciously, people appear
to place themselves physically closer to others with whom they also have more mobile phone
interaction, and this finding applies to number of calls, duration of calls and number of text
messages. Given the widespread penetration of smartphones (and thus Bluetooth sensors), in future
work we can explore how patterns of proximity within the 10-m range of Bluetooth sensors relate to
patterns of social relations, such as by examining how proximity changes over time as the
relationship becomes increasingly close. (e.g., Birkelund, 2015). On a methodological level, our
study demonstrates why it is important to process the raw Bluetooth data on scans within 10 m
according to features known to characterise social relationships — longer meetings and greater
proximity. Simply by combining consecutive Bluetooth scans into meetings, and measuring
proximity during these meetings, we were able to explain 36% of variance in phone calls, as
compared to 21% using only the number of scans.
Other factors related to face-to-face interactions that we expected to be important in explaining
variance in phone calls did not appear to play a significant role in this sample. Communication and
meetings outside of work hours and off campus have been used to infer friendships from digital
records of mobile communication and face-to-face interactions (Eagle et al. 2009). Further, other
studies of mobile communication have identified distinct circadian rhythms in calls, with most calls
outside work hours directed to emotionally close friends and family (Aledavood et al. 2015).
However, in our sample there was no indication that face-to-face meetings outside of work hours, or
off campus, were more predictive of phone calls than face-to-face meetings during work hours or
on campus. This picture is reinforced by the finding that even among students in the same study
programme, most dyads did not meet exclusively during working hours. Students appear to have a
more fluid socialising and working style across time and space than typical nine-to-five office
workers. Students may socialise face-to-face on campus during working hours, as they are not in
classes for the entire working day, and work off campus during ‘non-working’ hours. In contrast, if
our sample had been the academic staff of the university rather than students, we would expect a
clearer division between work and leisure time (both in time and space) and thus a greater
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predictive power of these variables to explain variance in calls. Thus issues around sampling and
the generalizability of research findings are as relevant in interpreting 'big data' sources as more
traditional studies reliant on questionnaires (Boyd & Crawford, 2012).
Making sense of tie strength in behavioural data

Many studies based on large-scale mobile datasets often use number or duration of phone calls
between dyads as their single indicator for a given 'tie strength' (Jo, Saramäki, Dunbar, & Kaski,
2014; Miritello et al., 2013; Onnela, 2007; Palchykov, Kaski, Kertesz, Barabasi, & Dunbar, 2012;
Palchykov, Kertész, Dunbar, & Kaski, 2013; Palla, Barabasi, & Vicsek, 2007). In line with this
tradition, one way to interpret our results would be to focus on the fact that face-to-face meetings
(together with the control variables) explain around 35% of variance in mobile phone calls. Thus
these two modes of behaving close in social relationships are significantly related to each other.
However, another interpretation would be to focus on the 65% of variance in phone calls not
explained by the variables in our models: face-to-face interaction, study programme, gender,
location (on or off campus) and the timing of the face-to-face interaction (work/non-work hours;
weekday/weekend). Whilst explaining 35% of the variance in the dependent variable may be
considered high for two separate constructs (e.g., phone interaction and well-being), it could be
considered low for variables measuring behaving close, the same underlying aspect of social
relationships. Thus mobile calls appear to be a rather noisy and imprecise signal of ‘behaving
close’, in that many dyads will have a high number of phone calls with low frequencies of face-toface interaction, and vice versa.
Further, this study may overestimate how much variance in calls explained by face-to-face
interaction, as we excluded all dyads who had no mobile phone communication over the study
period. For a very large number of these dyads, there was some degree of face-to-face interaction,
suggesting some type of social relationship. If only the single channel of mobile interaction was
available and used to identify social relationships, these relationships would be missed entirely, and
thus the communication network based on mobile phone interaction alone would be incomplete.
This may have important implications for the accuracy of conclusions based on mobile data alone.
For example, if the true communication network is much denser than the reported mobile network
due to many important ties missing from the mobile network, the pattern of information flow
through the network may be quite different than that predicted based purely on a mobile dataset
(Blondel et al., 2015; Onnela et al., 2007). Examining the nature of these dyads with face-to-face
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interaction but no mobile communication is beyond the scope of the current study, but future
research is clearly needed into what types of social ties mobile data and other forms of electronic
communication capture, and what types these datasets miss (Wiese et al., 2015).
Finally, one important element that was not considered in this study is the element of 'feeling close'
— the emotional intensity or connection between two individuals. This element was not considered
in this study as no suitable data were available to assess the emotional intensity of the participants’
relationships. Other studies of self-reports (S.G.B. Roberts & R.I.M. Dunbar, 2011) and mobile data
(Saramäki et al., 2014) have shown a significant relationship between behaving close (as measured
by communication) and feeling close (as measured by emotional closeness). However, the link
between behaving close and feeling close is still not well understood: does frequent interaction lead
to emotionally intense relationships, or vice versa (S. G. B. Roberts & R. I. M. Dunbar, 2011)? Is a
certain amount or intensity of face-to-face communication required to build a relationship, and is
persistent emotional intensity always linked to regular interaction? Big data sources across multiple
channels following relationships as they develop over time are an ideal way to address these issues.
A simple 1–10 measure of emotional closeness has been used by a large number of different
research groups (Cummings, Lee, & Kraut, 2006; Jeon & Buss, 2007; S. G. B. Roberts & R. I. M.
Dunbar, 2011), is quick for participants to complete for large number of network members and
could usefully be incorporated into future multi-channel studies of this type to explore in more
detail how different types of behaviour relate to emotional intensity.
In conclusion, big data sources do have the potential to offer new insights into social relationships
(Lazer et al., 2009), particularly when these data are collected across multiple channels over a long
time period (Aharony et al., 2011; Stopczynski et al., 2014). The detailed data reported in this study
on face-to-face interactions and mobile communication would simply not be possible to collect if
reliant on traditional questionnaire or interview methods of data collection. However, even with
detailed information about the pattern of face-to-face interaction over 10 months, less than 40% of
variation in the number of phone calls between dyads was explained by the regression models. Thus
a large amount of variation in number of calls remained unexplained. Future work should focus on
improving our understanding of the relationship between the different channels of communication
that dyads use to maintain their relationships (face-to-face interaction, mobile communication,
Facebook interaction) and the two key components of social relationships — behaving close and
feeling close (Mastrandrea, Fournet, & Barrat, 2015). Until this relationship between the digital
record of behaviour and the nature of the underlying social relationship is better understood, in our
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view caution should be applied when using mobile communication as an accurate, rather than useful
but imperfect, measure of tie strength (Wiese et al., 2015). This is especially the case given the
growing trend for mobile users to use messaging applications (such as WhatsApp or Facebook
messenger) to communicate, making records of calls and texts a less reliable means to gather
information on communication within a dyad (Saramäki & Moro, 2015). Given that mobile
numbers are not typically publicly available, the presence of mobile interaction between two people
can be used to infer that these people have some sort of social relationship and by definition the
amount or duration of the mobile interaction provides an indication of the time invested in that
relationship . However, whether the number of calls between those people over a given time period
can be used as a valid measure of tie strength requires further research (Wiese et al., 2015).
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Abstract

Experiences of intimacy are closely associated with being physically close to other persons. In
spite of this close association, the physical dimension of intimacy has often played a marginal
role sociological work. By linking historic proxemics literature (Hall, 1966) with state-of-the-art
sensor data, this paper explores the link between intimacy and proximity in everyday meetings.
Through the use of smartphone-embedded Bluetooth sensors, we analyse the physical proximity
of encounters (n = 128,490) among a cohort of first-year students at a Danish university. The
analysis demonstrates how characteristics of both the students and the encounter are expressed
through physical proximity of the encounter. Notably, we find that women are more proximate to
each other than men and that friendship indicators, such as Facebook friending, are associated
with increased proximity. We also show how meeting duration affects physical closeness: from
the start of longer meetings participants are closer than in shorter meetings, and proximity
generally increases over the course of a meeting. Finally, we show that physical proximity is
dependent on daily and weekly cycles, and that the proximity of individuals in encounters
increases as the semester progresses and the students become more familiar with each other. By
using the temporal dimension of the dataset, the study hereby contributes with an entirely new
temporal perspective on physical proximity.
Keywords: Computational social science, digital methods, Bluetooth sensors, proxemics,
physical proximity, encounters

Introduction17

The experience of intimacy is deeply associated with physical proximity. This association is
even evident in our languages, where adjectives of distance, being ‘close’, ‘near’, ‘distant’ or
‘far’, are commonly used to summarize our intimate feelings toward each other. The limited
methodological possibilities for scholars to evaluate physical intimacy have, however, reduced
the concept of intimacy in research to “an intimacy of the self, not the body” (Stefansen and
Aarseth, 2011: 392; c.f. Jamieson, 1998). This displacement of the physical dimension of

17
The following article represent a condensed and translated version of the Danish-language article
(Birkelund et al., 2015). We are grateful to the publisher Novus for granting us permission to distribute
this work to the estimated 99.92% of the world’s scholars who do not read Danish.
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intimacy is highly problematic, since we thereby exclude from our perspective, the great facet of
intimacy that unfolds as bodily encounters in time and space (Henriksson, 2014).
In the micro-sociological tradition, bodies have frequently played a central role, most
commonly through studies focusing on how we relate to one another’s bodies (e.g. Goffman,
1981). In this genre of subconscious body studies, proxemics studies have played a key role in
developing our understanding of the link between physical presence and intimacy. The tradition
of proxemics grew out of anthropologist Edward T. Hall’s core thesis (1963, 1966) that the
physical distance separating people works as a latent communication expressing our conscious
and unconscious degree of intimacy. This idea quickly gained prominence with hundreds of
studies being carried out during subsequent decades laying the groundwork for concepts today
often considered common property, e.g. the concept of a personal and intimate sphere.
From the beginning, however, proxemics has been challenged by very limited
possibilities for observing physical intimacy across time and space, restricting studies to the
narrow focus on dyadic encounters at a greatly limited scale (c.f. Venturini and Guido, 2013). By
examining one physical — and often highly artificial — situation at a time, these methodological
limitations resulted in vast gaps in the literature, especially relating to the temporal dimension of
physical proximity (e.g. how proximity varies in the course of everyday life).
Over the past decade, the grand-scale emergence of new digital data sources has
effectively questions these temporal limitations. Under the banner of a ‘computational social
science’ (Lazer et al., 2009), these massive behavioural data traces have thus been seized upon
for their unique locomotive and extensive nature, allowing scholars to follow social life, across
time, and at the scale of populations (Edwards et al., 2013; Housley et al., 2014; Venturini and
Latour, 2010).
In this article, we explore how the massive availability of such behavioural traces can
revitalize the tradition of proxemics. Based on sensor data from the large-scale Copenhagen
Network Study (CNS; Stopczynski et al., 2014), we study physical proximity in meetings
between first-year students at the Technical University of Denmark observed through
smartphone-embedded Bluetooth sensors. By drawing upon recordings of more than 120,000
distinct encounters collected over a two-month period, we gain a hitherto unknown view into
physical proximity as it unfolds in time. Through this massive number of behavioural data
points, we move beyond prior methodological limitations forcing researchers to study physical
proximity one meeting at a time.
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Proxemics studies

At the core of Hall’s original theory of proxemics (1963, 1966), humans are surrounded by
privacy zones that they seek to regulate. Drawing on results from similar studies carried out by
ornithologists, Hall proposed that we carry with us three zones—intimate, personal and social—
that are evolutionarily linked to our senses. For the intimate zone, the radius of the space is
delimited by our skin sensing the warmth of another person’s body and our nose smelling her or
his body odours. At this distance, only people we feel intimate with—close friends, lovers and
family—would be allowed in. Unconsciously, we therefore try to distance ourselves from any
non-intimate person entering this zone in order to restore the ‘intimate equilibrium’ (Argyie and
Dean, 1965) of the meeting, with almost all proxemics studies finding greater proximity between
close friends than with strangers and acquaintances (Hayduk, 1983).
In the hundreds of proxemics studies carried out subsequent to Hall’s first proposal,
certain characteristics (e.g., age, gender, personality, social status) were revealed as important for
determining physical proximity in encounters. One of the most commonly reported findings was
that females on average are more proximate to each other than males and females, and the latter
more proximate than males only (Hayduk, 1983; e.g. Brady and Walker, 1978). Another
common finding related to changes in personal space as we reach adolescence: while young
children have very limited sense of personal space, studies found that personal space extends
during the teens until it stabilizes at about twenty years of age (Tennis and Dabbs, 1975).
Differences in age also matter, with people exhibiting greater physical proximity to peers than to
people of different age groups (Latta, 1978). On this background, Willis (1966) estimated that
meetings between people of considerable age different on average had 10 percent more space
between them.
Small study groups, typically comprising 10 to 100 meetings, however, meant that results
of similar studies were sometimes contradictory and that results, even on well-studied
characteristics, often were linked to a high degree of uncertainty. For instance, did a minority of
studies not find significant differences between genders, while another group reached the
opposite conclusions as males only meetings were the most proximate (Aiello, 1987; e.g. Willis
et al., 1979).
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Computational social science and Bluetooth sensors

In recent years, new digital data sources have radically changed possibilities for studying human
behaviour. Under the rubric of computational social science (CSS; Lazer et al., 2009), we have
witnessed an expanding number of studies based on so-called digital traces, which are log files
covering our digital interactions and transactions with computers and digital sensors (c.f. Latour,
2007). Not only are these novel data sources making possible the rapid collection of even
gigantic datasets (hence the informal name of ‘big data’), scholars have also highlighted their
unique composition, being both locomotive, capturing social processes in motion, and extensive,
by capturing variation at the level of populations (Edwards et al., 2013; Housley et al., 2014;
Venturini and Latour, 2010).
The CNS constitutes one of the most extensive CSS experiments to date. In this
experiment, researchers disbursed roughly 800 smartphones to the majority of a new class of
engineering students at the Danish Technical University. Exploiting the smartphones’ many
built-in sensors (GPS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) and their ability to discretely follow the everyday
life of respective owners, scholars gained the possibility to follow the processes of social life at
the scale of population.
A primary strategy of the experiment was to use the Bluetooth sensors, embedded in the
smartphones, as a means to infer face-to-face meetings. The Bluetooth sensors were set to scan
their surroundings every five minutes and detect other Bluetooth devices (i.e., phones of other
participants) located within a radius of ten meters. This often-used CSS approach was, however,
questioned with the sensors indiscriminately recording every participant within a ten-meter
radius of each other, frequently including participants who were not interacting or not located in
the same room. A recent study by Sekara and Lehmann (2014) attempted to remedy this problem
using the strength of the signal received by the Bluetooth sensor, known as the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI). Using this indicator in a laboratory setting, Sekara and Lehmann
showed how the strength of the signal between identical Bluetooth units approximates a physical
distance (see Figure 1). While the recordings contain a degree of randomness due to
environmental interference, this interference appears random and constant over time suggesting
that the mean RSSI can serve as an accurate measure of mean physical distance.
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Figure 1: Shown here are results of Sekara and Lehmann’s (2014) experiment measuring the RSSI
between two phones that for a week at a time were placed apart by specific distances. RSSI measures are
commonly negative and range from –100 to 0. The average RSSI of 0, 1, 2 and 3 meters, respectively,
yields an RSSI of –45, –77, –82 and –85.

Materials and methods

The analysis is based on data from 416 first-year students participating in the CNS. We selected
data from 1 October through 30 November in 2013. The analysis is built around Bluetooth
records of participants in the experiment, timestamps of the recording and its signal strength
(RSSI). These individual phone scans were then assembled into meetings, defined as the
continuous observation between two students not broken for more than thirty minutes. We allow
this relatively long separation in the assumption that short interruptions such as a visit to the
canteen, should not qualify as a new meeting. The physical proximity of the meeting is then
calculated as the average RSSI value for all records of the meeting. Students who did not
contribute to Bluetooth observations during the period were not included. Further, to remove
data pertaining to ‘non-meetings’, such as two people passing each other in the hall, we excluded
encounters between students that occurred only once and observations between students who had
met less than three times during the selected period.
Through ordinary linear regression, these meetings were linked with sociodemographic
information on gender and age, administrative data of the students’ field of study as well as
participants’ Facebook friendships (as of 1 October). Due to our model consisting of both
relational- and ego-level variables, we chose to cluster our standard errors on the level of
relations to counter artificially low clustering and subsequent standard errors (Rogers, 1993).
The RSSI variable constituting the dependent variable in our analysis is logarithmically
dependent on the distance between two mobile phones as well as the design of the Bluetooth
antenna (Zhou and Pollard, 2006). Since Sekara and Lehmann’s (2014) antenna is identical to
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ours, we are able to approximate our parameter estimates into a percentage of differences in
physical distance18.
When translating RSSI into distance based on the results of Sekara and Lehmann, it is
important to be attentive to the difference between their laboratory setting and the current study’s
field setting of everyday lives. Most importantly, in everyday life students will often keep their
phones in their pockets or bags, which together with walls and other physical objects, weakens
the signal strength (Liu et al., 2014). Also, students might often leave their mobile phones in a
locker or closet area (Madsen et al., 2016). We expect such effects to be randomly distributed,
although these error sources do prompt us to be cautious when translating our results into
distances. In our analysis, we will therefore mainly specify the proportional difference in
distance rather than attempt to interpreted our RSSI into an exact difference in distance.
All subjects in the project gave written informed consent and maintained the right to get
their data deleted from the database at any time. Through a specially developed encryption
technique, a digital watermark was interwoven in all data extraction ensuring that data could be
tracked back to the researcher responsible for the extraction and never disclosed to third parties.
Finally, we sought to generalized anonymity by working primarily with aggregated data.

18
The theoretical model gives the following context: ln (m) = – 11,0275 + 0,1424 × RSSI. Here lm is the
natural logarithm and m is the distance in meters. When estimating the model, we assume 0 RSSI to
represent a phone distance of 1 centimetre.
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Table 1. Linear regression analysis of correlation between physical proximity and characteristics of meeting
Coefficients

95% Confidence

Difference in distance

interval

(%)

Gender (Male/male)
Male/female

0.15**

[0.00–0.29]

2.11

Female/female

0.96***

[0.69–1.23]

12.78

Average age (18–19 years)
20 years

–0.02

[–0.22–0.18]

–

21–23 years

–0.04

[–0.26–0.19]

–

24≥ years

0.02

[–0.35–0.39]

–

2–3 years

–0.03

[–0.18–0.13]

–

Age difference (0–1 year)
≥4 years

–0.04

[–0.30–0.21]

–

Facebook friends

2.99***

[2.72–3.26]

34.68

Same study programme

1.61***

[1.40–1.82]

20.49

11–20

–0.01

[–0.15–0.13]

–

21–30

0.16*

[–0.02–0.34]

2.25

≥31

0.25

[–0.05–0.55]

–

15 min–1 hr

–0.80***

[–0.91––0.69]

–12.07

1–2 hr

0.08

[–0.04–0.19]

–

2–4 hr

1.50***

[1.37–1.64]

19.23

≥4 hr

3.32***

[3.00–3.64]

37.68

12:00 a.m.–8 a.m.

0.24**

[0.05–0.42]

3.36

Number of meetings (3–10)

Length of meeting (<15 min)

Time of day (8 a.m.–4 p.m.)
4:00 p.m.–12:00 a.m.

1.25***

[1.09–1.40]

16.31

Weekend

0.54***

[0.37–0.70]

7.40

Week of year

0.10***

[0.09–0.12]

1.41

Constant

–89.11***

[–89.71––88.51]

–

N

128,490

R

2

0.165

Notes: Reference categories appear in parentheses. We have controlled for meetings in which study programme data
are missing (coefficients not shown). A percentage difference is used for distance calculation. Only significant
percentage differences are reported.
* p<0.1; **p<0.05; *** p<0.01.
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Participants in meetings

We initiate our analysis by exploring possible correlations between personal characteristics and
physical distance (all results are provided in table 1). Starting with gender, we find that the
encounter between two women is considerably more proximate than meetings between two men
(12.8%) and slightly more proximate than meetings between male and female (2.1%). These
findings are consistent with the majority of early proxemics studies. In contrast, we find no
correlation between proximity and average age or age difference. While these results are
different from most previous results, they are not surprising since age variation within our study
group is rather minimal: Where previous studies have explored extreme cases of age difference
measured in decades (e.g., Latta, 1978), 87 percent of the meetings in our study took place
between persons with a maximum age differential of three years (see Appendix 1).
Also, we study correlations with three indicators of existing relationships: (1) being
‘friends’ on Facebook, (2) enrolment in the same or different study programme; and (3) number
of total meetings during the period. Here we find a strong correlation between Facebook
friendships and proximity, with Facebook friends on average positioning themselves 34.7
percent closer. This result seems to contradict the common understanding of online relationships
as weak ties (West et al., 2009). However, given that all participants were in the first months of
their study, the many weak ties might not yet have evolved. Similarly, we find that sharing the
same study programme increases proximity by 20.5 percent compared to meetings between
students from different study programmes. Surprisingly, we find no significant correlation
between number of total meetings and proximity. By removing the two previous variables
'Facebook friends' and shared 'study programme’ from the model, the correlation, however,
becomes highly significant, indicating an overlap in the correlation encapsulated by the three
variables; however, number of meetings remain the weakest of the three.

Temporal development of feeling comfortable

We now shift the focus from the meetings’ temporal dimension toward understanding how the
average physical proximity varies over the course of meetings (Figure 2). We see the general
trend that physical proximity increases over the course of a meeting. Figure 2, however, does not
reveal whether this development occurs over time or whether proximity tends to be greater from
the beginning of long meetings. Upon grouping meetings by total duration (Figure 3), we re-
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identify the general trend that physical proximity increases over the duration of a meeting.
However, we also see a different vertical offset among the four graphs indicating that longer
meetings from the start are associated with greater proximity. This result suggests that social
relations existing prior to the meetings have a great effect on proximity in the meeting, as
students either stay longer in intimate meetings or seek longer meetings with peers they feel
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Figure 2 (left): Average physical proximity (RSSI) relative to duration of meeting in 15-minute segments.
Figure 3 (right): Average physical proximity (RSSI) relative to duration of meeting organized by
ascending total meeting length. The slope for each curve was tested in four separate linear regression
analyses. In all cases, we found that meeting length had a significant positive relationship with RSSI with
a p value < 0.01.

Proximity during the day

Provisionally, we have considered time as a characteristic of the meeting. However, time can
also constitute a context for the meeting, as in potential daily, weekly and monthly patterns in
proximity. In Figure 4 we see how the time of day on weekdays (Monday to Thursday) is highly
correlated with physical proximity. We see that the morning is the time of the day with the least
physical proximity. From early in the morning, proximity rises until 12:30 p.m., where a small
increase coincides with the lunch break at DTU19. Proximity takes a small dive until 14:30, when
the first-year students leave their lecture venues and begin more informal exercises and study
activities. During late afternoon, we see a marked increase in proximity, after which it stabilizes
19

We are grateful to anthropologist My Maden for sharing her ethnographic descriptions of the everyday

life of CNS participants.
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at a constant high level from about 8 p.m. A similar pattern is observable upon comparing
weekends and weekdays, with average proximity in meetings on weekends being 7.4 percent
closer than those during weekdays. On this basis, we conclude that proximity during meetings
that fall outside normal work hours tends to be closer, even after controlling for characteristics
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such as Facebook friending and shared study programme.
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Figure 4: Average physical proximity (RSSI) in weekdays (Monday through Thursday).

Formation of friendships

Given that all participants are students in their first months of study and hence generally
unknown to one another, the dataset poses a unique possibility for following the initial ties of
friendship. Observing the progress of the semester as a context for the proximity of meetings,
Figure 5 shows how the average proximity of meetings steadily increases over the period. The
sudden spike during week 42 is an effect of the autumn holidays during which most students
presumably go to visit old friends or families. The constant increase is not huge (approximately
1.4% per week), but is equivalent to a quarter of the daily fluctuation in nearness. Nonetheless,
we find it fascinating how data, being extensive and locomotive, serve as a magnifying glass for
observing what appears to be minute but constant adaptations as the students get to know each
other, which the participants themselves might not be conscious of.
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Figure 5: Average RSSI measured for entire period. Every week consists of approximately 16,000
meetings with the exception of week 42, the autumn holiday, in which only 314 meetings took place.

Conclusion

In this paper, we mixed the mature sociological research tradition, proxemics studies, with stateof-the-art sensor data to acquire new perspectives on physical proximity in human encounters.
The study has utilized the novel methodological possibility of using smartphones built-in
Bluetooth sensors to investigate social life simultaneously ‘in process’ and ‘in scale’. To our
knowledge, it is the first experiment that attempts to use the signal strength (RSSI) of the
Bluetooth sensor in a social science context. The analysis has obtained a number of results
reproducing the results of previous proxemics research adding an entirely new dimension of
validity to these results by being based upon more than 120,000 unique encounters. We found
that women students on average are closer to each other than men, and that indicators of
relationships (i.e., Facebook friending and shared study programme) are associated with
increased proximity in the meeting. These results are largely expected and consistent with
previous proxemics studies. That we have been able to recreate some of the most important
findings in the literature is reassuring for validity of the RSSI measure that have never before
been used in a real-life social setting.
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At the same time, our analysis has shown several new results that the previous proxemics
research has not been able to investigate. In particular, we found that longer meetings have
greater physical proximity already at the outset and that general proximity increases
proportionally over the course of meetings. In addition, we have analysed time as a context for
the meeting, showing how meeting outside work hours (weekends and evenings) leads to greater
proximity even after controlling for friendship factors. We link these outcomes to the different
social purposes of meeting during or outside of work. Finally, we showed how the physical
proximity of the meetings increases as the semester proceeds and in parallel with the new
students getting to know each other better. These findings related to time are in line with what
the proxemics literature would anticipate, but have previously been outside the reach of
conventional methods of observation. In this way, the study contributes to the existing literature
with a more dynamic view by showing how proximity in meetings is determined not only by
participants’ characteristics but also the temporal context in which the meeting unfolds.
Funding
This article has been prepared as part of the Copenhagen Network Study, which was made
possible through support from the University of Copenhagen’s KU16 pool
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Appendix 1: Distributions of independent variables (N = 128,490)

The table shows descriptive distributions of independent variables in the analysis. Here we see
that 58 percent of the meetings take place between two men, 32 percent between a woman and a
man, and 11 percent are meetings between two women. This is in line with the large majority of
male students at this university (68% male). We also see that 61 percent of the meetings takes
place between peers, with an age difference of zero to one year, while the age difference in 26
percent of the meetings is two to three years and in 13 percent of meetings four or more years.
The average age of participants in meetings is 20.8 years (not shown). Seventeen percent of
meetings are between students who are also friends on Facebook, while 55 percent of meetings
take place between students in the same study programme. The vast majority of meetings takes
place on weekdays (93%) and during work hours, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. (81%).
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Table 2: Descriptives of population

Number of meetings

Proportion of meetings (%)

Gender
Man/man

74,406

58

Man/woman

40,549

32

Woman/woman

13,535

11

18–19 years

27,032

21

20 years

55,115

43

21–23 years

37,699

29

≥24 years

8,644

7

0–1 year

78,042

61

2–3 years

33,857

26

≥4 years

16,591

13

No

107,146

83

Yes

21,344

17

Different

47,605

37

Same

70,107

55

Missing

10,778

8

3–10

36,151

28

11–20

31,717

25

21–30

30,693

24

<30

29,929

23

<15 min

11,704

9

15 min–1 hour

41,834

33

1–2 hours

41,030

32

2–4 housr

25,942

20

>4 hours

7,980

6

Average age

Age diffence

Facebook friends

Study programme

Number of meetings

Duration of meeting
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Time of day
12 am–8 am

8,144

6

8 am–4 pm

104,463

81

4 pm–12 am

15,883

12

Weekday

119,680

93

Weekend

8,810

7

40

14,803

12

41

19,573

15

42

314

0

43

20,378

16

44

15,402

12

45

15,862

12

46

14,305

11

47

14,732

11

48

13,121

10

Day of week

Week of year
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Abstract
Introduction: We aimed at investigating whether young adults’ high perceived stress is
associated with social interaction behavior based on self-reported social interactions as well as
face-to-face, call, and text message interactions recorded via smartphones.
Materials and methods: We used data from the Copenhagen Network Study, where 535
freshmen students (mean age 21.3, 77% male) reported on perceived stress (via Perceived Stress
Scale) and social interactions in surveys. The same group was subsequently followed with
continuous recordings of smartphone interactions measuring the interaction network size,
frequency of interactions, and duration of interactions during a three-month period. Logistic
regression was used to assess associations between perceived stress (high/low) and social
interactions adjusting for sex, age, and personality indicators.
Results: Students with high levels of perceived stress were more likely to engage in both call
and text interactions with other than fellow students both via a larger network, and higher contact
frequency. They also tended to self-report a greater contact frequency with parents compared to
individuals with low stress.
Conclusion: Highly stressed individuals engage in more interactions via calls and texts, which
may be explained by a need to seek social support from friends or family. Social networks and
how they can be reached through modern technology appear to be closely related to stress levels
among young adults.
Keywords: Perceived stress, Social networks, Smartphone interactions
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Introduction

Engaging in social interactions is a key aspect of establishing social networks, and taking part in
social interactions with both intimate relations as well as with more peripheral relations increases
well-being and is health protective.1–4 Social interaction and the creation of social networks are
especially important to young adults who are in the transitional process of establishing a life of
their own with increasing independence from their parents and family.5 The high level of stress
and poor mental health reported among young adults,6–8 however, may be a considerable
impediment to the ability to socially interact with peers. Early life stress and poor mental health
have shown to be related to anti-social behavior and lack of social networks in later
adulthood,9,10 and it is possible that young adults with perceived high stress also have difficulties
in engaging in social interactions and establishing social networks with peers. The widespread
use of smartphones during the past decade has expanded possibilities of engaging in social
interaction, and today a large proportion of social interaction takes place via smartphones and
especially among young adults.11,12 Meanwhile, fewer studies have focused on how perceived
stress affects social interaction behavior. Considering the widespread reporting of stress and poor
mental health it becomes crucial to investigate whether and how perceived stress is related to
both face-to-face and smartphone interactions among young adults.
Perceived Stress, Social Networks, and Social Interactions

Perceived stress can be defined as feelings of unpredictability in one’s life situation, not being
able to manage everyday challenges, and feeling that problems continue to accumulate.13
Whereas perceived stress is often consid a positive motivational factor, perceived high and
prolonged stress can manifest in an array of symptoms including anxiety, depressive symptoms,
and fatigue.14 These stress-related symptoms might also challenge available resources needed for
successful social interaction. Studies have suggested that individuals with depressive symptoms
suffer from reduced social functioning, such as poorer control of their feelings, reduced ability to
concentrate on the topic of conversation, increased self-focus, and less smiling during social
interaction.15 Further, reduced social functioning in relation to poor mental health may also result
in rejection by peers.16 Some of the same mechanisms may also unfold in relation to perceived
high stress leading to either withdrawal from social interaction with peers or unstable social
interaction behavior.16–20 In relation to social interactions via smartphones, a few studies have
suggested the same tendency.21,22 In a population of college students, reported high stress was
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associated with lower communication activity, including lower frequency of calls and texts, a
smaller contact network, and fewer face-to-face interactions detected with Bluetooth scans.21
Nevertheless, whereas perceived stress may be related to withdrawal from social interactions
with peripheral peers, a recognized coping strategy when experiencing stress is also to seek
social support with intimate social ties such as family members and other close social network
members.23,24 Two recent studies among students suggested that the smartphone is used to seek
social support with parents and other intimate social ties.25,26 In relation to experiencing stress,
this social interaction behavior will possibly lead to increased interaction frequency if such
network members are accessible either via the smartphone or face to face. To the best of our
knowledge, no studies have looked into how perceived stress is related to social interaction
behavior according to social role such as parents and peers. Further, the few studies using
objectively recorded smartphone interactions are conducted in small populations (N < 70)
leaving the results vulnerable to random error just as none of these studies have combined selfreports and smartphone measures.
Aim and Hypotheses

In a population of 535 freshmen students adapting to a new life situation at university and in the
process of establishing new relations to peers, we investigate how high perceived stress is related
to social interactions recorded with smartphone technology over a three-month period as well as
with self-reported social interactions. We hypothesize that (1) young adults with high perceived
stress will show a tendency of lower social contact with new peers, and (2) young adults
perceiving high stress will increase social contact to established, close-tie social network
members such as parents.
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Material and Methods
Study Design

We used data from the Copenhagen Network Study (CNS).27 Undergraduate students at a Danish
university were invited to participate in the study, of which 584 of 1333 first-year students
accepted the invitation (response rate = 44%). Participants received a smartphone (LG Nexus 4),
which was running customized software recording all out- and in-coming calls and text messages
as well as physical encounters measured via embedded Bluetooth sensors. In advance of
receiving the smartphone, the participants completed an online questionnaire that included a
personality test. The students were recruited continuously throughout the academic year and
were followed for three months during which smartphone data were continuously collected. In
processing the data, we excluded individuals with missing information on all study variables. In
total, 535 students were included in the analysis of self-reported data, 412 students were included
in the analyses with phone data, and 389 students for the analyses with Bluetooth data (Figure 1).
Social Interactions

The network size of individual participants was calculated by counting the number of unique
individuals with whom the participant had interacted with using either calls or texts at least once
during the three-month follow-up. The frequency of interactions was calculated as the number of
calls and texts during the follow-up.
Further, we considered the average
duration per call in minutes as a
measure of the duration of social
interactions (excluding missed calls).
We were further able to distinguish
between interactions made with
participating fellow students, and
interactions made with individuals
outside the study yielding a crude
measure of social role–specific
interactions.
We measured the duration of face-toface interactions with fellow students
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using proximity recordings from Bluetooth scans. The Bluetooth software was designed to scan
every 5 minutes and to detect smartphones within a distance of approximately 0–10 meters. In
order to reduce the risk for casual scans not reflecting face-to-face interactions, we restricted the
dataset to meetings of at least 5 minutes duration with a maximum distance of 2 meters between
the two devices, which has been noted as a typical distance in face-to-face interactions.28 All
smartphone measures were grouped using the 33rd and the 66th percentile as cut-points
corresponding to low, intermediate, and high levels of interaction.
We included the participants’ self-reported contact frequency to the specific social roles of
mother, father, and friends measured with the following item from the baseline questionnaire:
How often are you together with any of the following people—mother, father, friends—whom
you do not live with?29 The responses were binary coded considering ‘Several days a week’ and
‘Once a week’ as frequent contact, and ‘One to three times a month’, ‘Less often than once a
month’, and ‘Never’ as infrequent contact. We excluded individuals reporting to have no parents
or friends from this variable. See Table 1 for an overview of social interaction measures.
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Table 1: Overview of social interaction measures

Measurement instrument

Network concept

Smartphone (3-month period)
Social
network size

Number of unique contacts
(calls, text)

Frequency of
social
interactions

Number of social interactions
(calls, text)

Duration of
social
interactions

Average duration per call in
minutes
Average duration of face-toface meeting in minutes
(Bluetooth)

NA = not applicable

Self-report (baseline)
NA
Frequency of
interactions with
parents and friends
(frequent contact,
rare contact)
NA

Perceived Stress

Perceived stress was measured using the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), an instrument measuring
stress as perceived by the individual, originally developed among a population of college
students.13 The 10-item PSS instrument was designed to measure the degree to which everyday
situations are appraised as being stressful, measured via a score ranging from 0 to 40. The PSS
was administered in the baseline questionnaire, and in order to identify individuals with high
stress, we defined high stress as the 10% scoring highest in the current population that
corresponded to a cut-off at 20 on the PSS scale.
Co-variables

Gender, age, and personality were identified in the literature review as confounders as they are
related to both stress and social interaction behavior.30 Personality was measured with the 44item version of the Big Five Inventory evaluating five personality traits: agreeableness,
conscientiousness, extroversion, openness, and neuroticism. These personality sub-scales were
computed according to guidelines of the 44-item version of the Big Five Inventory,31 and was
used in the analyses as continuous scales.
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Analytical Strategy

Initially, we investigated distributions of perceived stress, co-variables, and social interactions
(both smartphone and self-reported). We further inspected smartphone interactions in network
visualizations (Figure 2). Odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) for the
association between perceived stress and social interaction variables were estimated via logistic
regression using the highest level of social interactions as the outcome category. Models were
adjusted for identified confounders. The following sensitivity analyses were conducted: (1) We
restricted the smartphone measure of network size to the number of contacts called/texted at least
three times in order to reduce the risk of counting service calls and the like. (2) We grouped
smartphone measures by month and compared estimates in the three-month period to evaluate
whether the effect of stress was the same over time. (3) In order to evaluate the association
between stress and face-to-face meetings that to a lesser extent reflect compulsory interactions
between participants, we included second- and third-year students (N = 307) in the analyses visa-vis Bluetooth interactions as older students have less compulsory group work and social
activities than first-year students. Statistical computations were carried out with R version 3.2.4.
Privacy

All participants gave informed consent and were able to withdraw from the study at any time.
All data were anonymized and all sensitive data, such as content of texts, were hashed.
Results
Characteristics of Study Population

The majority of the population was comprised of men (76.8%) and the mean age was 21.3 years
(range 18–42 years), which is in line with the average freshman student at that specific university
(68% male, mean age 21). During the three-month period, we observed in the population a total
of 94,870 phone calls, 615,152 text messages, and 417,000 face-to-face meetings recorded with
Bluetooth scans. Being female or scoring low on the personality traits agreeableness and
conscientiousness as well as scoring high on neuroticism were strongly associated with reporting
high stress (Table 2). The range of each smartphone interaction measure and distribution in
relation to reporting stress can be seen in Table 2. Among those reporting high stress, between
42% and 61% were in the highest tertile of social interactions with respect to social network size,
interaction frequency, and duration. The opposite pattern appeared for detected Bluetooth faceto-face interactions as the majority of participants reporting high stress (45%) was in the lowest
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tertile of interactions. Network visualizations of face-to-face interactions revealed a similar
pattern; moreover, stressed individuals had a tendency to be placed at the periphery of different
network clusters (Figure 2)
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Table 2: Association between perceived stress, co-variables, smartphone, and self-reported social
interactions in population of 535 first-year university students

Male N (%)
Age mean (SD)
Neuroticism mean (SD)
Agreeableness mean (SD)
Conscientiousness mean (SD)
Extroversion mean (SD)
Openness mean (SD)
Call network size (number of contacts)a N (%)
1st tertile (0–23)
2nd tertile (23–36)
3rd tertile (36–148)
Missing
Text network size (number of contacts)a N (%)
1st tertile (5–24)
2nd tertile (24–38)
3rd tertile (38–85)
Missing
Frequency of call interactionsa N (%)
1st tertile (0–127)
2nd tertile (127–250)
3rd tertile (250–1555)
Missing
Frequency of text interactionsa N (%)
1st tertile (25–635)
2nd tertile (635–1570)
3rd tertile (1570–12,372)
Missing
Mean duration in minutes per calla N (%)
1st tertile (<0–1.60)
2nd tertile (1.60–2.60)
3rd tertile (2.60–15)
Missing
Mean duration in minutes per face-to-face meetingb N (%)
1st tertile (4–24)
2nd tertile (24–29)
3rd tertile (29–84)
Missing
Contact frequency with parentsc N (%)
Rare contact
Frequent contact
Contact frequency with motherd N (%)
Rare contact
Frequent contact
Contact frequency with fathere N (%)
Rare contact
Frequent contact
Contact frequency with friendsf N (%)
Rare contact
Frequent contact
SD = standard deviation.
a All interactions.
b Interactions with participating fellow students.
c 201
d 186
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Total
population
411 (76.8)
21.3 (2.7)
19.5 (5.1)
34.2 (3.5)
31.3 (5.0)
26.9 (5.4)
35.8 (4.9)

Low stress

High stress

382 (78.1)
21.3 (2.7)
19.0 (4.9)
34.3 (3.4)
31.5 (5.0)
27.0 (5.4)
35.7 (5.0)

29 (63.0)
21.5 (2.3)
24.9 (5.0)
32.9 (3.7)
29.8 (5.1)
25.8 (5.4)
36.5 (4.1)

141 (34.2)
141 (34.2)
130 (31.6)
123

136 (35.9)
131 (34.6)
112 (29.6)

5 (15.2)
10 (30.3)
18 (54.5)

141 (34.2)
145 (35.2)
126 (30.6)
123

132 (34.8)
137 (36.1)
110 (29.0)

9 (27.3)
8 (24.2)
16 (48.5)

139 (33.7)
137 (33.3)
136 (33.0)
123

136 (35.9)
127 (33.5)
116 (30.6)

3 (9.1)
10 (30.3)
20 (60.6)

138 (33.5)
137 (33.3)
137 (33.3)
123

130 (34.3)
128 (33.8)
121 (31.9)

8 (24.2)
9 (27.3)
16 (48.5)

137 (33.3)
137 (33.3)
137 (33.3)
124

130 (34.4)
125 (33.1)
123 (32.5)

7 (21.2)
12 (36.4)
14 (42.4)

151 (38.8)
117 (30.1)
121 (31.1)
146

137 (38.3)
107 (29.9)
114 (31.8)

14 (45.2)
10 (32.3)
7 (22.6)

219 (65.6)
115 (34.4)

202 (67.1)
99 (32.9)

17 (51.5)
16 (48.5)

233 (66.8)
116 (33.2)

214 (67.7)
102 (32.3)

19 (57.6)
14 (42.4)

261 (71.3)
105 (28.7)

240 (72.5)
91 (27.5)

21 (60.0)
14 (40.0)

78 (14.9)
447 (85.1)

71 (14.7)
412 (85.3)

7 (16.7)
35 (83.3)
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participants were excluded who stated “Have no” or “Live with”.

f 10

Perceived Stress and Smartphone Social Interactions

Concerning social interactions with persons other than fellow students, high compared to low
stress was related to having a larger call network size (OR = 3.22, 95% CI: 1.36–7.63), and
having a higher number of call interactions (OR = 4.23, 95% CI: 1.82–9.80) (Table 3). The same
pattern was present for social interaction measures concerning texts. With regard to social
interactions with fellow students, high stress was also associated with having a larger call
network (OR = 3.12, 95% CI: 1.25–7.78) compared to low-stressed students, but not to other
smartphone social interaction measures. The estimates were generally stable when adjusting for
age, gender, and personality factors, albeit the effects appeared to increase slightly when
adjusting for the personality trait neuroticism. Restricting the definition of network size to
individuals called at least three times did not change conclusions based on these results, although
the estimates appeared to increase considerably (see Appendix). Reported estimates did not
change considerably during the three-month observation (data not shown). There was a tendency
among highly stressed individuals to spend less time in face-to-face interactions with fellow
students (OR = 0.65, 95% CI: 0.25–1.69), although the difference was not statistically
significant. When also including second- and third-year students for which social interactions are
less likely to be compulsory due to a reduced amount of required group work activities at
university, this association was more pronounced (OR = 0.38, 95% CI: 0.19–0.78)
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High perceived stress
Age, gender, and personality
adjusted

Low perceived stress

High perceived stress
33 (8.0)
3.22**
OR= odds ratio; 95% CI= 95% confidence interval.
a
Missing observations in this model total 23.
*p-value < 0.05; **p-value < 0.01; ***p-value < 0.001.

N (%)
379 (92.0)

33 (8.0)

N (%)
379 (92.0)
OR
1

138
2.39*

OR
1
95% CI
[Ref]
[1.16–
4.92]
OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.36–
7.63]

OR
1
1.74

2.28
95% CI
[Ref]
[1.36–
7.63]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.97–
5.35]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.62–
3.21]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.68–
4.46]
2.28

OR
1

1.76

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.85–
3.65]

Highest 33% of call
interaction frequency

OR
1
1.49

OR
1

1.77

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.85–
3.65]
OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.97–
5.35]

OR
1

3.48***

4.23***

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.70–
3.14]
OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.76–
4.11]
OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.66–
7.29]

OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.82–
9.80]

OR
1

138

4.23***

OR
1

3.48***

OR
1

1.77

OR
1

Highest 33% of text
contacts

High perceived stress
33 (8.0)
3.22**
OR= odds ratio; 95% CI= 95% confidence interval.
a Missing observations in this model total 23.
*p-value < 0.05; **p-value < 0.01; ***p-value < 0.001.

OR
1

OR
1

Low perceived stress

OR
1
OR
1

N (%)
379 (92.0)

1.76
2.39*

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.25–
7.78]
1.41

33 (8.0)

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.16–
4.92]

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.02–
4.96]

High perceived stress
Age, gender, and personality
adjusted

OR
1

3.12*

N (%)
379 (92.0)

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.68–
4.46]

1.49

OR
1

Highest 33% of call
contacts

Low perceived stress

33 (8.0)
OR
1

Age and gender adjusted

1.74

OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.62–
3.21]

OR
1

Interactions with non-fellow students

3.12*

N (%)
379 (92.0)

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.25–
7.78]
2.25*

33 (8.0)

OR
1

1.41
33 (8.0)

N (%)
379 (92.0)

2.25*

OR
1
N (%)
379 (92.0)

High perceived stress

Low perceived stress

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.02–
4.96]
Total
population

Low perceived stress

High perceived stress

33 (8.0)

Interactions with non-fellow students

OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.82–
9.80]

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.66–
7.29]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.76–
4.11]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.70–
3.14]

Highest 33% of call
interaction frequency

Interactions with fellow students

High perceived stress
Age, gender, and personality
adjusted

Low perceived stress

N (%)
379 (92.0)

Low perceived stress

Highest 33% of text
contacts

High perceived stress
Age, gender, and personality
adjusted

Highest 33% of call
contacts

Age and gender adjusted

Low perceived stress

Age and gender adjusted

Interactions with fellow students

Age and gender adjusted

Total
population

3.03**

OR
1

2.29*

OR
1

0.95

OR
1

0.83

OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.32–
6.99]

95% CI
[Ref]
[1.10–
4.80]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.39–
2.33]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.37–
1.87]

1.25

OR
1

1.37

OR
1

2.26

OR
1

2.13

OR
1

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.56–
2.82]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.65–
2.89]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.89–
5.71]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.91–
4.96]

Highest 33% of text Highest 33% of call
interaction frequency duration

95% CI
NA

NA

NA

95% CI

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.25–
1.69]

95% CI
[Ref]
[0.24–
1.42]

OR

NA

OR

0.65

OR
1

0.59

OR
1

Highest 33% of faceto-face interaction
durationa

Table 3: Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for associations between perceived stress and smartphone interactions with fellow
students and non-fellow students in population of 412 first-year students
Table 3: Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for associations between perceived stress and sm
students and non-fellow students in population of 412 first-year students
Highest 33% of t
interaction frequ

0.83

95%
[Ref]
[0.37
1.87]

0.95

95%
[Ref]
[0.39
2.33]

2.29*

3.03**
95%
[Ref]
[1.10
4.80]

95%
[Ref]
[1.32
6.99]

489 (91.4)

Age, gender, and personality
adjusted
Perceived stress
Low stress
1

1
2.05

OR

139
139

[Ref]
[0.98–
4.29]

95% CI

489 (91.4)
1

1
1.64

OR

[Ref]
[0.78–
3.44]

95% CI

Frequent contact
with motherb

95% CI
OR
95% CI
OR
95% CI
OR
95% CI

489 (91.4)
46 (8.6)
1
2.05
[Ref]
[0.98–
4.29]
1
1.64
[Ref]
[0.78–
3.44]
1
1.91
[Ref]
[0.92–
3.98]
1
1.06
[Ref]
[0.44–
2.56]

1
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1.51
Frequent contact
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1.77

Frequent contact
with friendsd

1.18

Perceived Stress and Self-reported Social Interactions

Reported high stress also tended to be correlated with reported high contact frequency with
parents (OR = 2.05, 95% CI: 0.98–4.29), but not with friends. The risk estimate decreased when
adjusting for personality factors (Table 4).

Discussion

In this comprehensive social network study measuring social interactions with both smartphones
and self-reports, we found that stressed individuals interacted with a wider range of individuals
and engaged more frequently in social interactions via calls and texts. This effect was most
pronounced for interactions directed to non-fellow students. We also found a tendency of higher
self-reported contact frequency to parents among stressed young adults albeit not statistically
significant. At the same time, we found some indication that stressed individuals spend less time
in face-to-face meetings with fellow students, which was pronounced for older students.
A recent longitudinal study based on self-reported friendship nominations among college
students (mean age 19 years) also found evidence that physiological indicators of stress, that is,
cortisol levels, were related to both outreaching as well as withdrawing social behavior as
individuals with high cortisol were more likely to report new social ties, but were less likely to
maintain friendships.19 Stress often precedes depressive symptoms,32,33 and a few studies suggest
that adolescents (14–16 years) with depressive symptoms tend to have a smaller self-reported
social network size,16–18 which points in the opposite direction of our findings. One explanation
could be attributed to differences in social behaviors depending on the severity and stage of the
disease process, where depressive symptoms at a later stage is more strongly related to
pronounced burn-out and withdrawal.
In contast to the aforementioned studies that mainly considered self-reported friend contacts, in
the present study increased interactions were mainly observed for smartphone interactions. It is
likely that smartphone interactions might be preferred as a less–energy-absorbing type of social
contact when dealing with high levels of stress. Further, the aforementioned studies mainly
considered social ties with peers in educational settings.
Results of the present study suggest that stressed individuals have relatively greater contacts with
social ties outside the university, which is in agreement with our hypothesis. The stress-buffer
theory suggests that individuals attempt to cope with stress by invoking their close social
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relations and seeking social support through an increased number of social interactions while
simultaneously withdrawing from peripheral relations, and that this social support might mitigate
the negative health consequences of stress.23,34 In other words, stressed individuals may contact
existing and more intimate social relations such as parents or old friends in order to seek support
to cope with stress. This interpretation is to some extent supported by the finding that stressed
individuals also tended to self-report a higher contact frequency with parents compared to nonstressed individuals. Social support includes assistance in mastering emotional distress, giving
advice, and providing material aid, and is in this manner mainly related to social interaction
content.35 We were not able to assess whether the smartphone interaction contained aspects of
social support. Nevertheless, contact frequency and network size have often been described as
opportunity structures facilitating access to social support.3
We found a tendency that perceived stress was related to withdrawing from face-to-face
interactions with fellow students detected with Bluetooth scans, and that this effect was more
pronounced for older students. Stress-related withdrawal from Bluetooth-recorded face-to-face
interactions in college populations has been reported elsewhere.21,36 As time spent together is an
important aspect of establishing strong ties,37 the current study suggests that stressed individuals
may have difficulties in establishing new friendships among fellow students, but also that they
have a social network outside the university that they are in contact with. For individuals
experiencing high stress, absence of social isolation is positive, but avoiding contact with peers
in the long run can be problematic for both social integration and academic success.38
Strengths and Limitations

To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to investigate perceived stress in relation to
both self-reported and objectively recorded smartphone interactions in a large sample of young
adults. Both measures of social interactions act as complementary aspects in results
interpretation and thereby provide a comprehensive picture of social behavior. Future research
investigating smartphone interactions would benefit from collecting information on the content
of smartphone communication to further explore social support–seeking behavior.
We collected the information on smartphone interactions over a three-month period after stress
was reported. Nevertheless, even though measurement of the two concepts was accomplished at
separate times, we cannot exclude reverse causality explanations: having a large network can
induce stress because of time and energy spent on maintenance of social ties or because of a
mismatch in expectations of having many different social roles.20 Further, upon considering
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smartphone interactions, young adults might feel pressured to accommodate a large network by
constant texting or calling that may also induce stress.39
Our results concerning face-to-face interactions may be subject to measurement error as the
Bluetooth recordings could reflect proximity of individuals when they did not engage in a social
interaction, such as when queuing or during class attendance. We tried to minimize this error by
counting only recordings of considerable duration and within a given distance. Nevertheless,
recordings of face-to-face interactions are done independently from reports of stress via the
Bluetooth sensor, and hence measurement error is likely to attenuate any association between
stress and face-to-face interactions.
Because of the relatively low response rate, selection mechanisms in the study are of concern;
unfortunately we did not have the necessary data to explore characteristics of non-respondents.
Further, it should be noted that the study was conducted within a group of students enrolled in
higher education, and hence the generalizability of results may not extend beyond this group of
young adults.
Conclusion

Young adults experiencing perceived high stress tend to be in contact with a wider range of
people and have a higher contact frequency via smartphones, compared to those with perceived
low stress. The high interaction behavior may be an expression of social support–seeking
behavior or a result of maintaining a large social network.
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Transactional data experiments: On the calibration of
digital traces into sociological measures
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Abstract

Over the last decade, a number of new digital data sources have become available to the
sociological community. While many studies have discussed the programmatic potentials of
these transactional data, no empirical studies have thus far focused on how these novel digital
traces are making their way into disciplinary paradigms. In this study, I explore how a practice of
experimenting with and on transactional data, is used to stabilise digital traces into social
measures. I do so by reflecting on my own participation in more than 10 such data experiments.
Specifically, I analyse three data experiments distinguished by their underlying calibration
process and show how these diverse processes led to highly different types of stabilization. This
paper hereby contributes with a rare metrological view into the very ‘making of measures’, while
simultaneously suggesting data experiments as a pragmatic approach useful for sociologists for
engaging with the many new digital traces.
Keywords: Calibration; Data experiments; Digital traces; Measures; Metrology; Transactional data
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The mere ubiquity of digital traces does not justify studying them.

(Freelon, 2014)

Introduction

Social life has in recent years become increasingly digital. As our social interactions, ranging
from political discussions to the search for a true soulmate, have moved into the digital realm it
has become progressively more important for sociologists to follow and approach social life
through a digital lens. Digital traces, log files covering the digital interactions and transactions
that our digital presence leaves behind (c.f. Latour, 2007), have on this background been
suggested as a complementary digital extension to conventional methods. Not only have scholars
highlighted how digital traces allow us to investigate the rising proportion of social life
unfolding within a digital arena, scholars have also celebrated how digital traces produce entirely
“new interfaces between social life and social research” (Marres, 2017: 1).
Before digital traces can enter into the sociological paradigms as a reliable data
source, however, we need to understand what it means to ‘swipe’, ‘like’ or ‘share’ and develop
conventions for how to process data. Whereas in particular survey data, through centuries of
usage, have been linked to theoretical meanings and methodological conventions, we still know
surprisingly little about digital traces (Freelon, 2014). While, for instance, variables on income
and education long ago transcended into measures of social class with conventions for how to
process such variables, the meaning of ‘swiping’ a hopeful suitor on a dating site and how to
process the data are still very much unsettled. If we want digital traces to evolve from
experimental data sources and into reliable social measures, we will therefore first need an
approach for exploring and stabilising such traces (c.f. Duncan, 1984).
While sociologists have been hesitant about engaging with digital traces, stabilisation
processes are already taking place outside the discipline. Through data experiments with and on
digital traces, scholars from across the natural and social sciences have initiated the foundational
work of turning novel digital traces into social measures linked with theoretical meanings and
methodological conventions. Thus far, no empirical studies have however studied this
proliferating knowledge practice and how it is contributing to the slow transforming of untested
digital traces into reliable social measures (see Marres and Gerlitz, 2016; and Marres, 2017 for
theoretical considerations). This paper attempts to respond to these concerns, exploring and
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describing the workings of data experiments while simultaneously suggesting data experiments
as a pragmatic approach for sociologists wishing to join the metrological work of establishing
new digital measures. The discussion is grounded on my experiences and reflections resulting
from participation in more than 10 data experiments over the course of 3 years. From this
collaborative and multidisciplinary work, co-authored with more than 20 scholars from nine
disciplines, I present and analyse three data experiments, showing how diverse types of
calibration practices (Franklin, 1997) underlying the experiments transform traces into social
measures in vastly different manners. This work hereby contributes with a rare metrological
view into the ‘making of measures’ by exploiting the unique historical situation brought about by
the many emerging digital traces. Based on this view, I question the sceptical position toward
transactional data taken by many sociologists (Levallois et al., 2012; Marres, 2017), warning that
our reservations toward the interdisciplinary practice of data experiments are also excluding us
from negotiating the meaning(s) ascribed to these novel data sources, in the end undermining our
disciplinary jurisdiction (Savage and Burrows, 2007).

The dual focus of data experiments

While digital traces, or transactional data as they are formally denoted with a reference to their
origin as traces of digital transactions (c.f. Ruppert and Savage, 2011), have proliferated in most
social science disciplines, sociologists have often adopted a more sceptical position. According
to Levallois et al. (2012), this reservation has generally followed two paths as sociologists either
(1) deny authority of the data by questioning the validity of knowledge built on transactional
data or (2) assimilating data into existing research setups, in which the novelty of data has been
downplayed to reject any need for special treatment. While the sociological reservation has been
tempered by the increasing number of sound sociological studies based on transactional data and
many articles highlighting the unique ontology and structure of the data source (e.g., Kitchin,
2014; Kitchin and McArdle, 2016), transactional data sources have remained experimental
within the sociological paradigms. Five years after Levallois et al.’s diagnosis (2012), Marres
(2017: 15) thus echoes their conclusions stating how “[m]any sociologists remain unconvinced
that the sources of data and methods made available by today’s digital infrastructures present
something new, or that they are even usable for social enquiry”. While it is certainly true that
these new digital traces are linked to a number of challenges, this hesitant position seem to
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overlook how the authority of any new data source - including the now-esteemed sample survey
– is debated during its first years and how precisely special treatments, such as experiments on
and with these emerging data source, are key in constructing the authority of data.
The sociological reservation has not prevented data experimentation by scholars in other
disciplines as well as interdisciplinary ventures. Rather than denying the authority of digital
traces or treating them like any other conventional data source, these scholars have exploited
how “use drives measures […] and therefore whether they are standardized” (Li et al., 2011: 2),
seeking to negotiate and stabilize their meaning through experiments. This experimental
practice, denoted ‘data experiments’ here, can be characterised by its dual focus of both
experimenting with digital traces in order to bring about thematic analytical findings, while
simultaneously experimenting on digital traces in the quest to stabilise their theoretical
meanings. This dual focus is not particularly exotic, but simply reflects how all empirical studies
have a stabilizing effect on the data types involved. However, data experiments are distinguished
from common thematic studies in that the stabilization of data is an equally important objective
of the experiment rather than a somewhat random by-product.
I consider these dual-focused data studies as ‘experiments’ to highlight how these studies
work by combining two distinct objectives encapsulated in the double etymological meanings of
‘experiment’. First, in their search for the untried and untested data setup, data experiments are
experimental in the same way as ‘experimental art’. Data experiments thus tend to be explorative
settings driven by data availability, often cutting across disciplinary norms and conventions (e.g.,
Perng et al., 2016; Munk et al., 2017; Venturini et al., 2017). Second, data experiments are
experimental in the way we use experiments to denote a particular type of a scientific setting.
Due to their greater aim of stabilizing traces into social measures, data experiments tend to be
highly controlled situations in which claims are made authoritative by adhering to particular
scientific norms and practices (c.f. Shapin, 1984; Collins, 1988; Marres, 2012; Lezaun et al.,
2017). Situated between these somewhat contradictory meanings of ‘experiment’, data
experiments can thus be summarized as an experimental practice that both explorers and
stabilises the meaning of specific digital traces by situating them within a rigidly controlled
scientific ‘experimental’ setting.
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Calibration: transforming traces into social measures

According to Franklin (1989, 2008), the controlled scientific setting in experiments is generally
upheld through at least nine distinct strategies. Despite this myriad of strategies, Franklin
highlights how experimental check and calibration is by far ‘the most important and widely used
strategy’ (2008: 104). Calibration processes differ according to their setting; however, in its most
simple format calibrations constitute the process of using “a surrogate signal to standardize an
instrument” (Franklin, 1997: 31; Soler, 2015). As a process, calibration consists of alternately
comparing and adjusting empirical results produced by the calibrated instrument in order to align
with a ‘primary standard’, a theoretically predicted value or recording made through an already
stabilized measurement instrument (Duncan, 1984: 158). Before a proposed measure can be
calibrated against any primary standard, the two measures must be made comparable. For this
task, data experiments make use of what I denote as ‘efficiency estimators’, commonly statistical
constructs that estimate the link between the trace being calibrated and the primary standard.
Through this highly-controlled practice of alternate adjustment and refinement of a novel
measure against an already stable theoretical or empirical primary standard, calibration strives
toward at least three types of stabilization: (1) measure, turning the trace into a social measure
by linking it to a theoretical meaning, (2) efficiency, establishing an efficiency norm for what to
expect from the measure, and (3) conduct, establishing procedures for proper data processing.
Within the discipline of sociology, this process is most explicitly known from the work of
establishing scales (e.g., Likert scales); however, calibration is implicitly involved in the
development of most social measures.

The reflexive data scientist

The cautionary attitude toward transactional data expressed by many sociologists have led the
sociological debate toward programmatic discussions of the potentials, risks and consequences
that they pose to the discipline (e.g., Savage and Burrows, 2007; Venturini and Latour, 2010;
Boyd and Crawford, 2012; Latour et al., 2012; Ruppert et al., 2013; Blok and Pedersen, 2014;
Golder and Macy, 2014; Clough et al., 2015; Marres, 2017). On the background of these abstract
discussions, Ruppert (2013: 268), a major contributor to the discussions, has called for social
scientists “to engage with Big Data rather than retreat into internal debates about its meaning and
implications”. Restating this call, Flyverbom and Madsen argue that studies of digital data are in
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need of ‘a more fine-grained, analytical approach that takes us closer to the operational and
practical workings of big data’ (2015: 140). This critique echoes the social studies of science and
technology (STS) trope of ‘critical proximity’ (Latour, 2005; Birkbak et al., 2015), prodding
scholars who study knowledge practice to seek proximity to their object of study. While the
programmatic outside view that has so far dominated sociological discussions on data might
offer a lens for studying more general developments in data practices, the ideal of critical
proximity highlights how great distance between abstraction and practice, risks making us blind
to more fine-grained and hidden developments.
Based on a desire to close the aforementioned distance and with the aim of understanding
the role of the proliferating practice of data experiments, I decided to move inside the practice of
data experiments as an equal contributor and participant utilizing my rather uncommon
background as part sociologist and professional programmer. After having explored multiple
research setups for how to combine my work as a data scientist with reflecting upon this work as
a practice of knowledge production, I settled on a sequential approach in which my work as a
data scientist, working with data experiments, was kept separate from my subsequent reflections
on data experiments as an STS-inspired sociologist. From these prior explorations, it also
became evident how explorative experimental studies, without a clear empirical goal and the
resources to pursue such goal, would quickly turn artificial. To confront this artificiality, I
imposed the tenet that every experiment should be initiated and carried out with the intent of
becoming publishable stand-alone research. Additionally, to de-centre myself somewhat from
the practice reflected upon, I also sought collaboration with multiple co-authors situated within
multiple different disciplines.
The current paper summarizes subsequent reflections and discoveries obtained through
participation in more than 10 data experiments over the course of 3 years, in which I
collaborated with more than 20 co-authors positioned within nine different disciplines20. In the
following I present and analyse three data experiments, each representing a distinct type of
calibration: internal calibration, in which multiple proposed measures are internally evaluated;
competitive calibration, in which a proposed measure is weighted against the current gold
standard of the field; and theoretical calibration, in which a proposed measure is calibrated
against primary standards derived from theoretical groundwork due to a lack of prior measures to
20

The disciplines are sociology, political science, economics, anthropology and techno-anthropology,
psychology, public health, physics, linguistics and rhetoric, and media studies.
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compare against. Although these cases - for the sake of simplicity - rely on quantitative data
traces, data experiments involving qualitative datasets is not uncommon (e.g., Author 2016), just
as the list of calibration types presented is not exclusive.
Data experiment I: Internal calibration21

For more than a decade, scholars have made use of smartphone-embedded sensors and phone
logs to study human behaviour at a large scale. The Bluetooth sensor is one of the most
commonly used in this work. Ubiquitous in today’s smartphones, especially for connecting
wireless headsets to the phone, the Bluetooth sensor has shown itself as a valuable tool for
inferring physical social encounters. By scanning its surroundings every 5 minutes and reporting
any nearby devices (i.e., other experiment participants’ phones) within a 10-meter range, this
sensor offers a view into physical interactions at a scale and with a granularity rare in the social
sciences.
The novelty of the technology, however, means that there are few conventions for how to
understand, utilize and process the often very large numbers (up to billions) of collected
Bluetooth traces. The inspiration for this data experiment thus arose out of frustration with being
continuously (but rightfully!) questioned on the selection and processing of Bluetooth data when
inferring personal social relations. Reviewers would question why we used total numbers of
encounters rather than the average duration of meetings when inferring social relations, which
was often followed by detailed questions on our data cleaning and filtering. While a number of
earlier data experiments had explored the quality of diverse Bluetooth measures as indicators of
personal social relationships (e.g., Eagle et al., 2009; Fournet and Barrat, 2014; Mastrandrea et
al., 2015), few were systematic and none performed comparative evaluations of different
measures and processing techniques, which left the approach vulnerable to outside critique.
The goal of this data experiment was then to compare and evaluate different techniques
and measures used to infer personal social relations from Bluetooth data. The data experiment
built on data from the Copenhagen Network Study (CNS, Stopczynski et al., 2014), in which the
behaviour of the majority of sophomore class (n  800) at a Danish technical university was
tracked for years via freely distributed smartphones. Using network regression, four face-to-face
constructs derived from the Bluetooth sensors were used to explain call interaction among

21

The three selected data experiments are, respectively, article 2, 1 and 3 in this dissertation.
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students, with call interaction having shown to be a strong proxy for emotional closeness and
personal relationships (Saramaki et al., 2014). Comparing how (1) number of encounters, (2)
number of meetings, (3) average meeting duration and (4) average proximity of persons during
meetings were able to explain patterns of call interaction, the experiment established a rough
estimate of the face-to-face measures’ ability to infer the existence of personal social relations.
While the initial expectation was that the four measures would be somewhat comparable in their
ability to explain the call network, the study identified physical proximity as the strongest faceto-face measure for inferring the existence of a personal social relationship, as it explained four
times as much of the variation in phone usage when compared to the average duration of time
spent together.

Figure 1: Table from final article presenting final results of data experiment

Stabilising social measures through internal calibration

In this first data experiment, the four face-to-face constructs are proposed and internally
compared as social measures of personal relationship. To render the many different measures
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readable, and subsequently comparable, the data experiment relies on two statistical efficiency
estimators (R2 values and regression coefficients; see Figure 1), calculated on the network
regression model. By comparing multiple somewhat similar social measures against the same
primary standard, volumes of call interaction, this internal calibration aimed at standardizing the
selection procedure when inferring personal social relations based on Bluetooth data.
At its core, the data experiment’s use of two unlike transactional data sources by
calibrating one novel transactional data source against another can seem rather unusual.
However, this situation is far from uncommon in studies based on transactional data where most
datasets exclusively consist of different digital traces, with the vast populations of these datasets
rendering it difficult to link data to potential primary standards from more conventional data
sources. Without alternative non-transactional measures to calibrate against, the data experiment
exploited the existence of one available transactional data source, call logs, that through usage
already has achieved some stability as a social measure of emotional closeness. Based on phone
companies’ sharing of call data records (CDR) with researchers, hundreds of such prior CDR
studies combined with more in-depth experiments, have thus effectively stabilized call
interaction as a social measure for the existence of a personal social relationship. The experiment
thereby greatly illustrates the sequential nature of establishing new measures through calibration,
in which new measures draws stability from calibration against already established measures.
Further, this need for available primary standards to calibrate against also points to the difficulty
of establishing measures within novel, less-explored research areas due to the absence of strong
primary standards to calibrate against (a point we shall return to in discussion of the third data
experiment).
While the principal aim of the data experiment was to establish conventions for selecting
among diverse Bluetooth traces as measures of personal social relations, this experiment
illustrated how stabilising one aspect of a measure inevitably entails broader stabilisation. In
order to compare the measures, efficiencies for all four face-to-face measures had to be
developed first. In turn, stabilising conventions for proper processing of traces then became
mandatory to ensure that the obtained efficiencies primarily reflected the potentials of the
underlying data rather than our applied processing strategy. In this work, for instance, we
explored whether students’ participation in class (considered noise rather than an empirical
indicator of personal social relationship) were best removed by applying a temporal filter of
work hours or a geolocation filter of being on campus. By alternately comparing and adjusting
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such differences in processing, we slowly gained insight into the effects of choosing one
processing strategy over another, ensuring that each measure was in fact constructed in the best
possible manner. Thus, while we set out with a rather specific goal — stabilising a selection
procedure — many other aspects of the measure had to be stabilised before attaining such goal
was even feasible.
In the previous data experiment, we have seen how internal calibration works toward
stabilizing the meaning and selection procedure of multiple proposed measures. We also saw
how this specific stabilization was interlinked with other stabilization engagements of conduct
and efficiency. Finally, we saw how the data experiment relied on calibrating one transactional
data source, Bluetooth data, against call logs, another more stabilized data source. While this
strategy often works in initial stabilization processes, the desire to establish social measures of
competitive robustness compels researchers to seek older and more authoritative data sources to
calibrate against, as discussed in the next section.

Data experiment II: Competitive calibration

Facebook likes are today routinely used by practitioners in the political arena (political parties,
politicians, interest groups, etc.) as an indicator of political support. Despite its widespread
adoption, few scientific studies have examined the associative meaning of this support to
determine to what degree ‘we vote as we like’. This was the goal of the second data experiment
that explored how public likes of Facebook posts by political actors, denoted political likes,
could be used as a social measure for predicting political observations or inclinations of the user
behind the like. Earlier data experiments had shown how Facebook likes on even apparently
unrelated pages covering everything from celebrities to cooking pages, would accurately predict
personal traits of the liker, such as sexual preference, religiosity, and political attitudes (Kosinski
et al., 2013; Youyou et al., 2015). The second data experiment set out with the optimistic vision
that if clearly unconnected page likes could yield highly accurate predictions then even greater
predictive power would be found in predicting personal attributes from likes inherently
associated with the specific attribute; that is, predicting political attitudes based on likes of
political actors.
The data experiment was built upon a transactional dataset consisting of every like made
to a post by a Danish politician or political party from January 2015 to January 2017, extracted
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through the public Facebook API. Armed with these 78 million political likes distributed among
1.3 million Danes (23% of the population), we conducted a representative survey of 3050
randomly selected persons on their present-day voter intention. Comparing political likes to
present-day voter intention through machine learning–based multinomial logistic regression, the
experiment showed how even a single political like was comparable in accuracy to 30 combined
survey questions on sociodemographic, political values and opinions toward current issues.

Figure 2: Overview of experimental setup exploring Facebook data ability to predict political attitude
with the use of machine learning–based logistic regression comparing Facebook likes to present-day voter
intention collected from survey data.
Efficiency and competitive calibration

In the previous experiment, the social relations experiment (SR-exp), we saw how minimal prior
calibration of the Bluetooth traces led to a broadly aimed stabilization including measure,
efficiency and conduct. Where only a few dozen data experiments involving Bluetooth preceded
the SR-exp, this Facebook experiment had hundreds of precedents with a handful of these even
predicted voting intention. Also outside the scientific community, practitioners were routinely
using Facebook likes as indicators of political support, strengthening the validity of ‘political
likes’ as a social measure. The political like measure in the Facebook experiment, was therefore
already — in stark contrast to the face-to-face constructs of the SR-exp — a somewhat stable
measure of political attitudes prior to our experiment, albeit without stable knowledge of the
measure’s efficiency. Where the research agenda for the SR-exp aimed at showing that the social
measure actually “worked”, the Facebook experiment aimed at demonstrating the measure as
competitive to other established measures, leading to my conceptualization of this form of
calibration as a competitive calibration. This competitive shift in aim meant that the Facebook
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experiment adopted a highly narrow focus, almost exclusively attempting to stabilise the
efficiency of the measure.
Replacing a binary criterion of success (working/not-working) with a scale of efficiency
(degree of accuracy), however left little room for imprecision. While the SR-exp sought to
establish a rough indicator of personal social relationships could calibrate against a somewhat
weak primary standard, the competitive aim of the Facebook experiment enlarged the
prerequisite of the primary standard excluding calibrations against relatively weakly stabilized
measures such as the call log. Instead the Facebook experiment turned toward the gold standard
of measuring political attitude used in hundreds of thousands political pools, the representative
survey of present-day voter intentions.
Calibrating against the ‘gold standard’ of the field was not only important for increasing
internal validity of the experiment, it was also crucial in raising the experiment’s external
validity. Where calibration of the SR-exp overly came to an end when internal validity had been
established by weighting the efficiency of the different measures against each other, internal
validity was only an initial concern in the Facebook experiment with the principal aim being
competitive validity to other approaches. In practice, this external validity was sought by
comparing the best results of the data experiment against the best results of competing
instruments for predicting voting behaviour (e.g. surveys, tweets, and page likes). Through the
development of multiple efficiency estimators, the gold standard made it possible to raise
external validity by comparing the efficiency of the approach with other existing approaches.
Through this competitive focus, the Facebook experiment offers a perspective on how a
somewhat stabilized but rough indicator, political likes, is calibrated into a reliable social
measure of present-day voting intentions. By calibrating against the gold standard in the field,
this type of competitive calibration can be said to defer to the validation of conventional
approaches, running against the popular position within digital methods: that digital claims does
not require analogue validation and grounding (Rogers, 2009, 2013). However, as Snee et al.
(2016: 67) fittingly summarized, commonly: ‘Systematic and ongoing comparison of the
potential of new methods against their established counterparts is an important part of the
mainstreaming of digital methods’. The current data experiment has in this sense illustrated how
changing the status of digital traces to the supplementary whipped cream of conventional
research, demands that we show its competitiveness in comparison to established practices, and
most importantly, through the search for efficiency and external validity of the measure. We now
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turn toward the other end of the ‘stability-scale’, exploring how radically new traces calibrated in
settings with no established measures to calibrate against, can utilize primary standards derived
from theoretical propositions.

Data experiment III: Theoretical calibration

Nearly all wireless antenna systems (i.e., WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS) output an indicator called the
‘received signal strength indicator’ (RSSI). With the exception of technicians who for decades
have used it to debug malfunctioning wireless devices, this indicator that encapsulates the signal
strength received from other broadcasting devices has mostly gone unnoticed. In the
Copenhagen Network Study, this indicator was also first assessed as yet another technical
variable linked to the Bluetooth sensor that was meaningful to technicians but useless for
understanding social life. Our view of this variable, however, changed, when two physicists and
colleagues, Sekera and Lehmann (2014), through a laboratory experiment showed a convincing
relationship between the RSSI variable and the physical distance separating two devices: When
CNS participants would move toward each other, the RSSI of the Bluetooth device would
likewise increase; thus the RSSI becomes a rough estimate of the physical distance between
participants.

Figure 3: This figure in Sekara and Lehmann (2014) shows recordings for two phones that one week at a
time have been separated by 1 meter. The recordings suggest that distance of 0, 1, 2, and 3 meters should
approximate RSSI measures of –45, –77, –82, –85, respectively.

Following these results, we decided to investigate Sekera and Lehmann’s correlation in a realworld context. More particularly, we designed a data experiment that would allow us to explorer
how these transactional RSSI traces would align with the regularities in space use identified in
the micro-sociological tradition of proxemics studies (Hall, 1963, 1966). The designed data
experiment built upon traces of 128,490 physical encounters between CNS participants recorded
via smartphone Bluetooth sensors. These encounters were checked against temporal and
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sociodemographic background variables via application of linear regression models. Through
this setup, the data experiment re-identified a number of common results from the proxemics
literature, while simultaneously adding an entirely new temporal dimension to the group of
proxemics studies.

The challenges of exploring the unknown through theoretical calibration

The third data experiment was from the beginning highly challenging due to the absence of any
obvious primary standard to calibrate against. The novelty of studying micro-interactions in the
scale offered by the Bluetooth sensor meant that none of the many historical proxemics studies,
commonly accomplished with a limited population of 10 to 100 physical encounters, could be
used as a primary standard. Instead, we were forced to develop primary standards exclusively for
the RSSI experiment based on theoretical propositions and findings in the proxemics literature.
By focusing on a number of well-known results, such as how women are typically physically
closer to one another than men and how friends are closer than non-friends, we were thus able to
redefine variables on gender and Facebook friendships as primary standards of physical
proximity.
This turn toward such ‘theoretical calibration’, however, came with the price of a very
limited stabilization of measure efficiency, making this type of calibration primarily an option
when no empirical alternatives existed. The limited stabilization of efficiency offered by
theoretical calibration is closely linked to the very definition of theory as general principles that
can be moved across multiple contexts, which installs a mandatory degree of elasticity into any
theory. In the calibration, this elasticity rubs off upon the variables that are turned into primary
standards (i.e., gender, Facebook friendship), which makes it difficult to determine alignment
between results and theoretical propositions (c.f. Collins, 1985). Thus, proxemics theories, such
as the proposition that meetings between women are closer, do not allow us to examine whether
our result, that the group of encounters on average is 13% closer than encounters between men,
is significantly more or less than the results that led to proposition. This indeterminacy in
theoretical calibration makes it difficult to establish more than a rough binary efficiency estimate
for the measure. Further, the same indeterminacy also hampers the calibration process, resulting
in an inability to determine whether an adjusted result - reached through alternating comparison
and adjustment of the social measure - is in fact more efficient than our non-adjusted result. In
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this way, the elasticity of theories makes theoretical calibration a less strong practice, to be used
only as a last resort.
It is, however, possible to make up for this weakness in stabilization by keeping
unknown, and uncontrollable, elements out of the experimental setting. While the core of the
RSSI experiment is centred around cutting-edge and largely unknown mobile sensors, the other
elements in the experimental setting remain highly conventional; for instance, linear regression,
a method commonly considered the principal quantitative approach in the social sciences
(Abbott, 1988), and proxemics theory, a theory long having reached the state of ‘common
property’. In this sense, the data experiment can be seen to imitate the highly controlled
experimental setting of a laboratory experiment, in which only the well-known and controlled —
pipettes, measurement instruments and machines — are allowed to reside (Latour, 1987).
Whereas the laboratory experiment works by trying to control every object of the setup with the
exception of the mysterious ‘substance x’, which qualities the experiment is trying to lure out,
the RSSI experiment mimics this attempt at control (through trustworthy methods and theories)
in order to lure out qualities of the RSSI measure. By isolating the RSSI traces as the single
unknown and unreliable element, the setup attempts to minimize the risk of unintended
interference from an untested method or an inconclusive theory, thereby strengthening the
experimental setting and calibrations taking place within it.
Theoretical calibration is an approach beset by a number of challenges. As we have seen,
deriving primary standards from theoretical propositions can be challenging, given the intrinsic
vagueness of theoretical propositions leading to production of less stable calibrations. However,
when venturing into highly uncharted territory, theory may be all you have to calibrate against.
Strengthen the experimental setting — through e.g. highly conventional and controlled setups —
then becomes an end in itself.

Extending jurisdiction through collaborative experiments

Metrology, the practice of establishing measures through scientific engagement, has long been a
cornerstone in the natural sciences. That the advent of strong measures and valid knowledge are
closely linked to scientific engagement has also been identified by sociologists, although
commonly as a non-complex by-product of existing work or as a scientific practice worth
studying from the outside (e.g., Law, 2009; Savage, 2013). Attempts to introduce a more
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functionalistic agenda on how to develop strong disciplinary measures have thus been scarce,
often attributed to an institutional lack of recognition for such work and the ‘fuzziness’ of
sociological data (Li et al., 2011: 8). In this paper, I have developed the concept of data
experiment both as a theoretical concept describing a currently emerging knowledge practice and
as a methodological concept, seeking to inspire more sociologists to engage in the current
metrological task of developing digital measures. The previous analysis thus represents a first
attempt to describe the practice of data experiments and how this practice can be applied to
develop strong social measures based upon transactional digital traces.
Though this practice of data experiments has only rarely been adopted by sociologists,
this has not kept scholars in other disciplines from exploring social problems through the lens of
digital traces. Data experiments have thus become a key approach within emerging fields such as
‘computational social science’ (Lazer et al., 2009), with entire conference programs dedicated to
reporting on transactional data experiments. Through such experiments, this mainly physicistand computer scientist–dominated field22 has discovered intriguing links between personality
and Facebook likes (Kosinski et al., 2013; Youyou et al., 2015), emotional closeness and phone
interaction (Onnela et al., 2007; Saramaki et al., 2014), election results and tweets (Ceron et al.,
2015, 2016), social networks and Bluetooth logs (Eagle et al., 2009; Sekara et al., 2016). Rather
than engaging with this novel line of work, sociologists have tended to reject these studies as
‘non-social’ by nature (e.g., Urry, 2004; Scott, 2011; Golder and Macy, 2014; McFarland et al.,
2016). The critique of this work is not entirely unreasonable. Many data experiments do lack
proper social theories, just as their search for universal social laws bear resemblance to the early,
and somewhat immature, sociology of August Comte. The position expressed by many
sociologists has therefore been to view these imperfections as the final proof that physicists and
computer scientists are ‘better at building powerful telescopes than at knowing where to point
them’ (Golder and Macy, 2014: 146).
Leaving the experimentation to other disciplines can, however, have severe consequences
for the sociological disciplinary jurisdiction (c.f. Savage and Burrows, 2007). If the practice of
data experiments is where social measures are negotiated and developed as I have tried to show
in this paper, then renouncing this practice also means withdrawing from the decision on how
these measures should be designed. Rather than viewing imperfections in the current practice of
22

A show of hands during the NetSCI-x conference in 2016, a central annual conference in the field, thus
revealed approximately 250 computer scientists, 140 physicists and fewer than 10 social scientists.
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data experiments as the final proof that sociologists are better off debunking or entirely ignoring
this practice, one could also view these shortages as an open invitation, as interfaces (Marres and
Gerlitz, 2016), for sociologists to respond to.
Working on the inside of the practices in which new social measures are crafted would
not only help mature the computational social science field. Collaborating with scholars who
possess decades of practical experience in dealing with big transactional data sources also
presents itself as an interesting platform for crafting the next generation of sociological
measures. While the methodological upper hand that sociology has held for several decades
might previously have sufficed with ad-hoc development of new measures, the many new digital
data sources call upon us to engage more strategically in the development of new social
measures if we are to remain an empirical discipline (Savage and Burrows, 2007; Savage, 2010,
2015). Such strategic endeavours should be followed through many practices. However, I hope
to have shown how one particular engagement, the practice of data experiments, can be a
powerful ally in developing a more truly digital sociology.

Conclusion

Measures are never preordained and they do not appear out of thin air. Rather, the stabilization
of measures and their efficiency and conventions are for most part intentional and strategic
results built from a multitude of special academic practices. The major contribution of this paper
has been to explore, from the inside, the current wave of experiments with and on transactional
data and how these experiments work to translate digital traces into social measures imbued with
theoretical meaning. Through this work, I presented three types of calibration — internal,
competitive and theoretical, and showed how they each carry different challenges and
possibilities. Through internal calibration, the meaning and procedures of selection were largely
stabilized by working across multiple similar — yet different — measures. While a social
measure was carved out this way, the measures produced remained overly experimental due to
the weak primary standard. This outcome stands in stark contrast to competitive calibration, in
which the efficiency of the proposed social measure was stabilized by calibrating against the
gold standard in the field. This calibration produced by far the strongest stabilisation; however,
the approach was feasible only because a strong primary standard to calibrate against was
available. Situations in which an existing measure to calibrate against does not exist were
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addressed in the third type of calibration, the theoretical calibration. While this calibration was
by far the weakest due to vagueness of the theory calibrated against, it demonstrated that
theoretical calibration is a productive approach when calibrating measures in an area where
suitable primary standards have not yet emerged.
Along with suggesting data experiments as a theoretical concept describing a rising
knowledge practice in the field of computational social science and also increasingly social
science disciplines, my aim in this paper was to develop the concept of data experiments as a
pragmatic approach, useful when seeking to develop novel measures from digital traces.
Knowing how time consuming the metrological process of crafting measures can be, I hope that
the examples in this paper have also demonstrated how this less-than-exciting work pays off by
allowing our ‘sociological imagination’ to enter into hitherto unknown arenas. As Li et al.
conclude (2011: 4), “[M]easurement breakthroughs can take a long time and require persistence,
but the effort is well worth the investment”. Such persistence in metrological work is not just a
current potential for engaging with big transactional data. After a decade dominated by
programmatic discussions of the digital reconfiguration of sociological practice, it seems timely
that we lose some of our distance from the subject and fully participate in these current
metrological negotiations.
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Abstract

The era of ‘big data’ studies has recently given rise to a number of realignments within and
beyond the social sciences, where otherwise distinct data formats — digital, numerical,
ethnographic, visual, and so on — rub off and emerge from one another in new ways. This paper
chronicles the collaboration between team of anthropologists and sociologists, who worked
together for one week in an experimental attempt to combine ‘big’ transactional and ‘small’
ethnographic data formats.
Our collaboration is part of a larger cross-disciplinary project carried out at the Danish Technical
University (DTU), where high-resolution transactional data from smartphones allow for
recordings of social networks amongst a freshman class (N = 800). With a parallel deployment
of ethnographic fieldwork among the DTU students, this research setup raises a number of
questions concerning how to assemble disparate data worlds and to what epistemological and
political effects? To address these questions, a specific social event — a lively student party —
was singled out from the broader DTU data set. Our experimental collaboration used recordings
of Bluetooth signals between students’ phones to visualize the ebb and flow of social intensities
at the DTU party, juxtaposing these with ethnographic field notes on shifting party atmospheres.
Tracing and reflecting on the process of combining heterogeneous data, the paper offers a
concrete account of how a "stitching together" of transactional and ethnographic data worlds
might take place.
Keywords: big social data, ethnography, data-worlds, experiment, complementarity, party
sociality

Introduction: stitching up new data worlds?

In recent decades, researchers in anthropology, sociology, human geography, and science and
technology studies (STS) have engaged in numerous new collaborative and cross‐disciplinary
endeavours to experiment on new forms of complex data generation, analysis, and
visualization. Such emergence of digital, computational, transactional and otherwise ‘big’ social
data has given rise to new realignments, but also new fissures and bifurcations, within, across,
and indeed beyond the social sciences. In these contexts, otherwise disparate data formats —
transactional, digital, ethnographic, numerical, visual, and so on — come to rub off on and
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emerge from one another. This situation has resulted in new challenges and opportunities for
doing innovative and reflexive as well as socially and ethically grounded research in an age of
‘big and broad’ social data (Housley et al. 2014; see also Boyd & Crawford 2012; Nafus &
Sherman 2013; Kockelman 2013; Wilf 2014; Knox & Walford 2016).
Within the field of anthropology in particular, new debates have emerged on the
mutual hostility or possible interdependence of ‘small’ ethnographic and ‘big’ transactional
data formats and worlds (Stoller 2013; Curran 2013; Taylor & Horst 2013; Ford 2014; Boellstorff
& Maurer 2015; Abrahamson 2016). Among other things, such debates may be said to entail
the following pertinent questions, at once practical, epistemological and ethical: how to
combine or mix otherwise disparate datasets, formats and worlds? Can and should different
bodies of data originating from apparently incommensurable research endeavours and arenas
be ‘added up’ into one another? At issue here is the basic question of how much is shared and
how much is different across ‘big’ and ‘small’ data sets, and under what conditions they can be
made to interfere productively with each other?
In this article, we follow up on a programmatic intervention previously published in this
journal (Blok and Pedersen, 2014) to explore in more detail this space of ethnographic‐cum‐
digital data as one of mutual dependency or ‘complementarity’. We do so in our role as
participants in the Copenhagen Social Networks Study, a cross‐disciplinary ‘computational
social science’ (Lazer et al. 2009) experiment in which computer scientists, physicists,
psychologists, economists, philosophers, sociologists and anthropologists collaborate to study
social interactions among a cohort of freshman students (N = 800) at the Danish Technical
University (DTU) (Stopczynski et al. 2014; Sekara et al. 2016). In this project, smartphones
distributed to students as measurement devices record ‘big’ digital (meta‐)data on social
transactions from call and SMS logs, Bluetooth, GPS geo‐location, and other channels.23
Simultaneously, an anthropologist (My, co‐author of this paper) conducted long‐term fieldwork
among the same DTU students, producing ‘thick data’ (Wang 2013) on friendship and other
social relations.

23
We speak of (meta-)data just to clarify (and later remind readers) that the data obtained by our
smartphone measurement device leaves aside all ‘content’ (e.g., text messages, spoken words, etc.),
tracing only ‘formal’ relations and transactions as such (e.g., SMS texting, Bluetooth scans, etc.).
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Herein we chronicle a weeklong collaboration between six anthropologists and
sociologists (Blok & Pedersen 2014), forming the core of what we call the Critical Algorithms
Lab (CALL).24 To explore the broader potentialities for cross‐disciplinary research made possible
by the Copenhagen Social Networks Study, we singled out a specific social event amongst the
DTU cohort — a so‐called ‘after‐ski party’ — as a potentially germane test site for exploring
new ways of interrelating radically heterogeneous data formats. More specifically, we sought to
mix ‘big’ digital and ‘small’ ethnographic data in the form of Bluetooth mobile phone traces and
field notes, respectively. In doing so, notions of ‘quali‐quantitative’ methods (Latour et al.
2012); and ‘high‐resolution’ (or 'deep’) data experiments (Sekara et al. 2016) informed our
attempt to fertilize new questions — and new modes of criticism — to ask to and from
computational social science. In short, our ambition was to explore the steps needed to work
productively and in complementary ways across the heterogeneous social data worlds of
ethnography and computation.
At first glance, a student party may seem like a frivolous object of social scientific
inquiry. Yet, as we intend to show, the methodological, epistemological and ethical
ramifications of such research are dead serious. For precisely how are we to deploy, navigate,
visualize and intervene in new, big social‐data worlds, both in the social sciences and in society
at large? How are we to simulate — and stimulate — ethnographic experience when working
with digital databases (and vice versa)? How to conceptualize such methodological ‘mash‐ups’
and their resulting data collages, which seek to ‘stitch together’ different scales and dimensions
of data? To address these questions, we worked to deploy Bluetooth signals between partygoer
students’ phones to simulate the ebb and flow of social intensities and densities at the DTU
party, in combination with ethnographic field notes indicating the shifting experiential
atmospheres throughout the party. By chronicling in some detail the steps and components of
this explorative process, our hope in what follows is to provide a description of how a stitching
together of digital (meta‐)data and ethnographic data concretely works.25 As such, the paper is

24

CALL is part of a new Copenhagen Center for Social Data Science (SODAS), hosted by the Faculty of
Social Sciences at the University of Copenhagen (www.sodas.ku.dk/projects/call). See also
acknowledgments.
25
In addition to a post-hoc account, the multi-media elements of the paper — to be posted on the journal
website — will also allow us to re-enact some of the original data stitching in real time.
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intended to work like an annotated experimental protocol — a quali‐quantitative dossier that
recounts and reflects upon the generation of digital‐cum‐ethnographic data and insights.
Equipped with dynamic behavioural traces at a resolution no longer far from the
human sensory experience, we investigate different perspectives that algorithms afford us
(bird’s‐eye view, aggregates, fly on the wall, forward and rewind, comparative). In this way, we
hope to accord due attention to the practical challenges and excitement of attempts to work
across, put together, destabilize and re‐align radically different methods within a data‐dense
collaborative research setting. Also, by describing the practical tasks of giving visual (and other)
shape to disparate data formats, we hope to suggest that these tasks are indeed integral to and
at the core of debates on the contemporary performance of description, analysis,
interpretation and critique in the social sciences writ large. Thus, instead of merely adding
pieces of data from one arena to another in accordance with an ‘add and stir’ logic — arguably
still a dominant approach to much inter‐disciplinary work — we here explore practices of
stitching as a possible means of mutual fertilization across apparently incommensurable fields.
As a premise, therefore, we recognise that data (no matter how presumptively ‘raw’) is always
marked by the histories, paradigms and ethical concerns of specific research arenas (Gitelman
[ed.] 2013). Stitching heterogeneous data together is then more than just trying to convert the
formats of data to work with each other. Rather, it is a matter of making different data worlds.
The article proceeds as follows: heeding Latour’s call to always start an investigation
‘in the middle of things’ (2005:27), the next section outlines the wider Copenhagen Social
Networks Study and how we carved out a space for experimentation within it by honing in on a
specific sample of heterogeneous ‘party data’. From this, we narrate and re‐enact three
analytical moves through which our experiment explored the stitching together of data worlds
and reflect on their significance: (1) our initial attempt at ‘locating the party’ and how this
speaks to issues of (re‐)contextualization in ‘big’ social data analysis; (2) how our big data‐cum‐
ethnographic exploration ended up co‐constituting ‘the social’ in specific terms of relations,
quantities and intensities; and (3) how iterative processes of data visualization and
interpretation, as integral methodological steps, came to lend themselves to analytical
processes of de‐ and re‐composing distinct party socialites and their ‘temporal motifs’. We
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conclude by reflecting on how our collaboration may suggest wider opportunities for
‘experimentalizing’ (Marres 2013) the current big social data moment.
The heterogeneous party: computation, ethnography and complementarity
Figure 1: The anthropologist as numbers

Figure 1 shows an anthropologist departing from a party in a taxi following one of many such
late‐night events, a characteristic feature of her field site. The site in question is the Danish
Technical University (DTU), located ten miles outside Copenhagen and home to thousands of
engineering students of various hues. The anthropologist is My, co‐author of this text (but also
a major social data subject who has agreed to share this data fragment with the rest of us).
However, precisely what are these numbers and what might they be able to tell us — and not
tell us — about My’s social relations with the students she studied and her (indeed any)
fieldwork more generally? In technical terms, the numbers represent digital traces from the
Bluetooth scan of My’s tailor‐made mobile phone, giving us the number of fellow DTU
students, over five‐minute intervals, who are within ten meters of her phone’s reach at any
given time. By implication, in Figure 1, the numbers tell us that My is leaving the party by cab
with two fellow students, all going back to Copenhagen. We know this for certain, because My
has confirmed this interpretation as correct. Taking the bus, she says, can be a pain at this hour.
In everyday life, of course, ordinary Danish citizens or indeed researchers like us would not
have access to such digital (meta‐)data. They would be the private property of mobile phone
companies and, potentially, a concern for the intelligence apparatus. This, however, is not a
standard situation. As noted, My is partaking, along with approximately eight hundred
freshmen DTU students, in a large cross‐ and multi‐disciplinary computational social science
experiment, the Copenhagen Social Networks Study. By pooling funding from various sources
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(see acknowledgments), up to thirty researchers have from 2012 onward built a gigantic social
data infrastructure at DTU. Ever since, this data machine — or, in the hyperbolic terms of
sociologist Duncan Watts (2013), ‘social super‐collider’ — has been pumping digital
communication traces from students’ mobile phones into a secure, anonymized database.
Meanwhile, My has been conducting her ethnographic work among the same students, a
position that has also brought her into close collaborative relations with the data scientists
responsible for calibrating the database (Madsen et al., Forthcomming).
In a previous publication, we argued (Blok and Pedersen, 2014) for the relevance of
viewing the relationship among ‘small’ ethnographic and ‘big’ computational data worlds as
‘complementary’. Famously, complementarity was the term used by Danish physicist Niels Bohr
to describe the inability — expressed most poignantly in the well‐known particle/wave duality
of light — of providing, from within any single frame of reference, a full account of the sum
total of possible experiences of a given object of study. This line of thinking, we argued, allows
us to engage in more open‐ended and crosscutting explorations at emerging social data —
science frontiers. The present paper draws on this programmatic argument by way of fleshing
out how complementary social science might actually take place and what it would concretely
look like.
We return to My in the cab with her two friends. The party they are now leaving took
place at DTU on the 7th of February 2014. It was one of many of its kind, part of the culture of
socializing and socialization into life as a DTU student (and career as a DTU alumni). We, the
Critical Algorithms Lab (CALL), have decided to use the party as a test site for exploring new
ways of cross‐fertilizing heterogeneous data formats. Overall, we think of our endeavour as an
experiment in ‘big data‐ethnography’, where the hyphen suggests an initial and inherent
uncertainty as to which of the two terms (big data, ethnography) is here context for the other,
or which is figure and which is ground. In setting up this space of methodological
experimentation across standard quantitative‐qualitative divides, we seek to practically recast
and conceptually challenge a number of more‐or‐less established conventions concerning not
only digital transactional data and their different social affordances (e.g., Latour et al. 2012;
Ruppert et al. 2013) but also, and importantly, about the epistemic and critical capacities of
ethnography itself (e.g. Boyd & Crawford 2012).
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Many social data researchers and, more generally, quantitative social scientists are
inclined to see the value of ‘big and broad’ social data as one of enabling a focus on large‐scale
populations over long time spans (e.g., Housley et al. 2014). Indeed, one dominant assumption
in the emerging field of social data science often seems to be that ‘invariance over time’ equals
objectivity. Yet, what we attempt to do in our own big data‐ethnography experiment is just the
reverse: namely, to zoom in on a very limited spatiotemporal data point, namely ‘the party’,
with the ambition to extract as much ethnographic and digital detail as possible. After all, a key
analytical affordance of ‘big’ social data is exactly its unprecedented granularity; the density or
‘thickness’ of its observations across space and time (Ruppert et al. 2013). What we wish to do
is to explore what such granularity consists of; what kind of granularity it is, relative to
ethnographic observations; and, most importantly, what novel kinds of granularities or data
densities we might get when attempting to stitch together different digital‐transactional and
qualitative‐ethnographic observations.
In short, the experiment on which we report in the following deploys the scale of ‘the
granular’ as a promising and challenging meeting ground for big social data analytics and
ethnographic observation, where the two ‘observation devices’ have to meet in an
understanding of specific social practices (the party), as opposed to general tendencies. To get
started, however, we first need to delineate the overarching context of this experimental test
site of ours — a process that already puts us on the trail of some rather vexed issues in data
worlding.
Locating the party: searching through and re-contextualizing data

My‐the‐ethnographer, as the only person present in the group of people conducting the
experiment, attended the original party at DTU in person. She knows when the party
happened, what the atmosphere was like, roughly how many people attended, when it was
‘dead’ and when it was ‘happening’. Her phone, to some extent, ‘knows’ this as well.
Locating My‐the‐number from the digital trace left by her mobile phone’s sensor,
however, turns out to be more difficult than anticipated. We are, of course, treading on
territory of potential ethical concern. The entire data infrastructure is set up to discourage and
disable this kind of personal identification within the sea of numbers, and it takes a great deal
of work (and convincing) for our DTU colleagues to ‘re‐personify’ My’s de‐personified digital
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footprint. Indeed, it turns out that My has been partly ‘erased’ from the database — out of
concern, on the part of our more hard‐nosed colleagues in the health sciences, that her digital
presence in the student population as an embedded ethnographer would ‘pollute’ the data and
reduce or even destroy its quality and validity. Old tropes from the philosophy of science about
objectivity as de‐subjectivation (Daston 1999) thus come to be re‐enacted within our
computational context, awash as it is with disciplinary asymmetries and biases, but also with
highly important ethical issues and concerns about the nature of privacy in the age of big social
data.
By collecting My‐the‐number’s traces from every other participant in the overall DTU
experiment, we do manage to recreate My‐the‐number in the database. From this moment
onwards, our task becomes a matter of trying out different network mathematical algorithms in
order to digitally locate the party (see Appendix 1). By using Bluetooth signals to compute
network components (i.e., gatherings) within the entire DTU population for the relevant
timespan of the party, and by calibrating this against digital My as our one known partygoer, we
end up with a party that at its peak had fifty‐seven ‘dedicated’ participants staying for at least
two or more hours. A total of 124 students — or, more precisely, 124 student‐phone hybrids —
attended at some point during the night, coming and going. In digital data terms, this seems as
close as we can get to delineate our test site. Sitting around our computer screens (see Figure
2), we experience a moment of exaltation: we have found the party!
Figure 2: locating the party in and via code
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How might we best theorize what took place during this initial attempt to locate the
party? According to Richard Rogers (2013), ‘search’ has become a core trope in the current
digital age — even as he also cautions us to realize that what one finds depends entirely on the
quality of one’s queries. In a related vein, Latour et al. (2012) argue that key questions of social
ontology depend on the manner in which we move around in large digital datasets. However,
valuable as they are, none of these arguments quite addresses the difficult question of what
‘search’ might mean once the analysis begins to move across very heterogeneous data formats
and worlds that go far beyond the remit of the digital per se. This is precisely the challenge we
faced in trying to locate ‘the party’ in the DTU dataset — the question of how to combine, even
at this rudimentary level of social inquiry, seemingly radically different sets of quantitative
digital and qualitative ethnographic data. To maintain control of such shifts in data visions
involves great precision at all points. This is why it was crucial for us to begin our experiment by
locating My’s data double: only such a procedure would enable us to digitally reconstruct, using
her phone data as calibration device, the social topography of the party as what we might call
an ‘interpretable event’ in the database.
Taking this experience as a cue, and after some deliberation and a good deal of
frustration, we decide to make this very oscillation between two radically different datasets
used to ground and contextualize one another a key principle of further exploration. We also
decide to base our attempts to ‘stitch’ data formats together (My’s field notes, Bluetooth
signals) on a similar sensitivity to the uncertainties and oscillations, thereby temporarily frozen
into shifting ‘data collages’.
With such aims in view, we initially start to simply ‘look around’ in the digital party
data: How close are people to one another, where is the core of the party, how many are
present at a given time, and what are its temporal dynamics? Specifically, this means writing
programs that transform some chunk of data into tables, graphs, and other quantified outputs.
In the process, we specify what to count, how it should be counted — weighted, normalized
and aggregated — and who should be counted, that is, which sub‐population. Changing
specifications iteratively makes us ‘see’ very different parties. Key here is the practical
realization, shared with the so‐called ethno‐miners (Aipperspach et al. 2006), that we have to
build and rebuild ‘context(s)’ in order for our various digital data abstractions to be even
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minimally interpretable — including, as we saw, the very context of our study as a whole (the
party).
It should now be clear how and why our attempt to locate and delineate the party in
the database turned out to be a defining task that spoke directly to the core of our concern
with stitching together heterogeneous data. We need My‐the‐ethnographer as calibration
device to even get us near ‘the ground’ of our experimental dataset — or what our physicist
peers sometimes like to call ‘ground truthing’. More to the point, this seemingly simple and
even banal task turned out to involve multiple questions of inference and interpretation. Such
questions, in turn, point to the way in which our digital data allow for great plasticity in the way
one might assemble and reassemble them. Indeed, as we shall now see by returning to the
account of our data party experiment, this ‘re‐composability’ of data simultaneously works as a
constant challenge and affords new insights at many levels.
Densities and intensities: reading the social flow via data/ethnography

We are still waiting for Ulli and now bored with beer pong. Talking. Then Ulli calls: he is
here but he can’t see us. He is inside Diagonalen. We meet and go stand by the bar. More
people have arrived. There is a whole pile of jackets on top of ours now. People are
standing in clusters or squeezed together on the sofas. There are many bottles.
The room is packed now and very noisy. Everything seems strange and unreal. We dance
in our little corner. I throw myself on the bar to reach the computer and change the music.
From this position I look back into the room. It’s packed to its limits.… The coloured lights
are flickering, fluttering about on faces and limbs as people and beams move.26
On the first day of our experiment, My reads a sample of her ethnographic data — the previous
field‐note entry — out aloud for the rest of our team. Judging from the qualitative description,
we find it significant that the party seems to have unfolded through a series of more or less
discrete ‘phases’, in terms of the number of people attending and the intensity of the mood or
atmosphere. The party, in short, went from being ‘dead’ to ‘happening’ and eventually coming
to an end. But can this apparently anecdotal impression be integrated with and perhaps
26
Excerpts from My’s field notes are translated from original Danish. All names are pseudonyms and
certain background or contextual information has been altered in order to protect privacy. See Appendix 2
for My’s complete and (in this sense) ‘raw’ field note.
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substantiated by digital (meta‐)data? With this question in mind, we embark on the task of
simulating from the students’ digital footprints in the DTU database ‘what it was like’ to be at
the party — its social intensity, atmosphere or, in classical German, its collective stimmung
(‘mood’) (cf. Heidegger [1927]1962: 173f).
Gradually, three strategies for how to get at such social intensities crystalize from our
probing of the digital data: one largely ‘inductive’, the other ‘deductive’ and the third
‘alienating’. Let us consider these in turn. Since our starting point is a personalized
ethnographic story (My’s), it initially seems obvious to us to begin our simulation by
‘inductively’ tracking other individual partygoers through time and to visualize their ‘intensity
profiles’ with a view to generating a model for what the party would look like if ‘seen’ from the
point of view of each student data‐double. In turn, we wonder, what might be learned about
the party’s varying degrees of intensity by using survey‐based individual data attributes such as
age, gender, personality and so on to build up types of individual experiences?
As a result of this inductive approach, we eventually come to identify different
‘characters’ and ‘stories’, all partaking in the making of ‘the party’ as a collective event.
However, this approach then raises the question as to which of these characters we are to
focus on to best gauge the intensity or atmosphere at the party in general? Should we ‘cast’
students based on known characteristics (e.g. from the survey data), or should we do it on the
basis of post‐hoc back‐projection (e.g., that they turned out to be popular at the party)? We
realize that our task is akin to determining the narrative principles of a book, film, or indeed any
social plot. Every time a new piece of information is added, we need to rethink the story as a
whole.
Sensing a potential dead‐end, we decide to shift to a ‘deductive’ register. Here, we
work first towards an aggregate picture of party intensity — that is, a measure of the total
number of people and their physical proximity over time (to be discussed over the next pages)
— and then later turn toward ‘zooming in’ on instances and relations that seem particularly
interesting from this aggregate viewpoint (next section). As such, we imagine the process as a
gradual un‐ and re‐folding of aggregate data points, whereby a reliable interpretive ground can
be established on which to base our reading of the party atmosphere. We begin this work by
counting and calibrating how many phones ‘see’ My’s phone in the course of the party, giving
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us a rough index of its ‘proximity degrees’ by showing how many students she is near at any
given point in time (Fig. 3; see also Appendix 3).
Figure 3: The anthropologist at work, partying

Figure 4: Size of largest gathering over time — evolution of ‘party-ness’

Whereas Figure 3 is a quantified depiction of a personalized view of party relations,
namely those of My — the 'ego‐network' in social network analysis parlance — Figure 4 shows
a numerical depiction of the aggregate dynamics of the party, calculated as the size of the
largest gathering of people (or: people‐phones) at the party over time (see Appendix 3 for
details). This latter depiction, we decide, is a possible indicator of the party's degree of ‘party‐
ness’ or atmosphere — if, that is, we accept to measure a group's social intensity by simply
counting how many people comprise its co‐present bodily gathering at any given time. Put
crudely, this was indeed how Durkheim ([1915] 1995) suggested that we think of the ‘collective
effervescence’ of religious and other rituals, the ‘glue’ that holds societies together. It does not
seem far‐fetched, after all, to think of a student party in similar ritual terms.
Specifically, Figure 4 suggests that sometime around 7 pm, the party split into two or
more sub‐parties only to reunite and eventually peak at around 11 pm — corresponding, not
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coincidentally, to the ‘social height’ of fifty‐seven dedicated participants from which we
demarcated the party in the first place. And indeed, checking her field notes, My confirms that
at some point between 10 and 11 pm she did ask herself (and jotted down in her pocket
notebook), ‘where is everybody?’ Merging Figures 3 and 4 thus affirms that My, as is expected
from a devoted ethnographer, at all times of the party did remain within close proximity to, or
at the heart of, the largest gathering or party component! This continued until, at least around
1 am, when she decided to go outside to smoke and then leave the party, taking the taxi home.
Still, it is questionable just how well the purely numerical size of a given ritual
gathering correlates with its intensity or atmosphere (after all, who has not attended a big
party that nonetheless never really took off?). We therefore decide to explore further how the
two variables (size, intensity) relate and how we might trace and visualise this correlation over
time. To do this, we take advantage of the fact that the Bluetooth readings in the database also
provide us with a signal strength (known as RSSI); this signal strength in turn provides us with a
(fairly) reliable measure of bodily proximity (Birkelund et al. 2015; Sekara and Lehmann 2014).
However, calculating a simple RSSI average across all Bluetooth connections will not work: since
the sensor reads all phones within a 10‐meter radius, as more people gather in the same room
the average proximity index goes down. We need to counter this technical artefact.
After some calibration work, we come up with a new specification: for each student,
we keep only the RSSI rating that specifies her or his relationship vis‐a‐vis the closest ‘partner’
— i.e., the one other person (phone) physically nearest to her or him — into the aggregate pool
of proximity data points. In other words, we construct an index of the average bilateral
proximity for the party as a whole: how close are the students, on average, to their ‘nearest
other’ within 5‐minute intervals during the party? Figure 5 depicts this measure of average
bilateral proximity (or intimacy) over time along with corresponding variations in the size of the
largest party component (i.e., Figure 4) equalized to the same scale.
Figure 5: Largest party component size and average bilateral proximity over time
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On the face of it, judging from simple visual clues, the figure confirms our initial
‘Durkheimian’ hypothesis: the two graphs indeed fluctuate in tandem, suggesting that the
average bodily proximity of partygoers increases with the total number of co‐present
partypeople (and vice versa), thus indicating something like collective effervescence. This
correlation is most visible from 11 pm onwards, confirming how My’s field‐notes, as discussed
above, indicated this as the peak of the party — its zenith of bodily proximity as well as social
intensity. This time around, the ethnographic data ground our sense of computational advance:
the digital data have started ‘behaving’ in ways that strike us as credible in light of the field
notes.
Yet, Figure 5 also exhibits a strange outlier pattern: the peak in average bilateral
proximity that suddenly appears just after 2 am initially makes little sense to us. In particular, if
we read the last peak as a moment of hugs and goodbyes, then what about the marked drop in
average intimacy readings just prior to this? We start speculating: are we witnessing here an
expression of flawed data? Alternatively, how can we imagine the unfolding of the party in such
a way as to make this outlier pattern meaningful? Some of us settle on the following narrative:
upon leaving the party venue, the students walked down a wide and long corridor, with little
proximity to each other, until reaching the exit and briefly regrouping. Knowing the modernist
architectural layout of DTU, this hypothesis seems plausible enough. Yet, it is not until we share
it with My, the ethnographer, that it gains full traction: indeed, My confirms to the rest of us,
there was a wide and long corridor at end of which people realigned, hugging goodbye! We
cheer and applaud, high on the joys of data stitching.
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De-aggregating the party: visualizing data, re-composing socialities

People stand on couches dancing. There is a bear with a big head and a skinny human
body jumping up and down on a couch. Next to him are two animal bodies with human
heads poking out of the throats. They are dancing. On the floor several people are trying
to dance a choreography that goes with the music. Other people are stumbling around
between them corrupting their dance.
Unlike the aggregate view of bodies‐in‐motion provided above (Figure 5), this extract from My’s
field notes describes the party as small and shifting sequences of sub‐group experience and
activity as laughing, smoking, dancing together. Much like the mobile phone sensors, My also
‘registered’ and ‘sensed’ the ebb and flow of party intensity, but she did not stop there. As an
embodied person, her participation in the party influences its dynamics. Party atmosphere,
then, is not just an aggregate of separate individual persons; as a dynamic social intensity, it
does something to our very data‐gathering setup (i.e., My and her phone).
This marks a new and decisive moment in our experiment: with a focus on temporal
shifts in party intensity, we find ourselves having to narrate the data to create a meaningful
sequence of events. By combining My’s sharing of her ethnographic knowledge with multiple
re‐iterated data visualizations, we train ourselves as a ‘quali‐quantitative’ (Latour et al. 2012)
interpretive device. Through repeated attempts to forge links between our qualitative and our
quantitative data registers, we are gradually beginning to get (and to feel that we have) a sense
of the party that enables us to ‘see’ sensible patterns in the numerical distributions.
Crucially, this ‘sense of the party’ not only relies on becoming familiar with partying as
concrete social practice (the ‘behaviour’ of the students), it also, and just as importantly,
involves us becoming familiar with the ‘behaviour’ of the ‘party as data’. Here, echoing a key
theme of digital data analysis, working in a visual mode becomes central to us. Indeed,
visualisation techniques play a decisive role in how we query our data. In particular, it allows us
to unearth and explore social‐morphological patterns below the level of the aggregate party
group that have been our focus thus far. What happens if we imagine our ‘point of view’ not as
that of individual students, nor as an aggregate ‘view from nowhere’, but as hovering closely
above the party, almost like a camera, recording not single traits but shifting relational
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patterns? This, of course, is the starting point of network analysis, by which the party maps out
as a relational topography of encounters with varying degrees of connectivity.
Figure 6: the party as a relational topography

Figure 6 aggregates all physical proximities of less than approximately 2 meters (as measured
via Bluetooth signal strength, RSSI) among 124 party participants from 8 pm until 2 am. This
provides the first in a series of shifting perspectives on the concrete and relational morphology of
the party, taking advantage of the fact that digital transactional data are above all traces of social
relations (cf. Ruppert et al. 2013). We use a network visualization tool (Gephi) to generate a
force-directed graph that ‘pulls’ students who are more closely connected — that is, who have
had closer bodily meetings during the party — to each other, while non-connected students are
pushed to the periphery. Students with many close encounters (higher degree) show up as bigger
nodes, while colours indicate (modularity-based) clusters of higher-than-average connected
students (see Appendix 4 for details).
A pattern begins to emerge: our network visualization corroborates what we had already sensed
from My’s field-notes, namely that the party should perhaps not be described as one coherent
object, but rather as a conglomerate of smaller, interconnected parties. Some of these sub-parties
(or quasi-parties) seem distant and short-lived; presumably, students entered each of these
parties-within-the-party, stayed a bit, and then departed again quickly, leaving only limited data
traces (neither ethnographically nor digitally). However, note that also the more inter-connected
(middle) part of the graph is divided into discrete sub-groupings, suggesting that the split party
morphology had some temporal endurance as well.
At this level of temporal aggregation, it is hard to know what to make of this: is the party under
investigation actually one of several sub-parties that never fully merged into a single gathering
(or collective ritual); or did groups come and go during the evening, only briefly ‘scanning’ each
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other? As we de- and re-compose data, we are at the same time de- and re-composing our view
of party socialities.
Figure 7: the sub-party morphology according to study programmes

Figure 7 adds study-programme information to the sub-party network as an important source of
local identification. Among other things, it suggests that the biotechnology students (in
turquoise) — one of the few study programmes at the DTU with an equal share of men and
women — were basically having their own party, presumably in one side of the room. Another
noteworthy sub-party is recognizable at the other end of the graph (in dark pink and green),
where physics/nanotech students have teamed up with the geo- and space-technology students.
In-between these two sub-groupings, the largest gathering is composed of (primarily male)
students from various study programmes — preoccupied, we assume, with the intense forms of
social engagement and bodily proximity between relative strangers so characteristic of parties
and related social events at colleges and other higher education institutions across the world
(e.g., Sweeney 2014).
Further zooming in and re-aggregating our data, we pick out a sub-party and start exploring how
its participating students position themselves vis-à-vis each other at ever-finer levels of spatial
and temporal granularity. In other words, moving away from the abstract relationality of nodes
and edges depicted in our social networks, we now try instead to ‘mimic’ the actual forms of the
social micro-gatherings themselves. This seems both intuitively right and in accordance with
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My’s observations: after all, standing close to one another at the bar is potentially very different
from being in close physical proximity with a dancing partner on the dance floor. What emerges
from heat-graph visualizations of 5-minute Bluetooth intervals is a definite sense of ‘temporal
motifs’ (Kovanen et al. 2013) that make up shifting party socialities on the ground: students
forming recognizable if abstract shapes and forms of togetherness, as they bundle and re-bundle
with the unfolding of the party (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Temporal motifs of party sociality

These temporalized shapes shown in Figure 8, we speculate, may well be about as close as our
computational data allow us to come to the ‘elementary forms’ of party sociality; the very stuff,
that is to say, out of which social atmospheres are made and remade. Yet, it remains hard to
know what meaning to ascribe to these specific shapes: what is the party atmosphere like from
inside a ‘stick’ shape (first picture), compared to when the party reconfigures into a ‘dotted’
form (the last picture)? How to translate between such abstract temporal motifs derived from the
digital data and My’s much more experience-near ethnographic observations? Here, we seem to
be facing an inherently speculative horizon of research where the basic social shapes emerging
from the digital data are yet to have any recognizable name — a limit point at once both the most
novel and the shakiest moment in our quali-quantitative experiment.
These reflections cause us to pose what we previously dubbed an ‘alienating’ strategy of
analysis: namely, to explore whether it is at all possible to transcend the apparent noncommensurability between digital and ethnographic data worlds? In a final gesture to the spirit
of abiding experimentation, we decide to seek ways of getting around incommensurability by
transposing the totality of our stitched-together ‘collage’ of heterogeneous digital-cumethnographic datasets into a third medium of analysis equally unfamiliar to both of these data
worlds, that of sound. After all, much as with the experience of a social atmosphere, music is an
inherently emergent, affective and ‘durational’ phenomenon, different from a mere temporal
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aggregation. Perhaps, we ask ourselves, it might be possible to reveal certain otherwise
‘invisible’ temporal motifs in our dataset by converting key data correlations rendered visible in
the above figures and graphs from the medium of the visible to the medium of the audible?
Going with this idea, we decide to push our experimental research into something resembling
conceptual art by converting the above density graph (Figure 5) into elementary musical forms
and by playing this alongside an animated version of the temporal motifs (Figure 8).27 As any
listener to this peculiar ‘sound of the data party’ will presumably agree, this data-enactment is
not in any sense ‘like’ attending a party in person as either an ethnographer or a student. And yet,
the ebb and flow of tonal pitches arguably still conjures a sense of ‘atmosphere’ not easily
graspable from either the digital or the ethnographic as such. Hence, we leave it standing here to
symbolize the mutual destabilization of these two data worlds and the prospect of further
exploring their mutual interferences in the future.
Concluding remarks: experimentalizing the big social data moment?

Big social data and ethnography, Curran (2013) has argued, shares a large number of similarities.
Both are interested in everyday life, patterns of sociality, bodies’ interaction in space, and a
holistic approach to analyses of the present world. An example of this complementarity can be
found in so-called ethno-mining (Aipperspach et al. 2006), where data mining techniques and
qualitative insights are combined to probe an object of study that is inaccessible through either.28
As such, ethno-mining seeks to mix methods all the way down through the research process, in
that one data form is used to query another in iterative loops. Similarly, the importance of the
directionality and degree to which researchers navigate in large datasets has been discussed by
Latour et al. (2012), by way of positing digital social databases as a reason to rethink the
ontology and methodology of the social sciences.
The present article has built on and corroborated such existing scholarship on ethno-mining and
quali-quantitative methods. However, more strongly than Curran and Latour, we have focused
on the promises entailed by the combined increase of spatial and temporal granularity. We thus
seek to affirm how digital data create new affordances of ‘extensive processuality’ (Edwards et

27

Available from: http://party.cadm.dk/index.php (to be posted at the journal website).
One thing central to both Aipperspach et al.’s (2006) ethno-mining and our experiment is the
availability of high-resolution data that permits focus on the granular. This granularity both allows for
identification of potential new social forms and taking into account key non-reoccurring events.
28
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al. 2013), by allowing us to combine the processual focus of ethnography with the spatially
extensive focus of quantitative research. Indeed, by analysing a social gathering — student party
— in continuous time, and by combining digital and ethnographic data, we have sought to show
how this allows one to make inferences about social trajectories and relations at various
spatiotemporal scales from a brief encounter to the party as a whole.
In formal terms, a party may be described as a social gathering intended to bring about an
unusual social intensity or ‘collective effervescence’ (Durkheim) amongst its participants.
However, can something as ephemeral and fleeting as a ‘social atmosphere’ — a stimmung
(Heidegger) in the phenomenological sense — ever be studied and ‘measured’ through
computational analytics? Using a university party as an experimental test site, our article
documents the process of bringing transactional and ethnographic data into close conversation,
in ways that take seriously the ‘eventfulness’ (Marres & Weltevrede 2013) built into both of
these data formats. More specifically, we do this by reconstructing the dynamic atmospheres of
our particular social setting via shifting data stitchings. This process, as we have shown, is
inherently collaborative in that it activates and requires different data-handling skills and
approaches. More generally, we have shown how a search for spatiotemporal granularity
represents a promising meeting point between the ethnographic and the digital as part of a wider
establishment of common grounding and analytical complementarity in social data science (Blok
and Pedersen, 2014).
By thus ‘cutting out’ and honing in on a very specific — and, on face of it, unimportant if not
downright frivolous — social event within a vast pool of digital, ethnographic as well as other
data (the Copenhagen Social Networks Study), we have sought to forge a space for experimental
exploration and critical reflection on data. In particular, we seek to induce a productive space of
hesitation with respect to fast-emerging and near-hegemonic uses of high-resolution digital data
in social science research. Beyond ‘big and broad’ (Housley et al. 2014), we contend, big social
data are also ‘deep’ and ‘thick’ and granular in ways that extend and augment ethnographic
methods and imagination, and deserves exploration in its own right.
By organizing our account as an annotated experimental dossier, this article chronicles our
attempt, as a team of anthropologists and sociologists involved in a computational social data
science collaboration, to stitch together radically heterogeneous digital-transactional and
ethnographic data formats and worlds. Throughout, we hone in on diverse data practices — of
searching, scripting, aggregating, correlating, visualizing, interpreting — that we see as needed
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for development of new modes of description, analysis, and critique in this incipient
methodological, epistemological, and ethical space. Such a spirit of experimentation is timely,
we believe, in the present intellectual and political moment of mushrooming collaborative and
cross-disciplinary endeavours and constellations of social data, big and small. Indeed, we see our
experiment as a concrete case of social science ‘complementarity’ (Blok and Pedersen, 2014),
allowing for novel registers of analysis while eschewing too-easy epistemic closures. Indeed, a
key lesson to be heeded from our experiment is the very open-endedness with which
transactional and ethnographic data may be made to coagulate into new patterns of sociality,
each suggestive of noteworthy activity as well as theoretical description.
But what of critique? What has happened here to the injunction, so prevalent and indeed
necessary among anthropologists and sociologists, to forge a critical data science? (cf. Boyd &
Crawford 2012; Abramson 2016). There is in fact a clear sense, we affirm, in which our study
works as a critical intervention or, better put, an experiment in different ways of performing
critique in, of, and with digital data. Hence, by way of iterative descriptions, we have attempted
to problematize what may ‘lie behind’ the seeming self-evidence of aggregate numbers (graphs,
curves, networks, etc.). Apparently homogeneous groups, we have shown, can be turned into
strange and mutable conglomerates simply by tweaking a few algorithmic codes or changing the
parameters of visualization. Using ethnographic observations as a mutual calibration device thus
exerts, we argue, its own sobering effects on the ‘bigness’ of data.
More generally, our experiment lends support to the emerging realization that with big social
data, you always get ‘too much’ information, with no easily specifiable social context or ground
— no easy ‘ground truth’, as our physicist collaborators say. Hence, various data exploration
strategies are simultaneously ways of de- and re-composing what a social aggregate may be,
both in the data-derived and the socio-ontological sense. Essentially, ours is thus an experiment
in the merging and morphing of fluid data aggregates that correspond to changing perspectives
on what constitutes ‘the social whole’ of the party (and beyond).
We are led now to a final point: at first sight, within the quali-quantitative experimental setup
documented in this article, the old naturalist wet dream of ‘the fly on the wall’ to some extent
has seemed to come true. My-as-ethnographer has been cast as observing her data subjects from
a detached distance — not unlike what the rest of us, as neophyte data scientists, did in front of
computer screens in the SODAS lab, aggregating and visualizing digital data. Here, the role and
authority of the anthropologist would seem to be very much akin to a seasoned field naturalist
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who, as the only person in the lab, ‘was there’ and who in this capacity could verify the
‘behaviour’ that her colleagues back home can only infer and extrapolate from the database
through digitally informed speculation. Yet, despite appearances, the anthropologists’ embodied
immersion in the social as it happens is clearly no high road to a behaviourist all-knowingness.
Conversely, as we have seen, the ‘rawest’ of digital data turn out to lead to an interpretative
abyss, constantly in need of being filled in by new contextualizations. Even under ‘total
observation’, then, the social remains elusive, evolving, and re-composable. The party must go
on.
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Appendix 1: Locating the party

The following document contains most of the code used for the initial phase of analysis.

Each segment will start with a written explanation, and the code will contain comments.
Our analysis was made in an exploratory mode and the code bears witness to this;
however, some editing was carried out to ensure readability.
Locating the ethnographer in data

This section describes our efforts to find the ethnographer and from there extrapolate

party participation.

Our initial idea was to use three characteristics of the ethnographer that narrowed down
the possible candidates: gender, year of birth, and number of Facebook friends. It turned

out that the ethnographer had been cleaned from the dataset, since she could confirm none

of the ‘digital proposals’ that we located. Although the data captured by her phone had

been removed, the possibility remained — fortunately — for other phones to track her

indirectly. We contacted the database manager, who told us that there were indeed indirect
traces of her in the dataset. Bluetooth interactions between her phone and a student’s

phone, traced by that student, were still in the dataset. And we were hereby able to collect
the hashed value of the unique identifier (the mac address) of the ethnographer’s phone.

If a phone detected the ethnographer, we assumed that the party was located. Everybody in
contact with the ethnographer became our party participants; furthermore by tracing the
crowd/gathering in which the ethnographer was embedded, we were able to extend the
population to phones that were not directly scanning her phone.

The sets of people co‐present at the party i.e. gatherings, that became known as the party,
and served as our primary analytical object, were found using the following procedure:


First, we binned our dynamic readings into 5‐minute network snapshots of persons

who had been in immediate presence (approximately 10 meters) with whom during



the last 5 minutes.

Using a simple network traversion technique, we extracted the connected components.
We then identified the component / gathering in which the ethnographer was found,
and kept that for further analysis.
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Loading the data

In [1]:

import networkx as nx
import datetime

%matplotlib inline

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
#plt.style.use('ggplot')

f = open('…/Data ‐ 7. feb 2014/bluetooth.csv','r')
csv = f.read().split('\n')[0:‐1]
f.close()

header = list(enumerate(csv[0].split(',')))
data = [i.split(',') for i in csv[1:]]
def time_bin(t,scale=5*60):

"Bins unix‐timestamps by rounding down to a number dividable by the scale parameter"
return t‐t%scale

def interval_trans(t,scale):# Very hacky timebiner

"Bins unix‐timestamps by rounding down to nearest minute interval defined by the scale

parameter: Returns a datetime‐object"

t = datetime.datetime.fromtimestamp(round(t))

start = t‐datetime.timedelta(minutes=t.minute) ‐ datetime.timedelta(seconds=t.second)
intervals = [start]

for i in range(60/scale):

start = start + datetime.timedelta(minutes=scale)
intervals.append(start)

t = min(intervals,key=lambda x: abs(t‐x))
return t

def interval_transformer(t): # Another hacky timebiner

"Bins unix‐timestamps by rounding down to nearest five‐minute interval: Returns a tuple

containing (day, hour, 5‐minute interval)"

d = datetime.datetime.fromtimestamp(t).utctimetuple() # Convert unix‐timestamp to tuple

containing year,month, day, hour,minute, second.
minute = str(d[4])
if int(minute)<10:

minute='0'+minute
first = minute[0]

second = int(minute[1])
if second>=5:

second = 5
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else:

second = 0

minute = (int(first+str(second)),)
return d[‐7:‐5]+minute

Finding the ethnographer

The code aggregates Bluetooth readings into 5‐minute network snapshots, and in the
process traces where the ethnographer is embedded. To each edge in the graph, an

important metadata element is added — the RSSI reading — that measure Bluetooth signal
strength. Later we use this feature to extract who one stands closest to, and how close each
participant stood on average.

ethnographer = 'f1d120ea8191ddd75d045b6225e2eb976e39791e0d17f6fb38c90c54a308990e'

In [2]:

graphs = {} # define a container for our network snapshots.
party_has_begun = False
for i in data:

t = interval_trans(int(i[1]),5)
if not party_has_begun:

o'clock in the afternoon.

if interval_transformer(int(i[1]))[1]>17: # we start tracing the party after 5
party_has_begun = True
continue

rssi = int(i[6])
user = i[5]

scanned_user = i[3]

ethno_present = i[2]==ethnographer

if scanned_user =='' and not ethno_present:
continue

if not graphs.has_key(t):

graphs[t] = nx.Graph()

if ethno_present:

if graphs[t].has_edge(user, 'ethnographer'):

the rssi reading.
else:

graphs[t][user]['ethnographer']['RSSI'].append(rssi) # adding

else:

graphs[t].add_edge(user,'ethnographer', {'RSSI':[rssi]})
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if graphs[t].has_edge(user, scanned_user):
else:

graphs[t][user][scanned_user]['RSSI'].append(rssi)
graphs[t].add_edge(user,scanned_user, {'RSSI':[rssi]})

Tracking the party participants

Having located the ethnographer, we use the abovementioned network technique to locate

the gathering in which she is embedded. The network technique is a simple recursion: Find

all persons the ethnographer is connected to, and then all whom they are connected to, and
then all whom they are connected to and so on, until no new members are found. The so‐
called network components found using this technique comprise our analytical object,

assumed to be the party. Using this we aggregate statistics on size and proximity between
the participants.

from collections import Counter
participants = Counter() # counting how many times each participant was present in
the same gathering as the ethnographer
gathering_sizes = [] # a container tracing the size of the gathering in which the
ethnographer is embedded.
largest_gatherings = [] # a container to trace the size of the largest gatherings.
for t,G in sorted(graphs.items()): # Iterating through the network snapshots.
if t.hour<18:
if t.hour>5:
continue
components = list(nx.connected_component_subgraphs(G)) # extracting the
components.
largest_gatherings.append((max(map(len,components)),t))
for g in components: # iterating through the components
if g.has_node('ethnographer'): # checking if the ethnographer
is there.
participants.update(Counter(g))
gathering_sizes.append((len(g),t))
break
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print '\n‐‐‐‐ Discovered %d participants of which %d were present with the
ethnographer more than once'% (len(participants),len([p for p,c in
participants.items() if c>1]))
print '\n The party peaked at %s o\'clock with %d
participants'%(max(gathering_sizes)[1].hour,max(gathering_sizes)[0])
plt.figure(figsize=(17,5))
sizes,ts = zip(*gathering_sizes)
plt.title('Size of the party (in which the ethnographer were present)')
plt.plot(ts,sizes,lw=2,label='The ethnographer',alpha=0.5);
sizes,ts = zip(*largest_gatherings)
plt.vlines(min(gathering_sizes,key=lambda x: x[1])[1],0,60,label='ethnographer is
attending the party',linestyles='‐‐')
plt.vlines(max(gathering_sizes,key=lambda x: x[1])[1],0,60,linestyles='‐‐')
plt.plot(ts,sizes,lw=2,label='The largest gathering',alpha=0.5);
plt.legend();

Output: ---- Discovered 119 participants of which 117 were present with the ethnographer more
than once. The party peaked at 19 o'clock with 59 participants.

Appendix 2: Complete party field notes (excerpted in text)

We have some drinks and talk. It seems like people are leaving. I tell Melton that we are
considering leaving to go to Kælderbaren (another campus based bar) instead – that must be
where people are. But he tells us that he has just received a snap (on Snapchat) showing that the
place is dead, there are just four people at Kælderbaren. I start texting Jacob, Ulli and Simone
to try and persuade them to come. Jacob is not replying. Simone has to work tomorrow. Ulli
replies that he will come later.
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We go outside to smoke. As we leave Diagonalen I see that a couple of people are in the hallway
between Diagonalen and the door to the courtyard. They are playing beer pong. Didi and two
others I know are playing at the same table. We play.
We are still waiting for Ulli and now bored with beer pong. Talking. Then Ulli calls: he is here
but he can’t see us. He is inside Diagonalen. We meet and go stand by the bar. More people
have arrived. There is a whole pile of jackets on top of ours now. People are standing in clusters
or squeezed together on the sofas. There are many bottles. We start talking about the other
people in the room.
Even more people are standing or moving around now. Also a few people dressed in animal
costumes have arrived. There is a bear with a big round head. An atypical outfit, not the usual
fleece suit. Another animal with something that could be a wolf head. A few impossible to define
as the animal heads were hoods hanging loosely down the back revealing the human heads
poking out of the animal fleece body. The room seems darker now even though the coloured
lights are flashing around more; it is as if the crowd has sucked the light out of the room.
I sit on the windowsill. That makes me taller than the majority. Suddenly a piece of the ceiling, a
gypsum board, breaks loose and falls down and hits my head. That’s so crazy! We laugh. Ulli
slams his open hand on his forehead, shaking his head. None of the other people seems to have
noticed it.
The room is packed now and very noisy. Everything seems strange and unreal. We dance in our
little corner. I throw myself on the bar to reach the computer and change the music. From this
position I look back into the room. It’s packed to its limits. There are dark and kind of worn-out
charcoal-grey colours. The room and the moving, happy sweating people in it seem used. The
coloured lights are flickering, fluttering about on faces and limbs as people and beams move.
One side of a head is yellow, red or green hair for a couple of seconds before the next
movement. Normal clothes and ski gear in a meaningless mix. People stand on the couches
dancing. There is a bear with a big head and a skinny human body jumping up and down on a
couch. Next to him are two animal bodies with human heads poking out of the throats. They are
dancing. On the floor some people are trying to dance a choreography that goes with the music.
Other people are stumbling around between them corrupting their dance.
People dance on top of the bar and you have to order between their legs. Then Didi is back. We
want to smoke. We climb out the window. Not an easy task. There are more people in the
courtyard than usual. Some are smoking while trying to keep their balance. Some are kissing. I
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try to climb inside. It’s hard. A smoker comes running and practically throws me through the
window.
The party closes. The music and lights stop. People are moving toward the door. We are too
tired to go to Kælderbaren for an after-party. Escape by taxi.

Appendix 3: Exploring party proximities

The following document contains most of the code used in this segment of the analysis. Our
analysis was made in an exploratory mode and the code bears witness to this; however,
some editing was carried out to ensure readability.

Investigating the size of the party and body proximity (intimacy)

As one of many investigations, we decided to trace the body proximity / intimacy of the

party participants and how this might relate to the size of the party. The procedure for
measuring the intimacy follows:

* For each 5‐minute network snapshot, we trace who each person stands closest to.

* Then we calculate an average of these closests readings.

We present the results in a time series plot, following both size and the intimacy.
import numpy as np

intimacy = [] # define a container to hold the average intimacy of each timebin.
for t,G in sorted(graphs.items()): # Iterating through the network snapshots.
if t.hour<18:
if t.hour>5:
continue
components = list(nx.connected_component_subgraphs(G)) # extracting the
components.
biggest_component = max(components,key=len) # Look at the center of the
party, and not the possible subunits.
intensity = []
for n in biggest_component: # iterate through all participants and find
the closest other.
n_intens = []
if len(G[n])>0:
for i in G[n]:
n_intens.append(max(G[n][i]['RSSI']))
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max_intens = max([int(i) for i in n_intens]) #
closest other by performing a max search
# if max_intens<=‐83:
#

continue

intensity.append(max_intens)
intimacy.append(np.mean(intensity))
plt.figure(figsize=(17,5))
def standardize(l): # normalize to fit on same scale.
l = np.array(l)
mean = np.nanmean(l)
std = np.nanstd(l)
return map(lambda x: (x‐mean)/std,l)
plt.plot(ts,standardize(intimacy),label='intimacy');
plt.plot(ts,standardize(sizes),label='size of gathering')
plt.legend();

Alternative plot with two Y-axes.
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots()
plt.title('Gathering size and intimacy')
ax1.plot(ts,intimacy,color='g',label='Intimacy')
ax1.set_ylabel('# rssi', color='g',fontdict={'fontsize':14})
ax2 = ax1.twinx() ax2.plot(ts,sizes,color='b',label='Gathering size')
ax2.set_ylabel('# participants', color='b',fontdict={'fontsize':14})
fig.set_size_inches(17,5)
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Appendix 4: Generating network visualizations of the party

Figure 6 was built using a combination of the software packages R and Gephi. In R, we
combined all Bluetooth data recorded during the party into 15‐minute intervals. We then
converted these intervals into an aggregated network, calculating the edge weight of the
network using the following formulae:
weight = n * mean(RSSI)
n = total number of scans during the evening
RSSI = distribution of RSSI values for all encounters

Ego attributes were then added to the network, notably gender and study program, which we
used to explore alternative differentiations in the party groups. For the visual exploration, we
exported the network into the network visualization tool Gephi. Here, we made use of the
ForceAtlas2 spatialization algorithm for the layout (Jacomy et al. 2012), thereby pulling
students with a high weight (many and close encounters) toward each other while pushing
students with a low weight (fewer and more distant encounters) away from each other.
Overall, this layout algorithm clusters students into groups of those with whom they had been
physically close throughout the evening. To explore this clustering further, we used Gephi’s
modularity algorithm, thereby mathematically identifying and visually colouring the different
clusters in the network. Finally, the most connected students (nodes) at the party — those with
many and close encounters to multiple persons — are singled out by attributing node sizes
according to average weighted level of each node.
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Abstract

Several recent works have called for greater integration between big and thick data sources.
These works have, however, remained at the level of programmatic suggestions, leaving us with
few methodological inputs on how such complementary integration can be achieved. This article
responds to such absences by proposing a method for ‘blending’ big and thick analytical insights
into new coherent analytical spaces. The paper first develops the methodological framework
based on the cognitivist linguistics terminology of ‘blending’. Two illustrative examples are then
explored in which big and thick analytical insights become blended. These examples show how
the blending process is conducted as a rapid, iterative and collaborative effort with respect for
individual expertise. Further, we show how the novel, but often overlooked, granularity of big
data plays a key role in affording a blending with thick data. We conclude by suggesting a model
that encapsulates the behavioural and temporal extension of big data that can assist in realizing
the potential of blending results from big and thick data sources.
Keywords: Big data, Blending, Ethnomethodology, Granularity, Quali-quantitative methods,
Thick data.

Introduction

The everyday lives of people all over the world have become increasingly digital. Whenever we
make a call, extract money from an ATM machine or ‘like’ a post on Facebook, we leave behind
traces of digital interaction. During the last decade these digital traces, informally known as big
data, have caught the attention of researchers from across the social sciences. The extensive
volume and granularity of these novel data sources have allowed researchers to trace human
interaction at a scale and level of detail hitherto unknown, engendering an ever-increasing
number of scientific subfields with ‘digital' in their names.
While celebrated for its potentialities, researchers have also been quick to assert how
digital traces, due to their common origin as by-products of already existing digital processes,
are easily ‘taken out of context’, decreasing both their ‘meaning and value’ (Boyd and Crawford,
2012: 670). This lack of context is not an abstract or obscure problem apparent to a few
philosophers focused on cybernetics. Rather, one need only to eyeball a dataset built from digital
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traces to get a perspective on this lack of context and simultaneously be reminded how little
decontextualized numbers are able to tell us about social life. Figure 1 presents a simple
example: While we know that the rows describe different spatial-path points of a person who
moves through a store, to manipulate data and secure anonymity and privacy, all other context
has been stripped away, leaving behind the simple traces that an interaction took place — that
someone ‘moved’ somewhere, or ‘called’ or ‘liked’ somewhere or something. Context — what
was accomplished, by whom and where, thus all need to be re-created for the data to carry
meaning. As Blank (2008: 540) sceptically pointed out, the problems of basing social research
on digital traces: ‘With many interesting variables unavailable, people are, at best, thinly
described. Because of these problems many forms of electronic record are very difficult for
researchers to use’. The extensive volume and granularity thus typically extend in only one
dimension, which makes analytical insights built solely on big data appear to be ‘thin’.

Figure 1: Data within red square represent person moving from A to B as captured by video analytics.
While person’s path is highly detailed, data traces offer no information describing context of path.

To address this challenge and re-contextualize data, a number of data scholars have suggested
complementing these big, but also thin data, with sources of highly contextualized thick data
(Curran, 2013; Stoller, 2013; Wang, 2013; Blok and Pedersen, 2014; Ford, 2014). Drawing upon
the data intervention of anthropologist Clifford Geertz nearly a century ago, these calls for
complementarity focus on how thin digital traces first become truly valuable when
complemented by thick descriptions of ‘irreducible contextuality’ (Boellstorff, 2013: 9; c.f.
Geertz, 1977). It has been argued that the mixing of big decontextualized data with highly
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contextualised thick data can help ‘uncover the meaning behind Big Data visualization and
analysis’ (Wang, 2013). Others have moved beyond business as usual, hypothesizing how
‘entirely new interferences and polyphonies’ can arise [...] given that these are “mixed with
care”’ (Blok and Pedersen, 2014: 1). Generally, such calls for big–thick integration has remained
on a programmatic level, delivering few methodological inputs on how to stage such
complementary integration.
To the present most experiments on integrating big and thick data have been carried out
in the interdisciplinary field of digital methods (Venturini and Latour, 2010; Rieder and Röhle,
2012; Rogers, 2013; Ruppert et al., 2013). In this field, researchers have been particularly
interested in the intrinsic ‘traceability’ of digital data and how they permit linking together of
diverse data sources (i.e., big and thick datasets) in interactive interfaces called datascapes
(Latour, 2010; Latour et al., 2012). These datascapes have commonly visualized different data
types from within the same dataset, such as Facebook likes and posts; however, datascapes have
also been used to bring together entirely separate datasets (e.g., Venturini et al., 2014). Besides
offering navigational integration between big and thick data, protagonists of experiments have
highlighted how datascapes — by exploiting the traceability of digital data — allow us to break
down conventional borders of micro and macro and qualitative and quantitative (Venturini and
Latour, 2010; Latour et al., 2012; Edwards et al., 2013; Housley et al., 2014; Clough et al.,
2015).
A common misconception linked to the enthusiasm surrounding datascape development
is considering their design and implementation as the single true challenge; meanwhile
researchers abstain from seamlessly exploring the dataset from its ‘tiniest micro-interaction to
the largest macro-structure’ (Venturini and Latour, 2010: 7). Although datascapes have
proliferated, primarily due to rapid technological development, the victory has been limited: The
more datascapes that have emerged, the more it has also become evident that interfaces by
themselves do not generate analytical insights. While datascapes thus offer an attractive way for
bringing together big and thick data, the approach does not respond to questions on how
researchers should harvest complementary effects of integration from mixing big and thick
results.
While we remain supportive toward the idea of datascapes and the broader reappearance
of visual analysis within the social sciences, as empirical analysts we believe that expectations
vis-a-vis our skills have been overestimated. Rather than constituting the end of an analytical
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journey, most datascapes constitute the very first step toward bringing about big–thick analytical
insights. Moreover, we find that the datascape approach is not applicable to every case. For
instance, a given project may not have access to the massive resources needed to construct a
reliable datascape or the available thick data are simply incompatible with datascape
construction, such as when discoveries are concentrated inside the head of an ethnographer
(Madsen et al., forthcoming). The development of datascapes therefore often leaves us where we
started: a programmatic call for big–thick complementarity along with an attempt to integrate big
and thick descriptions, but without concrete conventions of how to bring about this integration
(see Blok et al. in revision) for a notable but still experimental exception). Researchers
increasingly seem to agree on the need for thick data to complement one-dimensional and thin
big data, but methodological conventions on how to integrate these highly heterogeneous data
sources remain quite rare.
The goal of this paper is then to establish methodological conventions for blending big
data with thick data. We report on how our team of ethnographers and data scientists over the
last two years has experimented with bringing together big and thick data sources. First, we
develop the methodological concept of ‘blending’ as a technique for bringing big and thick
analytical insights into shared analytical spaces. Second, we explore this method in relation to
two analytical examples built on a case study, extracting important insights on how best to
integrate big and thick data. Finally, we end by discussing how the unique data structure of big
data, consisting of both behavioural and temporal granularity, plays a crucial role in affording
the blending of big and thick data.

The empirical case and its data sources

For the sake of simplicity, we present empirical evidence from a single case, in which we visit a
Danish optometry chain store analysing existing and potential customers’ phygital (physical and
digital, c.f. Vel et al., 2015) behaviours across multiple touchpoints and communication
channels. The company had only a simple homepage with information about products, but more
than 100 brick-and-mortar shops. To prepare for customers’ digital needs, chain managers
wanted to know where and how to be present and relevant for customers. The project was thus
executed at the intersection between research and everyday business with the overall project
aimed at developing ways to properly interact with customers wherever they are and whenever
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they seem interested in optometry-related issues. In marketing studies this focus is described as
aspirations for being omnichannel (Houlind, 2015) or having a unified commerce platform
(Guhathakurta, 2016). Blending big and thick data became a crucial engagement based on this
need for collecting and combining data from the many different physical and digital touchpoints
of a customer’s journey. To meet this challenge, we had to develop ways of tracing the phygital
touches in ways that we could both quantify and qualify customers’ interactional paths and
actions.
More than a dozen different methods from a broad spectrum of the social sciences were
brought into play; however, due to this paper’s methodological focus, we seek simplification by
including only a few of these. We use the word thick as a specific term for ethnographically
collected qualitative data, such as observations, interviews and video recordings, of naturally
occurring social interactions (Due, 2017). We consider them thick because they are loaded with
context. These thick data include observational field notes collected in 11 different shops in
Denmark over the course of nearly two years. In each store, we collected thick data for the
duration of a week through observations, shadowing, contextual inquiries, interviews, video
recordings and mystery shopping (acting like a normal shopper while observing and taking
notes). All employees had signed informed consent forms and customers were informed through
visible signs and verbal consent. Video recordings played a special role in our setup, with total
recordings streaming from both mounted and handheld devices totalling more than 1000 hours.
Finally, we also collected thick descriptions of customers’ online interaction through think-aloud
tests in which a customer is asked to ‘think aloud’ as she navigates the web to achieve a
particular task. Additionally, big data covering in-store movements were collected through video
analytics (and face recognition), turning customer paths into routes fit for statistical
manipulation. And we collected through digital methods customers’ web search on google and
social media behaviour, especially on Facebook and Trustpilot.

Establishing a framework for blending

The blending terminology that we apply is borrowed from Fauconnier and Turner’s research in
the field of cognitivism and linguistics (Fauconnier, 1997, 2001; Fauconnier and Turner, 1998,
2002). In their terminology, blending is a cognitivistic process assumed to be ubiquitous to
everyday thought that people apply to combine elements from diverse scenarios into new
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elements — so-called blended spaces. The theory thus provides a vocabulary for the cognitive
process of developing new concepts (c.f. Koestler, 1964). In our big–thick blending
methodology, we draw on this terminology, but in a slightly different manner as we extend the
concept of blending from being primarily a cognitive process into one that also covers
intentional and strategic processes such as research. We thus use blending to describe the
analytical process in which insights based on big and thick data are brought together into new
conceptualizations through deliberate actions performed by researchers. We argue that this move
is theoretically appropriate and within the conceptual nature of the terminology (see also other
uses, such as in Hougaard, 2005; Hutchins, 2005). Figure 2 shows Fauconnier and Turner’s
terminology put to use with a simple example showing the construction of a "lampchair".

Figure 2: Blending of two elements into a new third one (see Fauconnier and Turner, 1998; Due, 2014).

The figure shows how a common generic space exists, that is, a schematic frame of
shared elements. In this case, the common generic space is (at least) the category: "furniture", the
wooden material and the colour turquoise. The blending process then consists in partially
matching the two inputs ‘lamp’ and ‘chair’ and projecting selectively from these two input
spaces into a fourth space, the blended space. In the blended space, we have a new type of
furniture. This construal is emergent in the blend but it also remains connected to the original
inputs by specific affordances: the lampchair is a new emergent construct, but the specific
affordances of, for instance, the light bulb and the chair legs remain the same.
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The example is a simple case of blending. Two inputs share properties that might be
blended. They get linked by a cross-space mapping and elements are projected selectively to a
blended space. The projection of these specific elements allows an emergent structure to
develop. Thus, the blending process can derive concepts from the input spaces to provide
relations that do not exist in the separate inputs (Fauconnier and Turner, 2003). The essence of
the operation is to construct a partial match between two input spaces and to project selectively
from those inputs into a novel 'blended' space, which then dynamically develops an emergent
structure.
The input spaces that get blended in our proposed methodology consist of analytical
insights built on data materiality with specific and different affordances. The actual blending is
an interpretative, distributed cognitive and embodied process held by the researchers, thereby
relating back to the original ideas of blending. Thus, the key point is not to blend methods, as
these have their own disciplinary constraints, but to blend insights.
Two examples of blending

In the following, we present two examples of blending from our case study. Both examples
showcase a general approach to blending big and thick data worlds, while also highlighting
processual aspects requiring attention. The structure of the examples proceeds from the more
straightforward to more complex blending processes. In the first example, we show how
individual big-and-thick data worlds can be made to complement each other through blending.
Parallel to this substantial product, the example also highlights the process of blending as a
collaborative and iterative process of learning built on big-and-thick data worlds. This example
is followed by the more complex but also more commonly occurring blending, in which results
from multiple data sources are blended into a shared space.
Example 1: Validating untested data sources through blending

In this first simple example, we show how a single untested big data source is transformed into a
reliable measure through calibration against basic thick descriptions. The example draws upon
abovementioned video analytics, an emerging technology where cameras are made to produce
quantitative measures of in-store human movement or demographic qualities of customers. By
tracking movement in the recorded video footage, video analytics transform the movement into
spatial coordinates that can be combined to depict the totality of movement in a store over the
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course of weeks or even months. While the technology has been used for several years in
security (Regazzoni et al., 2010), warfare (Bowman et al., 2017) and certain retail applications
(Musalem et al., 2015; Battiato et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017), it has only recently been
adapted to mid-range camera technology making it viable for use as more than a niche product.
According to the camera vendors, our experiment thus constituted the first European application
using cameras embedded directly within the technology.
Our interest in the technology grew out of curiosity vis-a-vis complementing, a common
use of video and ethnography in our work, with a more quantitative approach allowing us to
trace patterns of physical behaviour for longer periods without needing to watch many hundreds
of hours of video recordings. We quickly learned that this temporal extension, however, comes
at the cost of an abstraction of context with the end product consisting of millions of movement
points for which the only thing we know is that it corresponds to a movement within a particular
physical shop. A large portion of the analytical work involved applying this video technology,
therefore consists of re-contextualising these stripped data points.
The data were collected in a single optometry shop where we installed a 360-degree
fisheye camera linked to a local server running the Savvi-analytics software to identify real-time
movement paths and produce in-store heat-map condensations of interaction. The camera
remained in the shop for three months, covering most of the space during business hours. Many
millions different data points and more than 1000 hours of video recording were captured and
processed. Figure 3 outlines the store and video-analytics setup.

Figure 3: Diagram shows video analytics exploring in-store behaviour in a specific optical store.

The analytical aim of Example 1 was to explore how customers interacted with the shop’s glass
walls that exhibited diverse product categories such as ‘contact lenses’, ‘trendy male glasses’,
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and so on. While company management was well aware that wall content and design were
important and attracted different customers, they relied solely upon gut feelings to direct the
interior design of their 100-plus shops.
Our initial approach to the challenge was to apply a data-driven process to the
problem. We simply aggregated the different points together into heat maps, hereby displaying
activity throughout the shop. While we swiftly managed to produce a number of compelling heat
maps covering store activity, skewness in data, common to most datasets of digital traces, made
it difficult to conduct any nuanced comparison of diverse map areas. Additionally, the measured
activities in several zones deviated greatly from our expectations, with many zones at the
periphery of the shop showing up as intense interaction zones, while zones near the entrance
were nearly empty. These surprising results could potentially lead to important insights;
however, they might also be erroneous readings produced by an immature technology. Equipped
only with thin and highly decontextualized data, we had few possibilities for evaluating the
background and reliability of these unexpected results.
Having recently completed some of our first experiments with blending thick-and-big
data sources together, we decided to explore to what degree our vast ethnographic knowledge of
the store could resolve the current deadlock. More concretely, we wanted to replace the entirely
data-driven zoning with a more selective approach in which the store layout was divided into
analytically relevant zones as identified in the ethnographic material. The ethnographic material
of relevance covered many types of information, but of particular usefulness for
drawing/defining the zones were intense observations made during ethnographic mappings and
video ethnography in the wild. Figure 4 shows some of the different types of systematically
analysed materials that we employed in the subsequent blending process.
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Figure 4: Examples of ethnographic materials blended with big data. Ethnographers draw upon
knowledge of store layout and usage that had been systematically observed and mapped and analysed
through multimodal interaction analysis. 1) shows an ethnographers hand drawn mappings of customer’s
paths made during field work; 2) shows a caption from the fixed cameras in a shop, 3) shows a detailed
analysis of interaction between an employee and a customer next to the glass wall and 4) shows an
ethnographer walking around the shop and following customers with a video camera.

In the blending process that followed, customer activity and ethnographic knowledge of the shop
became standards that the big data results could be evaluated and negotiated against. This
process thus resembled the usual scientific process of calibration, in which the measurements of
an instrument, in the current example the 360 video analytics of the customer paths, are
stabilised by alternately comparing the results and adjusting the instrument (Franklin, 1997). The
ethnographer would point out how the extremely high readings for the sunglasses product
category, despite its position at the shop’s periphery, were expected during the summer months,
with sunglasses being the only product category able to grab the attention of passing customers.
Or he would point out how the corridor to the eye-testing area was heavily trafficked by staff
members, and consequently high numbers in nearby zones would misrepresent customer activity
levels if not properly adjusted when defining/drawing zones in the shop. Through such
calibration, blending was able to transform this untested digital trace into a somewhat reliable
measure of behavioural activity.
While we now had a zone map that we considered reliable, interpreting the meaning of
these ‘behaviour’ numbers was challenging. For instance, was 1405 for a particular glass wall
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above and below expectations? (see figure 5). We decided to contextualise these arbitrary
numbers by blending them with insights from a different input space consisting of thick
descriptions. Based on field records and observations of customer flow, video recordings of
customers and interviews with store managers we could determine which findings were
interesting from a shop perspective. The ethnographer would point out that the left and right
zones in the vertical centre shown in Figure 5 contained the more expensive and trendy glasses
that were considered very effective attention attractors or that the rarely visited wall in the upper
right corner of the shop displayed accessories for contact lenses, an obligatory product category
for all shops but important to a very small group of customers. Whereas low numbers in the
latter zone were completely predictable and would thus be insignificant to a store manager, low
numbers of customers found in the trendy product zone would be of interest to the manager.
Through such contextualisation processes, the ethnographer’s knowledge of the shop’s layout
thus came to re-contextualize otherwise arbitrary numbers defining customers’ total time spent in
front of a glass wall. In brief, such knowledge was far more than an appealing supplement but
rather an indispensable complementary ‘thickness‘ along side the quantitative measures in the
final visualization (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: The final analytical outcome of the blending process described in Example 1. Figure 6 shows
the process.
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Concluding example 1: Challenging de-contextualization through rapid blending

How to understand the blending happening between big and thick data? First, we attempted to
follow the much celebrated but also questioned approach of letting data drive the analysis (c.f.
Kitchin, 2014). We quickly learned that the data were much too thin to warrant such focus. We
then attempted to blend our big data–based observations with thick knowledge of shop zones and
customer activity to distinguish between meaningful and irrelevant findings through a process
that resembled calibration, but with thick descriptions rather than numbers representing the
standard calibrated against. Finally, through another blending process, knowledge of relevance
(for shop managers) was inserted into the map, adding context to otherwise arbitrary results. This
blending process is described as adding layer upon layer of thick observations to the thin data to
contextualise their meaning. By adding thick knowledge of the shop, and thus relevance of data
findings, the thin big data slowly becomes a trustworthy and relevant measure of customer
(behavioural) activity. We note here that the challenges met and resolved in our study are
mirrored in a number of big data studies (e.g., Blok et al., in revision; Porway, 2013), in which
sole reliance on a single big — but also thin — data source turns even simple aggregation tasks
into a complex analytical monster. What we have tried to demonstrate here is how the blending
of this specific data source with thick descriptions moved us beyond decontextualisation
problems. Figure 6 summarises the blending process.
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Figure 6: Model summarises blending of Example 2. By blending the data visualization of movement in
the different zones of the store (input space 1) with thick analytical knowledge collected from
ethnographic (input space 2), the blended space of Figure 5 is formulated.

For simplicity, presentation of the example followed a linear, step-by-step progression.
While this can be an effective strategy when the objective is to make a specific point, blending
processes hardly ever consist of such linear progressions. Instead, blending processes, including
the one above, tend to rely on iterative and rapid exchanges between big and thick data insights
where the researchers deliberately blended inputs with shared properties (customer behaviour
near a glass wall). The case showed how elements from the input spaces were projected
selectively to a blended emergent space; the final result. The hard part was to construct a partial
match between the input spaces, but when first established, insights was blended during research
workshops putting bits and pieces together.
Thus, the process followed an iterative progression both within the individual blending
session, when big data results are calibrated by alternate comparisons with ethnographic
descriptions, and across different blending processes, when an unexpected and difficult-tointerpret result restarts a calibration phase. Consequently, the blending process is also very
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different from most dominant approaches for mixing results, where the data encounter is often
isolated in a separate phase and positioned near the end of the study (in order for the results to be
ready for comparison) (c.f. Bryman, 2006). While this is a feasible strategy when seeking
validity (through triangulation, for instance), isolating the process and postponing it until near
the end runs the risk that results will already have stabilized to a degree that makes it difficult to
harvest the complementary potential arising from blending big-and-thick insights. For this
reason, one should strive, as we have shown, toward a process of common but rapid encounters
throughout the entire project.

Example 2: Consecutive blending

The previous case was chosen for its simplicity and somewhat obvious elements, useful for
illustrating the blending method. However, because researchers and other interested parties
increasingly operate on multiple platforms and move among them in creative ways, blending
processes involving multiple datasets are not an unusual situation. To deal with this multiplicity,
we have used shared objects around which to organize diverse blendings. This is important to
secure a partial match and cross space mapping between insights from input spaces and hence to
be able to project selectively from those inputs into a novel blended space. We have for example
made use of the concept of ‘personas’ (Nielsen, 2012) as shared analytical objects, establishing a
cross space mapping, since its dual focus on sociodemographic and behavioural characteristics
makes it compatible across most of the methods in play. In the current example, we present how
construction of such personas works as a mediator between big and thick insights, offering a
generic space within which the blending unfolds.
The first contours of the personas were in this case developed based on thick descriptions
of people’s behaviours. Based on the analysis of field notes, interviews, pictures and video
recordings, we identified several behavioural traits that could work as the foundation for the first
version of personas. Figure 7 shows a simple excerpt based on the Jefferson transcription
notation system (Sacks et al., 1974; Streeck et al., 2011), depicting the interaction between a
customer and an optician advising on insurance for eyeglasses.
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Figure 7: Optician (OP) interacting with customer (CU) and talking about buying insurance. Most of this
customer’s behaviour was subsequently identified as being characteristic of the loyal customer persona.

Analysis of the excerpt indicates that although the optician expends little effort selling the
insurance (see line 1, ‘It is up to you’), the customer ends up buying the insurance. One can
interpret this kind of customer behaviour as being related to loyalty. One could say that the loyal
customer trusts the optician and buys what he, as a competent professional, recommends.
Besides understanding the ‘offline’ interaction in the store, we also wanted to inquire into how
different persona acted in an ‘online’ context when away from the shop and its employees. This
dimension was primarily provided through a number of so-called think-aloud tests in which
customers, positioned in front of a computer that records their interactions, were asked to mimic
their own search for glasses while continuously thinking aloud while seeking to describe their
thoughts as they progressed. Figure 8 presents the descriptions of how an interpreted ‘loyal’
customer moves through different websites in her search for a pair of glasses. The excerpt
particularly shows how the online dimension for the specific customer ‘Emma’ is about
identifying the right product, as she does not even consider visiting a competitor’s site, as she
has been a customer of the current optician since she was 12 years old.
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Figure 8: Descriptions of customer’s path through a think-aloud experiment.

Based on several similar analyses of both physical and digital behaviour, we were able to
ascribe a number of generic traits to the persona as a customer with the need for stability and
with an intimate relationship to the optician (to the extent that the optician is often considered a
second doctor). This approach allowed us to seek insights into both physical and digital
behaviours. However, while the approaches are strong at capturing social processes in great
detail, they only do it ‘in very specific social contexts or amongst particular social groups’
(Edwards et al., 2013: 249). Zooming out from this particular context, we therefore ask to what
degree the loyal customer is a common type, and with this we seek to add more general traits to
the persona. This prompts us to shift toward big descriptions of web and social media behaviour
and attempt to blend these into the persona.
To establish a generic space we made use of the
unique granularity of most big datasets that allowed us to reidentify selected behavioural traits of the persona built from
thick descriptions within these big datasets. We did this by
creating a number of subpopulations within our digital
datasets, based on criteria that resemble the persona. For the
loyal customer, we would select users who like and interact
with content from this particular optometry chain on
Facebook, but not any other brands or customers that return to
the page more than once, but never appear to consider a price
competitor.
Figure 9: Illustration of linking big-and-thick insights through shared behavioural traits.
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Behavioural traits established through thick descriptions and linked to a given persona are thus
used to carve out a subpopulation that represents the same persona but within the big datasets as
illustrated in Figure 9. However, as the figure likewise illustrates, the granularity of most big
datasets further allows us to zoom in at an aggregate level (Latour et al., 2012; c.f. Kitchin and
McArdle, 2016). After filtering data according to certain specific behaviours, we can in other
words aggregate the data of this specific subpopulation together into a more general description.
In this case, it thereby becomes possible for us to aggregate together each of the identified
subpopulations representing different personas and on a very general level explore their
demographic characteristics. By aggregating all users who regularly like and interact with posts
by the optometry chain and only this chain, it becomes possible for us to evaluate the
demographic distribution of this persona (gender, age, geographical location, etc.) when active
on Facebook. Figure 10 constitutes one such aggregated graph that compares the number of
users belonging to selected personas. Through the blending, these graphs and discoveries
become extensions of the personas developed from thick descriptions, adding a new layer of
more general traits to these analytical categories along with insights into how each of the
personas behaves in the digital world.

Figure 10: Almost half of all users who visit opticians on Facebook carry traits of loyal customers, that is,
people who interacted with a single optician over time (on several interaction occasions). This correlates
well with our general finding that customers who interact on Facebook have a strong sense of connection
to their local optician.

Above we have shown how a persona can be used as a shared analytical object, able to hold
diverse big-and-thick inputs blended together in a cross space mapping. The greatest difference
between Examples 1 and 2 is that the latter continuously had to establish a generic space in order
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to facilitate the blending. Whereas the generic space already existed in Example 1 in the shape of
both datasets (primarily) covering the same store, in Example 2 we had to develop this generic
space by carving out subpopulations within our big datasets that consisted of users whose
behavioural actions to some degree could be assumed to reflect a specific persona. The strength
of this linking, of course, varies across both different personas and different datasets. However,
most of the time we have been able to develop a connection that appeared plausible. With this
generic space in place, we aggregated subpopulations to provide the personas with more
extensive characteristics. Figure 11 shows how thick-and-big traits in the generic space of the
loyal persona are blended into a robust persona in the sense that the persona now contains
aggregate findings from big data and qualitative traits from thick data. Both steps of the blending
exploit the intrinsic granularity of most big datasets and a key characteristic of big data in
affording any big–thick blending that one should be attentive to when wanting to blend big and
thick data.

Figure 11: Ingredients of second blend.

Concluding remarks

For researchers and analysts, the complementary nature of big and thick data suggests moving
toward more and deeper integration. Such integration, however, consists of more than datascape
construction, as suggested in the earlier literature. Further, while scholars have often called for
greater integration between big and thick data worlds, few have attempted to engage empirically
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with this suggestion. An important contribution of our paper is therefore to have introduced
empirical specificity to the much-talked about, but little practiced, process of complementing big
and thick insights. Through this work, we have shown how big data sources are often thin and
therefore in greater need of thick data than thick data are in need of big data. An important
implication of this result is to show how the much-discussed ‘big-data revolution’ might better
be contextualised as a ‘big–thick revolution’, introducing an new coupling within the method
repository of the social sciences.
Under the concept of blending, we have reported on our own experiments for engaging
analytical insights grounded in big and thick data, conceptually linking insights based on highly
heterogeneous datasets. Summing up, the big–thick blending methodology proposed here is
about blending analytical insights derived from complementary big and thick data sources. In the
two examples we have demonstrated how analytical insights built from heterogeneous big-andthick data sources can qualify and guide each other’s focus through blending processes. While
the methodology can probably be applied for blending other data types, our interest has been to
show the positive complementary effects that arise from blending insights built from big-andthick data sources.
Through the second and more advanced example, we also showed how the intrinsic
granularity of big data plays a key role in affording blending processes between big and thick
data insights. The example illustrated how the intrinsic granularity of big digital datasets made it
possible to re-identifying groups (personas, segments, etc.) across different datasets based solely
on shared behavioural traits, thereby establishing a shared generic space with useable cross space
mappings. Being attentive to how the unique structures of the underlying dataset exhibit
affordances for being blended is thus an important part of the proposed method (c.f. Gibson,
1977). While such blending is far from the seamless — and some would say rather utopian —
quali-quantitative navigation envisioned to arise from datascapes built on highly granular big
data by Latour et al. (2012), the blending method underlines the great analytical potential for the
social sciences offered particularly by big data’s intrinsic granularity.
Blending is thus not about blending methods, but about blending insights based on
distinct types of analytical practices. This is not a common practice for most researchers. A
principal contribution of this paper is the development of a terminology that encapsulates the
central elements in bringing together insights from highly heterogeneous big and thick data
sources. Rapid sharing and blending of insights from the different methods is accomplished
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through the lines of two (or more) input spaces containing thick and big data analytical insights
and sharing conceptual associations in a generic space. The blending is then created by
selectively projecting from these input spaces; that is, the new input spaces and new blending
processes can follow upon each other, with the blended space of one analysis being the input
space of the following iteration. Hence, whereas this reassembles the basic dialectic method of
thesis, antithesis, synthesis ad infinitum, it differs greatly by not being based on opposition and
conflict (in the hegelian sense), but on complementarity in cross space mappings.
Dealing with massive datasets also requires specially developed expertise in the
same way that the practice of ethnography and micro-analysis of video recordings requires prior
training. Regarding this background, we firmly believe that blending processes should seek to
honour these differences in expertise, shifting the focus toward analytical outcomes of diverse
methods. This praise of distinctiveness is both a condition and a goal. The same conclusion was
recently made by Elgaard (n.d.), suggesting the iterative and rapid act of slalom as a useful
metaphor for mixing digital and ethnographic data. While we ascribe to the metaphor of slalom
in grasping the iterative and rapid process needed when working with highly heterogeneous
datasets, the metaphor seems less appropriate for capturing the many — and often very different
expertises — needed in every swing of the slalom toward the bottom of the hill. On this point,
we therefore join the growing choir of digital-based scholars who suggest that social scientists
abandon the historical ideal of the renaissance person, bound to the individual but genius scholar
who masters all methods and theories needed in his lone slalom down the hill (e.g., Marres,
2013; Ford, 2014; King, 2014; Venturini et al., 2017).
Perspectives and further discussions
The granularity of big data not only extends from individual action to the aggregate, but also
along a temporal axis under the description of ‘continuity’. Every single behavioural interaction
in the vast datasets is thus labelled with a temporal timestamp describing when it occurred at a
resolution of seconds or even microseconds (Uprichard, 2012; Golder and Macy, 2014; Kitchin
and McArdle, 2016). By using this temporal granularity, we are able to craft coherent trajectories
across multiple datasets which makes it possible to link thick descriptions of Emma directly to
her path and shopping preferences. Traits can be compared against other groups or interviewed
customers, which allow complementary and comparative traits to be built from thick descriptions
against general aggregated traits built from big data.
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On this basis, we propose an illustrative theoretical model of the big–thick blending
methodology. The model (Figure 12) shows the ability to zoom in on the behavioural granular
level, by blending big and thick data through analytical processes. The model also incorporates
the sequential extension and continuity of people’s trajectories that can be understood through
linking. The model is tentative; future studies could investigate how the behavioural and
temporal dimensions of granularity can be further explored.

Figure 12: Model showing how behaviour recorded into big datasets extends along the axes of granularity
and continuity.
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Abstract

New forms of digital data come with new opportunities and constraints for participation in IT
design. Specifically, future-oriented participatory design processes are challenged by how new
digital datasets shape work practices even before the design intervention. In this article, we take
the stance that this challenge is best met by conceptualizing data as an active participant. The
argument draws on the socio-material sensibilities of actor-network theory, as a way of thinking
through the contributions of non-humans to design. The paper demonstrates how this can occur
via field encounters at three sites of knowledge production. At each site digital data, with its
relational and continuous nature, overflows any stable infrastructure and reconfigures
professional identities and skills along the way. Rather than simply ‘adding’ data to design
processes as a stabilized non-human entity, we argue that the influx of new digital data in
knowledge work results in an ongoing infrastructuring that must be taken into account in codesign processes. These are participatory dynamics that are present before design interventions,
which challenges any assumption of IT design linearity.
Keywords: Digital data, Infrastructuring, Temporality, Participation, ANT

Introduction

New forms of digital data come with new opportunities and constraints for the design of
information technologies (IT). This is due in part to relational and continuous data increasingly
made available through social media APIs, administrative registers and other databases that
collect our digital whereabouts. These data are sometimes assigned new agencies and
‘disruptive’ abilities under banners such as ‘big data’. In this paper, we ask what such digital
data agencies are more specifically, and what they mean for the notion of active participation
central to the tradition of participatory design.
Participatory design (PD) scholars have recently called for a more thorough engagement
with the question of what might constitute participation in design processes (Halskov and
Hansen 2015; Saad-Sulonen et al. 2015; Vines et al. 2015). We suggest that re-opening the
participation category is key for taking into account the agencies of new digital datasets. Digital
data prompt ongoing re-construction of information infrastructures due to their relationality,
which makes it possible to merge diverse datasets with an infinite number of possibilities, and to
their continuous nature, which means that updates of datasets are continuously streamed out to
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users. This ongoing infrastructuring is shaped by dataset contingencies that unfold in a
temporality not always captured by human-centric design processes. In participatory IT design,
these dynamics can be taken into account by conceptualizing data as an active participant, based
on the sensitivity to nonhuman agencies found in actor-network theory (ANT).
In the following, we first provide theoretical background, arguing that ANT-inspired
work in Science and Technology Studies (STS) on the liveliness of data can integrate with recent
work on infrastructuring in participatory IT design. We then explore this potential through short
ethnographic visits at three sites of contemporary knowledge production utilising new digital
datasets. Finally, we discuss and specify the consequences of digital data agencies for
participatory IT design.
Participatory IT design

The question of non-human actors, specifically new computer technologies, has been a central
one in participatory design since it was developed in the late 1970s. Against the background of a
heavy reconfiguration of work practices initiated by the introduction of computer technologies,
designers and labour unions collaboratively framed the work practices of the time as an object of
participatory design. Participatory designers thereby took on the task of setting the stage for
enabling the workers to participate in designing their future work practices, taking the stance that
the workers had the democratic right to participate and could be designated the skills to do so
through participatory design methods and events (see, for instance, Greenbaum and Kyng 1991;
Schuler and Namioka 1993; Simonsen and Robertsen 2012).
Today, professionals face a new generation of computer technologies, marked by the
abundant availability of digital data sources. Contemporary work practices are being transformed
as digital datasets become increasingly central. This fosters a renewed urgency to the question of
how to render the design of IT practices participatory. But the situation differs from the 1970s.
First, the participants in the original PD wave primarily consisted of skilled and unskilled works.
The work practices being reconfigured today are those of knowledge professionals trained in
strategically reflecting on and adjusting their work process. Second, computer technologies in
conventional PD were about changing the existing setup. In digital data–intensive sites of
knowledge production, data actively open and close entirely new institutional and personal
possibilities. Third, the computer technology of conventional PD was material in the original
sense of the word, meaning that it consisted in the design of concrete machines and interfaces.
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Digital data as a technology are, in this sense, much less tangible and distributed across multiple
systems and locations, which makes delineating and forming an alliance around it more difficult.
As a response, participatory design processes have begun to include data as an important
material inside the design process. Data are increasingly an object being designed upon, rather
than an object being designed from (e.g., Driedger et al. 2007; Michener et al. 2012; Mattern et
al. 2015). With this change in role, data become “simultaneously technical and semantic”
(Karasti 2014, 141) and contribute to the ‘infrastructuring’ of the design process itself. New
digital data can, in other words, be understood as contributing not only to specific design
decisions, but also to the process at hand, continuously opening and closing possibilities for how
the design process can unfold. This view of data as infrastructuring the design process changes
the question of time. As Karasti has pointed out, an ‘infrastructuring’ perspective means that the
participatory process is “constantly ‘becoming’” (Karasti 2014, 142). Such an ‘ongoing
infrastructuring’ (cf. Bjögvinsson, Ehn, and Hillgren 2012, 114; Löwgren and Reimer 2012, 40)
raises a question not just of how to facilitate a design process that is suitably continuous for
human participants, but also of what it means to include data as an active force in such
processes.
Agencies of digital data

Ongoing infrastructuring involves a widening of when and where infrastructuring is understood
to take place, but also which actors are understood to be affected by, or take part, in
infrastructuring activities (see, for instance, Pipek and Wulf 2009; Ehn 2008; Björgvisson, Ehn,
and Hillgren 2010; Le Dantec and DiSalvo 2013). In formulating answers to this re-opening of
the question of what constitutes participation, scholars in participatory design have turned to the
material-semiotic sensibilities of ANT. The result has been an understanding of participation as
itself a ‘matter of concern’ as things are being destabilized and problematized through the design
processes (Andersen et al. 2015; cf. Latour 2004). Notions such as ‘cosmopolitical design’
(Yaneva and Zaera-Polo 2015), ‘thinging’ (Binder et al. 2015), ‘compositionist design’ (MuntheKaas and Hoffmann 2017; cf. Latour 2010) and ‘designing things together’ (Storni et al. 2015)
all urge us to probe into participation as an unsettled and precarious outcome of socio-material
design practices.
In these unsettled design spaces, the ANT trope of distributing agency to humans and nonhuman alike, prompts us to consider how also non-human actors, such as objects, techniques,
concepts and so on, might be participants in the design processes unfolding. While the repertoire
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of participants in PD have traditionally consisted primarily of future human users invited into the
process based on their imbued democratic right to influence design processes that might affect
their lives, the ANT-inspired approach invites us to extend this repository to include non-human
actors such as digital data.
This invitation raises the question of how best to take such non-human participation into
account. Specifically, in relation to participatory IT design, there is the question of how to
conceptualise digital data as a participant. Ruppert and colleagues argue that rather than
“occupying a ‘space of flows’ or a virtual informationalized world”, digital data should be seen
as “a materiality that is ‘alive’, embodied and mobile” (Ruppert, Law, and Savage 2013, 28). A
similar argument is proposed by Marres and Weltevrede (2013), suggesting the ‘liveliness’ of
data as a vantage point for our engagements and studies of digital data. Approaching digital data
as themselves embodied and mobile, even ‘alive’, requires us to extend our understanding of
infrastructuring to a process that goes beyond the human intentions behind the information
infrastructures, consequentially demanding us to focus on digital data as an active participant in
the formulation of design goals to which infrastructuring activities seek to respond.
Describing data as ‘alive’ and even ‘lively’ participants in design processes does not, however,
in itself answer how data agencies unfold in practice. While data might be ‘lively’ or ‘alive’, it
cannot be the intention to advise participatory designers to treat data as one would treat another
human participant. Instead, there is a need to focus on concrete data practices and how data may
come to be understood as an actor in them (Ruppert 2013; Flyvebom and Madsen 2015).
However, despite calls for more specific and empirically engaged studies of data, ANT-inspired
data scholars have predominantly contributed at the theoretical and programmatic level (e.g.,
Savage and Burrows 2007; Venturini and Latour 2010; Boyd and Crawford 2012; Latour et al.
2012; Blok and Pedersen 2014). In order to contribute to the question of IT design, it therefore
seems important to be able to combine theoretical arguments about data as alive and lively with
an empirically-driven path of inquiry, the results of which can inform design choices and design
processes.

Ethnographic investigations of new data practices

In the following section, we take a brief tour of three knowledge production sites where digital
data today play a crucial role: a data journalism newsroom, a university research office, and a
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business consultancy. All three sites are populated by what could be termed ‘data innovators’ —
knowledge professionals for whom engaging with new digital datasets are an integral part of
their work. Although the output of their knowledge practices is diverse, ranging from news
stories to strategies and research papers, data understood as both an initiator of work and an
important resource in the final product are common to all three sites. In other words, all three
encounters tell stories about organisations and people, where new digital datasets play a key role,
which makes them suitable sites for tracing agencies of data. Indeed, the sites were selected for
this purpose based on the knowledge workers’ interest in a new digital dataset developed as part
of a sociological study of power elites in Danish society (Ellersgaard and Larsen 2015).
Our ethnographic data were collected in the period between December 2015 and March
2016. All three authors acted as interviewers and observers. At least two of us were present at
each individual site. The main data consist of three semi-structured qualitative interviews, in all
cases about an hour long. The interview data are corroborated by on-site observations of data
practices and work environments and various relevant documents. In order to interpret the data
collaboratively, we wrote up and analysed the material in shared online documents. In analysing
our material, we focused on the notion of the liveliness of data as laid out above: How did this
proposed liveliness of data come about? How to describe this liveliness more specifically? And
what did this liveliness of data do in the practices of knowledge production unfurling at each of
the three sites? The next few pages consist of ethnographic stories based on this process,
describing the liveliness of data at three sites in turn. We use pseudonyms to protect the
anonymity of the people we interviewed and observed.
At the data journalism newsroom: Combining data to unveil misuse of power

In late 2013, a Danish broadcasting corporation decided to create an editorial office dedicated to
what has recently become known as data journalism. Stine was hired as the editor-in-chief. It is now
late 2015 and Stine is showing us how the journalists, programmers and graphic designers in her
editorial office work with data. Data journalism, we learn from Stine, is about asking datasets
journalistic questions in much the same way as you would pose them to traditional journalistic
sources. When asked why the broadcasting corporation decided to dedicate resources to data
journalism, Stine stresses how “all media today are [engaged] in the search for credibility. And data
journalism might be one of the keys for unlocking credibility.” Accordingly, the editorial office is
dedicated to investigative journalism and Stine emphasises how this type of data journalism is
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particularly well-suited to unveiling misuse of power.
The datasets used by Stine’s team are constructed by requesting documents from relevant
public sector organisations, scraping the web, pulling data from Statistics Denmark, locating key
figures and repurposing survey data. This collection of datasets is, however, far from
straightforward. Stine explains how datasets are commonly ‘polluted’, incomplete, or in formats
that render them difficult to work with. The cleaning process involves removing obsolete
metadata or aggregating data into new and more meaningful analytical units. Stine praises
especially one of her journalists for his willingness “to go through fire and water” to clean,
complete and repurpose datasets.
While this data cleaning is time-consuming work, Stine smiles as she tells us about the
joy of getting her hands on the outcome of the process, what she terms a ‘raw’ dataset. She
compares it to the moment when one gets one’s hands on the critical document that makes the
case for a given journalistic story: “You know — it’s this thing where you want to see it, you
want to smell it, and you want to taste it!” What she defines as ‘raw’ does in this sense not refer
to original or un-touched data (cf. Gitelman 2013). Rather, Stine understands raw data as the
moment where prior traces of engagement with the dataset have been removed, allowing the data
to enter into the greater infrastructure of the newsroom, ready for journalists to insert new
interests into the dataset and craft a good story.
Stine underlines how the novelty in data journalism does not lie in these datasets
themselves. In her view, most of the data sources are by themselves quite conventional. Rather,
it is the linking of diverse datasets that is novel, which is made possible by the traceability that is
intrinsic to digital data (Latour 2010). Stine claims that this traceability allows for combinations
of data that allow “you to see a new reality that you would not have seen otherwise”. Through
the requesting and linking of datasets, the journalists are continuously in the midst of
constructing a data infrastructure constitutive to their work as data journalists. The journalists are
mobilising and combining datasets in order to write ‘credible’ stories that will allow them to
answer questions that they otherwise would not be able to respond to.
Through the laborious cleaning and repurposing of datasets, data are also incorporated
into the newsroom infrastructure, consequently prompting an ongoing infrastructuring of any
specific data source. From the point of engaging with a new dataset, the editorial team becomes
more and more bound to the tasks of moving on with this particular dataset: first by putting in
the work to retrieve the dataset, then by cleaning and repurposing the data, and finally by
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‘smelling and tasting’ the dataset, attempting to identify what new knowledge the data offers,
and how it can be used.
There is thus an element of path dependency, or lock-in, once such data ‘intimacies’ are
established (cf. Farías and Wilkie 2016). This path dependency even extends across individual
projects, with every update of the available dataset prompting the reuse of the tiresomely
assembled infrastructure of procedures and expertise on cleaning, analyzing and visualizing this
particular dataset. When mobilizing new datasets, Stine and her team are in other words also
themselves mobilized by the data, which now participate in shaping and directing their future
work.
While data thus become a focal point in the newsroom infrastructure, data do not flow
seamlessly through pre-established infrastructures. When asked for a typical workflow in the
editorial office, Stine maintains that no typical pattern of data flow exists. To Stine, digital data
are always situated in the sense of having been worked up in connection with specific
assumptions and concerns. These assumptions and concerns prevent a singular flow of data
between data sources and work practices in the newsroom. Even the ‘raw’ datasets, defined by
their lack of prior engagement should in Stine’s view be reused with reservation. Through her
account of how the data journalism newsroom works, Stine suggests that digital data remain
closely bound to specific times and places of the data sources and work practices.
At the research office: Using network data to explore power in social structures

We meet up with Anders in his office at a Danish university in early 2016. He has recently been
employed as assistant professor and according to the online presentation of him on the university
website, he “frequently deploys social network analytic tools, which he finds produces not only
pretty pictures but also deep insights about how social structure works.” While the newsroom
described above made use of digital data in order to unveil misuse of power, Anders’ research
focuses on how power works in social structures. In these endeavours, Anders’ use of digital
social network analysis has slowly taken over his former preference for deploying qualitative,
‘analogue’ methods. Anders explains how this shift is closely linked to his research interest in
power and social structures. To make his work matter, he needs to build his arguments through
something stronger than qualitative empirical materials. As he puts it, “There are a lot of things
you cannot do if you do not have data”. As such, Anders’ actions as a researcher are shaped by
the ongoing advent of new data opportunities to explore.
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In handling diverse questions and roles as a researcher, Anders highlights how his use of digital
data and tools for social network analysis works as a way of “organising data in an otherwise
busy daily grind”. Anders exemplifies the point by referring to a colleague, who spends one
week deeply enmeshed in his qualitative historical materials, only to lose his familiarity with the
data when he is pulled out of this work by other pressing tasks the following week. According to
Anders, it can be a great relief and a strength if such qualitative materials can be transformed
into digital datasets, because it allows one to move more easily between an ongoing analysis and
other research and teaching tasks.
Learning to manoeuvre such opportunities and obstacles requires that Anders and his colleagues
develop new researcher competencies specific to the task of working with new digital datasets.
But new competencies are not enough. Continual adjustment to the busy schedules of other
people and institutions is also required. Anders’ primary access to new datasets goes through
close tech-savvy colleagues and governmental institutions from whom he often requests new
datasets or sub-sets of full datasets from.
However, the appearance of new data sources does not always fall easily into the routines of
these actors. Anders tells us how a long-forgotten data request suddenly had been returned by a
public servant, who due to an election campaign period (in which many tasks of public servants
are paused) now suddenly had abundant time on his hands to discuss data availability. Anders
was invited for coffee, and subsequently provided with the long-desired dataset.
The story illustrates how the ability to mobilise and link data from many, often heterogeneous,
data sources is central to Anders’s work. At times, Anders has postponed new data for days or
even weeks, feeling that he was making too many requests of his colleagues. The ongoing
appearance and infrastructuring of new data sources extends beyond what Anders can master
alone, forcing him to ally with actors able to bring about and infrastructure these new data
sources into his workflow. For this reason, the data work cannot rely on a stable infrastructure,
but must be built around co-produced competencies and local strategic alliances.
At the business consultancy: Mapping organisational landscapes with data

Torben is a business consultant. In 2012, he and two colleagues established their consultancy
that, according to their website, “helps transform the [client] organisation and what it does, so
that it can better adapt to its future”. In doing so, professionals at the consultancy map the social,
cultural, political and historical landscapes that the client organisation is situated in; mappings
are increasingly worked up on the grounds of new digital data sources. In contrast to both the
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data journalism newsroom and the research office, where the journalists and the researchers were
directly involved in the mobilisation of data, Torben stresses his dependency on partnering
analysts. These analysts compile, analyse and visualise large quantitative datasets about
primarily social networks or patterns of human interaction. Accordingly, Torben seldom deals
with numbers organised in spreadsheets and databases, which he describes as “raw datasets”.
What lands on his table are data visualisations produced by data analysts.
Torben’s main task is “to translate data into something that our clients can understand
operationally”. This means that Torben does not simply order a specific data visualisation based
on wishes from a client organisation. Rather, Torben works iteratively among analysts, the
interests of client organisations, available data and his own experiences with making data
operationally usable:
If we have a visual map showing a given number of interactions, for instance, I always
ask the analysts: “Does this imply that…?” Then the analysts say, “Yes!” Or they say,
“No, it does not!”
Such negotiation is not only taking place between Torben and the analyst. The analytical
potentials of the social network data are also realised iteratively and in an open-ended fashion
together with the client. In the work at the business consultancy, data are not simply used to add
to the contours of a predefined organisational landscape, nor does it dictate what organisational
landscapes are possible and impossible to draw. To quote Torben again: “We say to our clients:
‘This is the answer given by the algorithm. How do you see it?’” The data visualisations can thus
be said to open a space for interpretation and negotiation, and new combinations and relations.
In this manner, digital data travels back and forth among consultants, analysts and clients
through a process of negotiation in which a landscape of the organisation is created and agreed
upon. Such temporal considerations are new to Torben and lead him to reflect upon the different
ways that one can come to matter as a business consultant:
You can take on the traditional role of just presenting your four slides, which you
always present and then leave again. You can be explorative and solve an explorative
problem. You can confirm what the client organization believes to already know. Or
you can support how specific parts of the organisation views the world. You need to
know where you are in the organization.
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When Torben emphasises the need to situate his interventions through knowing “where you are
in the organization,” it also applies to his emerging craft of using new digital datasets and data
visualisations. Torben does not suggest that digital data will flow increasingly more seamlessly,
or that data visualisations over time will become increasingly more solid maps of organisational
landscapes. While the back-and-forth negotiations among Torben, the data analysts, and the
client, require that data are infrastructured into agreed-upon workflows, the demand that data
should be able to adapt to changing organisational agendas means that the infrastructure remains
open and unstable.
This collaborative engagement takes shape as an ongoing and highly dynamic infrastructuring in
which shifting datasets play a key role determining what landscapes can possibly be drawn. This
permeates Torben’s work with clients, where data visualisations are used to engender
discussions about potential futures of the client organisations, rather than clear-cut depictions of
their organisational landscape. A strategy that, in turn, creates new and different data
opportunities and infrastructural needs.
Discussion

The three ethnographic encounters demonstrate a wide distribution of agency and a high level of
contingency when it comes to new digital data practices. For Stine in the newsroom, it was not
the datasets themselves that gave novelty to the newsroom’s work, but their combination, and the
opportunities to reconstruct journalistic credibility with data. At the research office, Anders’
work with new digital network data was very much dependent on the social lives and schedules
of data providers and technically skilled colleagues. And for Torben at the business consultancy,
new digital datasets only took on meaning in an iterative and collaborative workflow around the
crafting of data visualizations.
The distributed and contingent character of the data work were visible despite the
briefness of our ethnographic visits, which cannot but hide from our view much of the possible
prior or subsequent data engagement. Constructing a more linear account, following how data
travel through time from data collection or encoding to data visualization and dissemination,
would, however, come at the risk of cleaning up the temporal dimension.
Our more punctual view foregrounds how new ‘data opportunities’ emerge without any
temporal stability, demanding an ongoing and highly flexible infrastructuring effort to succeed.
The continuous flow of new, freshly timestamped, data points that characterises most new digital
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data sources (Uprichard 2012; Kitchin & McArdle 2016), is in this way mirrored in the need for
infrastructuring. Such flows present a constant potential of new combinations that lead to new
analyses which can then become products in the business consultancy, news stories at the public
service broadcaster, or scientific papers at the research office.
One way in which participatory IT design can come to better take into account the
agency of new digital data, then, is to recall the Latourian advice “do not freeze-frame” (Latour
2005a; see also Latour 2005b, 19). If digital data are to be taken on-board as an active participant
in design processes, it must be recognized how, in an age of digital datasets, continuous and
never-final infrastructuring tend to be an integrated part of the process (cf. Karasti 2014). Such
ongoing flexible infrastructuring breaks with the ‘linear project time’ central to conventional
participatory design processes, because digital data take part in the very framing of who comes
to be seen as participants and what the design needs are. As we saw when visiting the three sites
of knowledge production, ongoing data infrastructuring comes with an ongoing reshaping of
work practices and shifts in professional competencies. The ‘lively’ character of digital data lies
not least in how it prompts new configurations, and with them, new potentials for participation.
What seems to be of special importance when inviting data into the design process is to
go beyond an infrastructuring perspective built around human actors, who more or less
intentionally delegate their idea of what constitutes ‘good’ working practices into IT
infrastructures. While both human and non-human actors can arguably be mobilized as
participants in processes of infrastructuring — and in design processes in general — the data
agencies that mobilise other actors, including human ones such as our knowledge professionals,
to act in new ways, overspills the conventional participatory design process.
One consequence of recognizing data as an active agent in the refashioning of
contemporary working practices is a challenge to the timing of participation. Participatory IT
design in an age of continuous and relational digital data can no longer solely be about future
work practices, but must also deal with ongoing work practices in which contingent socialities,
materialitites and temporalities are continuously connected and disconnected. As we have
shown, it is in the making and un-making of such connections that new skills, professions, and
participants may or may not arise. The participatory designer has an important role to play here
in order to make such processes more transparent and to raise worksite-specific debates about
what might constitute desirable and participatory reconfigurations of situated work practices.
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Conclusion

Today, new digital data are increasingly assigned transformative power under banners such as
‘big data’ and ‘digital traces’. In IT design there is still a tendency to treat digital data as a
passive actor, simply flowing through what is often imagined to be large and stable IT
infrastructures. In this paper, we have put forward the proposal that participatory design
scholarship has the important task of finding a middle ground between these extremes. Such a
middle ground should be able to accommodate digital data as an agent among others in IT work
practices and design. Drawing on new theoretical developments and our own explorative
empirical work, we propose that when including digital data as active design participants, a
temporal shift towards ongoing infrastructuring is of special importance.
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